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Abstract

Since the early 1990s, microprocessors have been enhanced with vector exten-
sions to exploit data-level parallelism in applications. Programs are sped up by
applying the same instruction to multiple data elements, grouped in a vector, in
parallel. Up to this day, efficient utilization of such vector extensions remains
challenging, however. While manually transforming code to exploit vector reg-
isters and vector instructions yields high performance gains, the effort is signifi-
cant. Automated approaches, such as those deployed by compilers, on the other
hand, struggle to identify parallelism in applications or fail to find profitable code
transformations.

In this thesis, we present enhancements to auto-vectorizing compilers in or-
der to close the performance gap between manually and automatically vector-
ized code. Our enhancements increase the number of automatically vectoriz-
able code patterns, offer alternative transformation options that achieve higher
performance than state of the art, and enable a comparison of different vector-
ization options. We thereby improve all steps of the vectorization process: the
transformation of vectorizable code patterns, the mapping of abstract interme-
diate code to low-level instructions, and the profitability analysis of the transfor-
mation.

Our first contribution is a different vector packing strategy for nested loops
whose inner loops only perform few iterations. By changing the way vector ele-
ments are grouped together, we enable full vector utilization even for large vec-
tors. Applying our approach to the two most compute-intense filters of the Ver-
satile Video Codec decoder shows improvements of 24% on average over state-
of-the-art auto-vectorization. The second contribution is a proposal for the vec-
torization of loops with control flow. We offer an alternative implementation
for architectures that do not support masked store instructions, and introduce
a technique to remove predicates from masked load instructions. While both
approaches introduce overhead, we demonstrate their benefit for more than 10
loop kernels. For masked load instructions, the overhead is mitigated by the vec-
torized calculation and evaluation of the control flow condition. For masked
store instruction, our solution outperforms state of the art for single-threaded
applications, and is profitabel for multi-threaded programs when a minimum
vectorization factor—depending on the arithmetic intensity of the kernel—is met.
As a third contribution, we present an platform-independent cost model to as-
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sess the benefit of code vectorization. Its accurate performance prediction allows
for the comparison of different vectorization options, and the compiler refrains
from transforming code that will exhibit slowdowns after vectorization. Applying
our cost model to three different evaluation platforms, we are able to show im-
provements with respect to the precision of the speedup prediction, the number
of classification errors, and their impact on overall execution time. For exam-
ple, our cost model improves the correlation between predicted and measured
speedup of 99 loop kernels by 13% on an Intel AVX2 platform, thereby reducing
the number of mispredictions by 46% and the total execution time by 3%.

Overall, we are able to increase the performance of auto-vectorizing com-
pilers by incrasing their vectorization rate, improving their vectorization quality,
and reducing the number of mispredictions during their transformation prof-
itability analysis. At the same time, we exploit the automatic and platform in-
dependent nature of compilers, thereby keeping the effort of code vectorization
at a minimum. All of our approaches have been verified for compatibility with
vector-length agnostic code generation, ensuring applicability to the program-
ming model of future vector extensions.



Zusammenfassung

Seit Beginn der 90er Jahre werden Vektorerweiterungen in Mikroprozessoren ein-
gesetzt, um Parallelität auf Datenebene in Programmen auszunutzen. Durch die
gleichzeitige Verarbeitung mehrerer Daten mit derselben Instruktion erhofft man,
die Ausführung des Programms zu beschleunigen. Allerdings werden die vorhan-
denen Vektorerweiterungen oft nicht effizient genutzt. Entweder muss Quellco-
de von Hand umgeschrieben werden, um die speziellen Register und Befehle zu
verwenden, oder der vom Compiler erzeugte Code nutzt das Potential der Hard-
ware nicht aus.

In dieser Doktorarbeit wird untersucht, wie man die Rechenleistung von han-
doptimiertem Code erzielen kann, ohne jedoch den damit einhergehenden Auf-
wand spendieren zu müssen. Dabei erweitern wir die Vektorisierungsalgorith-
men in Compilern derart, dass mehr Codemuster automatisch vektorisiert wer-
den können und der transformierte Code eine höhere Rechenleistung erzielt.
Außerdem ermöglichen wir den Vergleich unterschiedlicher Transformationsop-
tionen. Unsere Erweiterungen verbessern alle Verarbeitungsschritte der Code-
Vektorisierung: die Transformation von skalaren in vektoriellen Code, das Ab-
bilden der abstrakten Programmdarstellung auf Maschinensprache, sowie die
Kosten-Nutzen-Analyse der vorgenommenen Vektorisierung.

Insgesamt präsentieren wir in dieser Arbeit drei Compilererweiterungen für
die automatische Code-Vektorisierung. Die erste Erweiterung beschäftigt sich
mit der Vektorisierung von verschachtelten Schleifen, deren innere Schleifen nur
wenige Durchläufe ausführen. Bei der automatischen Vektorisierung dieser Co-
demuster werden insbesondere große Vektoren, die viele Datenelemente parallel
speichern und verarbeiten können, bislang nicht ausreichend ausgelastet. Wir
ändern daher die Art und Weise, wie Datenelemente in diesen Vektoren ange-
ordnet werden. Die Vektorisierung der zwei rechenintensivsten Filter des Deko-
dierers des Versatile Video Codec zeigt, dass die Ausführungszeit des Programms
mit unserem Ansatz im Durchschnitt um 24% verringert werden kann. Die zwei-
te Erweiterung, die wir präsentieren, verbessert die Vektorisierung von Schlei-
fen, die Kontrollstrukturen enthalten. Wir stellen eine alternative Möglichkeit
vor, die bedingte Befehlsausführung für Speicherinstruktionen in Maschinen-
sprache zu implementieren. Außerdem zeigen wir, wie die Lesezugriffsrechte für
alle Datenelemente eines Vektor zur Laufzeit sichergestellt werden können. Die
Evaluierung unserer Methoden bestätigt, dass der Mehraufwand, der durch die
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Überprüfung der Lesezugriffsrechte zur Laufzeit entsteht, durch die parallele Be-
trachtung mehrerer Datenelemente aufgehoben wird. Bei der Betrachtung von
10 Schleifen mit Kontrollstrukturen zeigt sich außerdem, dass Schreibzugriffe
um ein Vielfaches beschleunigt werden können, wenn ein Mindestanzahl an par-
allelen Datenelementen garantiert werden kann (VF > 4). Die dritte Erweiterung
ist ein neues Kostenmodell für die Kosten-Nutzen-Analyse von Vektorisierun-
gen. Durch die genaue Vorhersage der zu erwartenden Beschleunigung wird es
dem Compiler ermöglicht, verschiedene Transformationsoptionen miteinander
zu vergleichen. Außerdem verhindert es die Umsetzung von Transformationen,
die die Rechenleistung negativ beeinflussen. Unser Kostenmodell wurde auf drei
unterschiedlichen Plattformen untersucht und auf allen dreien wurden Verbes-
serungen erzielt. Diese Verbesserungen betreffen die Genauigkeit der Beschleu-
nigungsvorhersage, die Anzahl der fehlerhaften Vorhersagen, sowie die Ausfüh-
rungszeit. Zum Beispiel konnten wir auf einer Intel AVX2 Hardware die Korre-
lation zwischen vorhergesagter und gemessener Beschleunigung von 99 Testco-
des um 13% verbessern, wodurch sich die Anzahl der falsch vorhergesagten Be-
schleunigungen um 46% und die Ausführungszeit um 3% verringerte.

Insgesamt können durch die vorgestellten Erweiterungen mehr Codemus-
ter besser vektorisiert werden. Gleichzeitig vermeiden wir fehlerhafte Prognosen
bezüglich der zu erwartenden Beschleunigung und ermöglichen den Vergleich
unterschiedlicher Vektorisierungsoptionen. Der Aufwand zur Nutzung unserer
Verbesserungen ist für den Programmierer minimal, da die Erweiterungen au-
tomatisch während des Kompilierens angewendet werden. Zusätzlich sind alle
vorgestellten Ansätze auch für die Generierung von vector-length agnostic Code
geeignet, der für die effiziente Ausnutzung von Vektorerweiterungen der nächs-
ten Generation benötigt wird.
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1
Introduction

Modern computer applications are inherently parallel. Whether it is a video
codec repeating the same operation on every pixel of a video frame, or a database
answering multiple requests at the same time, all programs exhibit a certain
amount of parallelism. Such parallelism can be broken down into two categories:
Task Level Parallelism (TLP) and Data Level Parallelism (DLP) [1]. The two cate-
gories are not exclusive; instead, a program typically contains a mix of the two.

Vectorization is a technique to exploit DLP in program code. The idea is that
instead of performing n instructions on a data set of n elements, only one in-
struction is performed on a vector of n elements. The concept is depicted in Fig-
ure 1.1. Using vectorization, it is possible to process the same data set with less
instructions, potentially speeding up the execution of programs. For this pur-
pose, specialized vector extensions have been added to server, desktop, and mo-
bile processors. Such vector extensions work with large registers, loading, pro-
cessing, and storing multiple data elements in parallel.

In order to use hardware vector extensions, code must be vectorized first.
There are different programming models available for code vectorization, rang-
ing from assembly programming to compiler-automated approaches. Our anal-
ysis has shown, however, that the programmer has to spend significant effort to
vectorize their code and fully exploit the speedup potential of the vector exten-
sions [2]. We face the problem that vector extensions are not used efficiently.

To illustrate the problem, we have taken a manually optimized video codec
by Chi et al. [3] and compared the obtained speedup to a codec that was auto-
matically vectorized with the most popular C++ compilers. The results are de-
picted in Figure 1.2. While the compilers are able to improve performance by
4%−57%, the manually vectorized version accelerates the code by factors of 4x
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for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++){
a[i] = b[i] + c[i];

}
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(a) Scalar code execution
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(b) Vectorized code execution

Figure 1.1: Example of element-by-element (scalar) and vectorized code execu-
tion for a simple loop pattern

and more. The effort spent by the programmer therefore results in a significantly
higher speedup than the automated approach.

The required effort is significant, however. To cover a broad range of plat-
forms, multiple code versions have to be created, maintained, and updated for
newer generations of vector extensions. In contrast, the automated approach
in the compiler is enabled by setting a flag at compile time. We therefore seek
a vectorization approach that requires the same effort as auto-vectorization,
but closes the performance gap between auto- and manually-vectorized code.
In addition, our solution must be compatible with future hardware vector ex-
tensions. Based on these requirements, we derive the following criteria for our
proposal:

1. Low Effort
Our vectorization approach should not require more effort than using the
auto-vectorizer in a compiler. We therefore demand our solution to be

(a) Automatic
Vectorizing code must not request a code re-write by the programmer.
Instead, transformations must happen automatically, requiring noth-
ing more than code annotations.

(b) Platform Independent
The proposed solution must not demand multiple code versions for
different hardware vector extensions. Instead, a single source must be
sufficient to cover multiple platform architectures.
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Figure 1.2: Speedups obtained with auto-vectorized and hand-tuned implemen-
tations of a HEVC video codec, shown for the most popular C/C++ compilers [2]

2. High Performance
We seek to close the performance gap between auto- and manually-vector-
ized code. Our solution must therefore deliver improvements over state-
of-the-art vectorization techniques in terms of

(a) Vectorization Rate
Our approach must be able to vectorize more code patterns than state-
of-the-art compilers.

(b) Vectorization Quality
Our proposal must improve the speedup of auto-vectorizable code pat-
terns over state of the art. In addition, it must be able to compare dif-
ferent transformation options where applicable, and chose the better-
performing one.

(c) Mispredictions
Our solution must be able to avoid harmful code transformations with
respect to correctness and performance.

3. Forward Compatibility with Future Vector Extensions
We want to ensure that our vectorization approach is compatible with fu-
ture developments as well. We consequently demand our solution to be
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(a) Applicable to vector-length agnostic (VLA) Code
New hardware vector extensions support a VLA programming model.
Our vectorization approach must be compatible with this program-
ming model to enable code vectorization with low effort and high per-
formance for future hardware vector extensions as well.

In the next section, we detail our proposed solution how to fulfill the above-
mentioned criteria.

1.1. Proposed Solution
In order to be compliant with our demand for Low Effort, i.e. a vectorization
approach that is automatic and platform independent, we chose to extend the
LLVM compiler framework to improve the performance of its auto-vectorized
code. We introduce a refined compiler that increases the vectorization rate over
state of the art and makes smart choices about vectorization options, improving
the vectorization quality and avoiding harmful code transformations.

Our proposals target all steps of the vectorization process: the transforma-
tion of vectorizable code patterns, the mapping of abstract intermediate code to
low-level instructions, and the profitability analysis of the transformation. At the
same time, we ensure that all of our approaches are compatible with VLA code
generation. Overall, we make the following contributions:

1. We introduce a strategy to vectorize nested loops with a small number of
iterations in the inner loop, using a VLA programming model. Instead of
grouping elements of adjacent loop iterations in adjacent vector lanes, we
assign a static vector lane scattered across registers to all elements of a sin-
gle inner loop iteration. We thereby significantly reduce the number of
required memory accesses per vector loop iteration, which increases the
arithmetic intensity of a kernel and enables higher speedups when using
large vector registers. We present an efficient implementation using our
own load and shuffle approach.

2. We demonstrate how to vectorize predicated load instructions without the
native support of masked instructions by the hardware. By removing the
predicate from the instruction and evaluating it separately via a runtime
check, valid access rights can be assured for all memory accesses within
a vector. The approach is suitable for all systems that determine access
rights on memory page granularity, and allocate contiguous memory re-
gions. We enable vectorization for loops whose memory access patterns
can be formulated as linear affine expressions and it is known at compile
time that at most two pages of memory are accessed by a single vector load.
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3. We enhance the LLVM compiler framework by adding a Select Store in-
struction sequence to emulate masked store instructions and replace the
state-of-the-art Scalarized Store solution. Our Select Store outperforms the
Scalarized Store for single-threaded code. For multi-threaded environments,
we formulate clear boundaries when our approach is superior to state-of-
the-art vectorization techniques, and enable the transformation of codes
whose vectorization has not been profitable previously.

4. We define metrics to determine the accuracy of cost models in auto-vector-
izing compilers. The accuracy of the speedup prediction of cost models in
auto-vectorizing compilers has not been studied previously. We therefore
introduce three different categories of accuracy metrics: precision, classi-
fication, and impact metrics. In addition, we develop a graphical represen-
tation for such an accuracy assessment, and demonstrate how it visualizes
the classification and precision metrics.

5. We present a platform independent accurate cost model for the perfor-
mance prediction of vectorized codes within the compiler, which can be
fitted to any target hardware using linear regression techniques. With our
cost model we are able to significantly decrease mispredictions, i.e. false
predictions regarding the benefit of a code transformation. Such false pre-
dictions can result in slowdowns and missed vectorization opportunities,
harming the performance of auto-vectorized code.

6. Utilizing our accurate cost model, we enable the comparison of different
vectorization options within the compiler. With multiple vectorization passes
being deployed throughout the optimization stage of code compilation,
there can be numerous options how to transform code. With our cost
model, we can overcome the static order in which vectorization passes are
currently applied, and compare all predicted performances to choose the
most promising code transformation.

With our contributions, we are able to increase the overall vectorization rate
in the compiler, improve the vectorization quality, and reduce the number of
mispredictions during code transformation. By enhancing the LLVM compiler
framework, our proposals are automatic and platform independent. Further-
more, we introduce vectorization strategies for VLA programming models and
ensure that our cost modeling approach is compatible with next-generation hard-
ware vector extensions. In the next section, we discuss why it is critical to keep
pushing for the efficient utilization of hardware vector extensions, now and in
the future.
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Figure 1.3: Potential speedup via exploiting parallelism by MIMD, SIMD, and
both, MIMD and SIMD combined, over time for 64-bit x86 architectures [1]

1.2. Motivation
Parallelism in applications has been studied for decades and first steps to enable
parallel processing in hardware were taken as early as the 1950s. Consequently,
the first supercomputers of the 1960s were already able to exploit a parallelism
in programs to speed up their execution time. For example, the IBM 7030 Stretch
[4], introduced in 1961, implemented instruction pipelining to exploit Instruc-
tion Level Parallelism (ILP), a form of DLP where individual instructions working
on independent data elements are executed in parallel [5]. The ongoing research
resulted in two major publications in the 1960s, both of which are still highly rel-
evant: Flynn’s Taxonomy [6] and Amdahl’s Law [7].

In 1966, Michael Flynn classified processor architectures based on the im-
plemented approach of parallel processing. He looked at the processor as a ma-
chine that has one or more instruction streams working on one ore more data
streams. Overall, he introduced four categories that are still used for classifica-
tion today: Single Instruction, Single Data (SISD); Single Instruction, Multiple
Data (SIMD); Multiple Instruction, Single Data (MISD); and Multiple Instruction,
Multiple Data (MIMD). Each category distinguishes how many instructions pro-
cess how many data elements in parallel.

Today’s processors are hybrids between the SISD, SIMD, and MIMD cate-
gories, as they implement a multitude of approaches to achieve high perfor-
mance. However, there are limits as to how much speedup is possible. The limit
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was formally described by Gene Amdahl in 1967 and formulates the correlation
between the percentage of a program that is accelerated, the factor by which it is
accelerated, and the resulting speedup. Despite the accuracy of the model being
questioned over the years and revisions being proposed [8, 9, 10], Amdahl’s Law
provides a rough estimate of where the performance limitation of an architec-
tural improvement lies.

To estimate the progression of the different parallel processing models, John
Hennessy and David Patterson used Amdahl’s Law to evaluate the speedup po-
tential of parallelization on SIMD and MIMD architectures [1]. For the MIMD ar-
chitecture, they assumed two cores being added to the processor every two years,
thereby increasing the resources for TLP exploitation. For the SIMD architecture,
they chose a processor with hardware vector extensions whose vector width, i.e.
the number of parallel data elements in the vector register, doubles every four
years. The number of data elements in the vector register, also called the Vector-
ization Factor (VF), serves as the theoretical upper speedup bound. Their results
for a 64-bit x86 Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) are depicted in Figure 1.3. The
speedup obtained via code vectorization (SIMD) is predicted to continue to grow
every four years, which is shown by the steps in the curve, while the speedup due
to adding more cores (MIMD) is projected to be an asymptote that approaches
a limit below the maximum SIMD speedup. Overall, they expect the potential
speedup from exploiting SIMD parallelism to be at least twice that of MIMD par-
allelism. When combining the two approaches, Hennessy and Patterson predict
SIMD to be the key contributing factor for a continuous performance growth.

Besides increasing performance gains, SIMD processing decreases the en-
ergy consumption of computer applications as well. Key contributing factors
are the shorter execution time and the reduced number of instructions needed
for processing, such as less memory accesses for vectorized instructions. As an
example, Chi et al. lowered the energy consumed in the HEVC video codec run-
ning on a mobile platform by 65% per decoded video frame by exploiting DLP
via vectorization [11]. With Netflix streaming 21 million hours of video to mobile
devices every day [12], such an optimization can save 29.1 GWh every year, the
equivalent of the energy consumed by 1,850 German households [13]. This num-
ber grows even further when taking energy savings in PCs and TVs into account,
as mobile streaming only makes up 15% of overall video traffic.

While the prediction by Hennessy and Patterson was published in 2011, vec-
tor widths have indeed been growing as anticipated with sizes doubling roughly
every five years. Intel architectures doubled their vector width in 2011 with the
release of Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) (256 bit vector size) and again in
2016 with the relase of AVX-512 (512 bit vector size). This trend continues with
Arm announcing their first processor incorporating Scalable Vector Extensions
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(SVE) for 2020, a vector extension that supports vector sizes of up to 2048 bit.
Efficiently using these hardware vector extensions will therefore continue to be
critical for high performance gains and energy-efficient code execution in the
future.

1.3. Pre-Published Work
Parts of this dissertation have previously been published and the complete publi-
cation list can be found in chronological order in Table 1.1. Several of these pub-
lications assess the state of the art of code vectorization. In [2], we introduce our
criteria for efficient code vectorization, along with an evaluation of existing pro-
gramming models for the C++ language. The insights were contributed to a joint
publication describing the state of the art in multi/many-core programming [14].
We proceeded to analyze the capabilities of auto-vectorizers in current compil-
ers and presented the results in [15]; the same methodology was later applied for
further analysis in [16].

A case study of the challenges of code vectorization is published in [17]. Tak-
ing an algorithm from experimental physics, we discuss measures how to vector-
ize code for the large vector registers of the Intel Xeon Phi platform. The project
was completed in collaboration with the European Organization for Nuclear Re-
search (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland.

Our first contribution, the vectorization of nested loops with small trip counts
for unknown vector sizes, is published in [18]. We previously discussed the chal-
lenges of the next generation of vector extensions in [19]. The vectorization of
control flow patterns for architectures without native support of masked instruc-
tions is published in [20]. Our novel approach for portable and accurate cost
modeling in compilers can be found in [21], [22], and [23]. While [21] presents an
initial draft for x86 architectures, [22] discusses a solution for current Arm NEON
architectures. The complete, portable model including its refinements is pub-
lished in [23]. The cost model was expanded to support the Arm SVE ISA in [24].
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Table 1.1: List of pre-published work

Year Reference Publication

2015 [14] Jeronimo Castrillon, Lothar Thiele, Lars Schorr, Weihua
Sheng, Ben Juurlink, Mauricio Alvarez Mesa, Angela Pohl,
Ralph Jessenberger, Victor Reyes, and Rainer Leupers.
Multi/Many-core Programming: Where Are We Stand-
ing? In Proceedings of the 2015 Design, Automation & Test
in Europe Conference & Exhibition (DATE)

2016 [2] Angela Pohl, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. An Eval-
uation of Current SIMD Programming Models for C++. In
Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Programming Models
for SIMD/Vector Processing (WPMVP@PPoPP)

2017 [15] Angela Pohl, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. Ana-
lyzing Auto-Vectorization Rates and Quality in C/C++-
Compilers. In Proceedings of the 30th International
Workshop on Languages and Compilers for Parallel Com-
puting (LCPC)

2017 [21] Angela Pohl, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. Cor-
relating Cost with Performance in LLVM. In Proceed-
ings of the 13th International Summer School on Ad-
vanced Computer Architecture and Compilation for High-
Performance and Embedded Systems (ACACES)

2018 [17] Christina Quast, Angela Pohl, Rainer Schwemmer, Biagio
Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. Accelerating the RICH Parti-
cle Detector Algorithm on Intel Xeon Phi. In Proceedings
of the 26th Euromicro International Conference on Paral-
lel, Distributed and Network-based Processing (PDP)

2018 [20] Angela Pohl, Nicolas Morini, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben
Juurlink. Control Flow Vectorization for ARM NEON. In
Proceedings of the 21st International Workshop on Soft-
ware and Compilers for Embedded Systems (SCOPES)
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Table 1.1: List of pre-published work

Year Reference Publication

2018 [22] Angela Pohl, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. Cost
Modelling for Vectorization on ARM. In Proceedings of
the 2018 IEEE Conference on Cluster Computing (CLUS-
TER)

2018 [16] Hossein Amiri, Asadollah Shahbahrami, Angela Pohl,
and Ben Juurlink. Performance Evaulation of Implicit
and Explicit SIMDization. In Microprocessors and Mi-
crosystems (MICPRO)

2019 [19] Angela Pohl, Mirko Gresse, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Ju-
urlink. A Performance Analysis of Vector Length Agnos-
tic Code. In Proceedings of the 2019 International Con-
ference on High Performance Computing & Simulation
(HPCS)

2019 [23] Angela Pohl, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. Portable
Cost Modeling for Auto-Vectorizers. In Proceedings of
the 27th IEEE International Symposium on the Modeling,
Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and Telecommu-
nication Systems (MASCOTS)

2020 [18] Yassin Kaddar, Angela Pohl, and Ben Juurlink. Accelerat-
ing the VVC Decoder for Vector Length Agnostic SIMD
Architectures. In Proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Multimedia and Expo (ICME)

2020 [24] Angela Pohl, Biagio Cosenza, and Ben Juurlink. Vectori-
zation Cost Modeling for NEON, AVX and SVE. In Pefor-
mance Evaluation
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1.4. Thesis Organization
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the archi-
tecture of vector extensions, their terminology, and their evolution. We introduce
a classification of programming models for code vectorization and briefly discuss
the different vectorization strategies that are applied in vectorizing compilers.

In Chapter 3, we survey the related work and analyze if available program-
ming models for code vectorization provide an automatic and platform indepen-
dent approach. These programming models are then further evaluated regarding
advances over state-of-the-art compilers in terms of vectorization rate, vectori-
zation quality, and the avoidance of harmful code transformations. In addition,
we assess if approaches are applicable to the VLA programming model, which
will be supported by the next generation of hardware vector extensions.

We proceed to introduce our proposed solutions in Chapter 4, and provide an
overview which steps of the vectorization process are enhanced by our propos-
als. In Chapter 5, we present our approach to vectorize nested loops for unknown
vector lengths using a VLA programming model. We then discuss the details of
vectorizing predicated memory accesses in Chapter 6 and continue with the in-
troduction of our novel cost modeling approach in Chapter 7.

All of our enhancements are thoroughly evaluated in Chapter 8. We show that
our vectorization techniques are applicable to a wide range of kernels, which is
critical for compiler-based solutions. In addition, we highlight the benefit of our
vectorization for loops with a small number of iterations for the decoder of the
next generation video codec, the Versatile Video Coding (VVC). We also discuss if
the presented solutions meet the criteria we imposed on this work in this chapter
The thesis closes with a summary and a discussion of future work in Chapter 9.





2
Background

In order to efficiently use vector extensions, it is critical to understand their ar-
chitecture and the different programming models available to use them. In this
chapter, we provide an overview of the structure of SIMD ISAs , introduce re-
lated terminology, and provide a short overview of their evolution. Furthermore,
we classify the existing programming models and briefly describe their differ-
ent approaches for code vectorization. Finally, we discuss the available auto-
vectorization strategies within a compiler, and highlight two aspects in particu-
lar: control flow vectorization and the cost model-based profitability analysis.

The first step towards an efficient use of vector extensions is understanding
their format and the corresponding SIMD ISA. The SIMD ISA defines what types
of instructions can be executed on how many data elements of which data type in
parallel. Its physical hardware implementation then extends a processor core by
providing an additional vector register file and a dedicated processing pipeline,
thereby enabling the execution of the vector instructions defined by the ISA.

As a second step, the programmer can then incorporate the vector instruc-
tions in their program code. There are different programming models available
to achieve this, ranging from low-level programming with assembly instructions
to automated approaches. In general, the programming models vary in their
level of abstraction for the programmer, the effort required for code vectoriza-
tion, as well as their platform portability and performance.

Ideally, code vectorization should happen automatically during the optimiza-
tion stage of compilation. For this purpose, compilers deploy multiple vectori-
zation passes to transform (nested) loops and straight-line code. In addition, a
compiler must predict correctly if a code transformation will yield a benefit. Oth-
erwise, code vectorization imposes a penalty in terms of the optimization target.

13
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In this chapter, we detail all of these aspects of code vectorization. We dis-
cuss the structure of vector extensions in Section 2.1, and describe the differ-
ent programming models for code vectorization in Section 2.2. Existing auto-
vectorization strategies in compilers are presented in Section 2.3.

2.1. Vector Extensions
In this section, we outline the architecture of vector extensions, including the
instruction set, the register file, and the datapath. We introduce the associated
terminology and lay out the historical development of vector extensions.

As of today, there are numerous SIMD ISAs on the market, most notably the
Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) for x86-based architectures (Intel, AMD) and
the NEON extensions for AArch-based architectures (Arm). While they vary in
the number and types of vector instructions, as well as the supported maximum
vector size, they share a common overall structure. We detail this common struc-
ture using the Arm Cortex-A53 processor [25] as an illustrating example. It im-
plements the Armv8 architecture [26] including the NEON vector extension for
the AArch64 instruction set [27]. The Cortex-A53 is commonly used in mid-level
smartphones and can be found in the third generation of Raspberry Pi platforms.

2.1.1. Structure

In general, a vector extension is defined by a SIMD ISA and a physical imple-
mentation in the processor. The SIMD ISA specifies the behaviour of a vector
extension by defining the instructions that operate on a dedicated set of vec-
tor registers. These vector instructions enhance the instruction set of a baseline
architecture, while the hardware implementation extends the datapath of said
architecture to support them. The SIMD ISA imposes requirements on the hard-
ware implementation in terms of

• the number of vector registers

• the size of the vector registers

• the data types that can be assembled into a vector register

• and the number and type of supported instructions.

The processor core is consequently enhanced with a dedicated vector pipeline,
as well as an additional register file to store the vectors. In the following sections,
we introduce the format of vectors in more detail, present instructions specific
to vector extensions, show the composition of the vector register file, and discuss
the how the datapath is enhanced in the processor core.
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vector lane 0 1 2 3

int32 int32 int32 int32

bit 0 31 32 63 64 95 96 127

128 bit vector length

Figure 2.1: Example of a 128-bit NEON vector holding 4x 32 bit vector elements

Vector Format
Vector extensions typically define a fixed vector length. The vector length de-
notes the number of bits in a vector and is synonymous to vector size. A vector
instruction operates on vectors of a fixed bit width, with the vector length known
at implementation or compile time. Typical vector lengths that are available on
the market today are 128 bit, 256 bit, and 512 bit.

A vector can hold multiple vector elements. A vector element refers to a sin-
gle data element within a vector, and all elements within a vector share the same
size and data type. For example, 32-bit and 64-bit integers cannot be stored in
the same vector at the same time. Possible sizes and data types are defined by the
SIMD ISA. For example, the NEON ISA supports operations on vectors holding
8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit or 64-bit integers, as well as single or double precision float-
ing point numbers1. Not all instructions are available for all data types, however.

The size of a vector element furthermore defines the Vectorization Factor
(VF), i.e. the maximum number of elements within a single vector. For example,
a NEON vector with the size of 128 bit can hold up to 4x32-bit integers, hence
the vectorization factor is four as well. This is depicted in Figure 2.1. The vec-
torization factor serves as a rough guideline to determine the maximum possible
speedup when parallelizing instructions. For example, replacing four additions
by one vector addition—one vector holding four elements—can reduce the ex-
ecution time to 1

V F = 1
4 , i.e. a speedup of up to S = V F = 4 is possible. There

are further effects that impact the final performance, however, such as vector
aggregation or advanced memory access patterns, which will reduce the actual
obtained speedup.

A vector lane refers to the position of a vector element within the vector. In
general, the number of vector lanes is equivalent to the vectorization factor. The
concept of vector lanes is important for the Single Instruction, Multiple Thread
(SIMT) execution model, where individual program threads are mapped to vec-
tor lanes for parallel execution. We use this concept for our vectorization of

1Double precision is only supported on AArch64 architectures.
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nested loops with a small number of inner loop iterations as well.

Vector Instructions
All instructions from a SIMD ISA operate on vectors such as the one depicted in
Figure 2.1. In general, a SIMD ISA contains vectorial variants of the arithmetic
and logical instructions already available in the baseline ISA of an architecture.
However, the SIMD ISA might not cover all arithmetic and logical operations. For
example, the Armv8 instruction set, which is the base ISA for the Arm Cortex-A53,
contains a square root instruction, while the NEON SIMD ISA does not contain a
vectorial version2.

SIMD ISAs also introduce instructions only applicable to vectors. A new class
of arithmetic and logic instructions are vector reduction instructions. As the name
suggests, these instructions take a vector as an input and produce a scalar out-
put, i.e. reduce a set of vector elements to a single data element. This class of
instructions is also referred to as horizontal instructions. A common instruction
from this class is an addition that sums up all elements of a vector, which can be
used to calculate the dot product of two vectors ~a ·~b, for example. Such an ex-
ample is shown in Figure 2.2a. Another example are logical or reductions, which
can detect if an element or a single bit within the vector is set to true. Such logic
reductions are especially important for adding control flow to vectorized code.

A second class of specialized vector instructions are masked or predicated in-
structions, which are needed for the efficient vectorization of control flow. Con-
trol flow is added when a block of code is executed conditionally, such as in
if-else-statements. For scalar code execution, the if-condition is evaluated and
based on the result, the following block of code is either executed or skipped.
This is realized using conditional branch statements. For vectorized code,
however, such a condition must be evaluated for each vector lane. Based on the
results, it can be necessary to disable specific vector lanes, while others have to
be kept active. Vector lanes are disabled with a bit mask, i.e. a vector containing
one boolean value per vector lane. SIMD ISAs introduce specialized masked in-
structions that take such a bit mask as an argument. An example of masking out
vector lanes is shown in Figure 2.2b.

The third class of instructions added in SIMD ISAs are memory and vector
aggregation instructions. These instructions are needed when vector elements
cannot be read consecutively from memory, or when vectors have to be com-
posed from different registers. Depending on the vectorized code, memory ac-
cess patterns can become complex. SIMD ISAs hence provide dedicated classes
of memory instructions to increase performance. Gather instructions are used

2Arm NEON offers auxiliary functions to approximate the square root for vectors using the
Newton-Raphson method.
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int dot = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++){

dot += a[i] · b[i];
}

a[0]·b[0] a[1]·b[1] a[2]·b[2] a[3]·b[3]

+

dot

vector

scalar

(a) Reduction for adding vector elements

for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){
if (i % 2 == 0)

a[i] = b[i] + c[i];
}

b[0]+c[0] b[1]+c[1] b[2]+c[2] b[3]+c[3]

1 0 1 0

b[0]+c[0] a[1] b[2]+c[2] a[3]

vector

mask
filter

vector

(b) Masking to en-/disable vector lanes

for (int i = 0; i < N; i+=2){
a[i] = b[i] + 2;

}

b[0] b[1] b[2] b[3] b[4] b[5] b[6] ...

b[0]+2 b[2]+2 b[4]+2 b[6]+2

array in
memory

vector

(c) Gather access to every other array element of b in memory

Figure 2.2: Use case examples for vector specific instructions
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to read vector elements, while scatter instructions are used to write them. There
are significant differences in what access patterns are supported by a SIMD ISA.
While linear patterns, such as reading every other element of an array, are com-
mon, advanced access patterns such as non-linear access patterns, e.g. a[i] =
b[i·2], or indirect addressing schemes, e.g. a[b[i]] = c[i], are not. An exam-
ple for a linear gathering scheme is depicted in Figure 2.2c. Furthermore, it can
be necessary to reorder vector elements or aggregate new vectors from others.
For this purpose, SIMD ISAs contain shuffle instructions, which enable efficient
data rearrangement.

The Vector Register File
Having defined an instruction set, the datapath is enhanced to support the vec-
tor instructions. The first thing that has to be added are registers to store the
data vectors. While some early implementations of vector extensions shared
their vector registers with general purpose registers, processor cores nowadays
utilize a separate register file. Nonetheless, the separate register file might still be
shared with other extensions, for example a floating point extension. Such a vec-
tor register file is shown in Figure 2.3, which depicts the register file of the Arm
Cortex-A53.

The NEON ISA defines a total of 32 registers with a vector length of 128 bit
each. The vectors do not have to be used with their full length at all times, result-
ing in different addressing modes depending on the desired vector length. The
smallest usable vector length is 1 Byte, and registers are addressed as B (byte)
registers in this use case. Here, data will be stored to and read from the lowest
8 bit of the register. The naming scheme continues with vector lengths of 16 bit
(H, half), 32 bit (S, single), 64 bit (D, double), and 128 bit (Q, quad, or V, vector).
All of the naming schemes address the lowest bits of the registers and leave the
higher bits untouched, i.e. the total number of usable vector registers is always
32, regardless of the addressing scheme. Apart from the B registers, all vector reg-
isters can hold multiple vector elements. For example, an H register can hold two
8-bit integer elements, while an S register can hold four, and so forth and so on.
This approach allows to control how many vector elements are stored in a single
vector, instead of coding the number of elements into the instruction itself. The
described addressing scheme is depicted for register V31 in Figure 2.3.

Intel follows a similar path in both, their vector register usage and their nam-
ing scheme of registers. Starting with 64-bit MM registers, the 128-bit registers are
named XMM3, their 256-bit registers are called YMM, while their largest 512-bit reg-
isters are addressed as ZMM. As Intel has not yet announced a successor to their
latest vector extension, it remains to be seen which naming scheme will follow

3XMM is the palindrome of MMX, the name of Intel’s first vector extension
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Bit 0 127

V0 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8 int8

V1 int16 int16 int16 int16 int16 int16 int16 int16

V2 int32 int32 int32 int32

V3 int64 int64

V4 float32 float32 float32 float32

V5 float64 float64

V6

V30

V31

B31 8 b

H31 16 b

S31 32 b

D31 64 b

Q31 128 b

Figure 2.3: Structure of a NEON register file as used in the Arm Cortex-A53 pro-
cessor, showing possible data types and different addressing modes when using
varying vector lengths
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ZMM, as the end of the alphabet has already been reached. Just like in NEON, the
128-bit XMM registers are mapped to the lower bits of the 256 bit YMM registers,
who use the lower half of the ZMM registers. Intel also supports instructions that
use vectors with only a single element.

While it might seem counter intuitive to use vectors with just a single ele-
ment, this feature is needed to share the register file with other hardware exten-
sions. For example, it is common to use the same register file for vector and float-
ing point extensions; as we will see in the next section, this is due to the shared
processing pipeline. For such architectures, the vector registers are packed with
elements for SIMD instructions, while they only contain a single element for
scalar floating point instructions. The number of elements that is ultimately
loaded into the register is therefore determined by the instruction only, and all
vector registers are interchangeable, i.e. every vector register can hold any valid
number of elements.

Datapath Enhancements
Besides adding a register file, the datapath has to be enhanced to enable the
processing of data vectors. While it is possible to add a stand-alone vector co-
processor, the common approach is to enhance the existing datapath in order to
re-use parts of the present hardware.

The basic datapath in the processor consists of a pipeline with multiple stages.
The overall number of pipeline stages, i.e. the pipeline depth, varies between
architectures. Intel’s server architectures, for example, utilize up to 19 pipeline
stages, while the datapath of the Arm Cortex-A76 desktop processor is based
on 13 pipeline stages [28, 29]. The datapath of our example processor, the Arm
Cortex-A53, is shown in Figure 2.4. Its pipeline utilizes between 8 and 10 pipeline
stages, depending on the instruction type. Each pipeline stage can be mapped
to one of the following processing steps: instruction fetch, instruction decode,
issue, execute and memory operations, or write back.

In the instruction fetch stage, instructions are read from the instruction cache.
The decision which instruction to read next is supported by a branch prediction
unit, which takes educated guesses whether a conditional branch will be taken or
not. Modern datapaths will also read multiple instructions in parallel to exploit
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) in hardware. The Cortex-A53 is a superscalar
architecture, i.e. multiple instructions are read at once during the instruction
fetch stage, decoded, and issued dynamically to available execution pipelines.
Architectures implementing this technique are called superscalar processors be-
cause they are able to execute multiple scalar instructions in parallel.

After reading the instructions, they are decoded in the instruction decode
stage. Because the Cortex-A53 is an in-order CPU, meaning that the order of
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Instruction
Fetch

Instruction
Decode

Instruction Queue

Issue Execute

Int ALU 0

Int ALU 1

Branch

Load / Store

NEON / FP 0

NEON / FP 1

Write
Back

Figure 2.4: Datapath of the Arm Cortex-A53 including two NEON execution
pipelines; pipeline depth varies between 8 and 10 stages, depending on instruc-
tion type [30, 25, 31]

instructions is preserved throughout execution, instructions are then stored in
a single instruction queue, i.e. a FIFO-buffer. This issue stage then holds one
instruction until it can be dispatched to its corresponding execution pipeline.

Up until this point, the same hardware can be used for scalar and vector in-
structions, because all instructions have a common instruction size; the differ-
ence lies in the size of the data registers they are processing. It impacts the im-
plementation of the execution stage of the datapath, making it necessary to add
a specialized vector processing pipeline. The Cortex-A53 alread has two integer
pipelines, one pipeline to calculate branch conditions, and one pipeline to ex-
ecute load and store operations to memory. To support the NEON SIMD ISA,
two additional pipelines for NEON and floating point instructions are added to
the execution stage. It is possible to use the same hardware for both instruction
types, since they both need floating point arithmetics. A scalar floating point
instruction is processed by using a vector register with a single vector element,
saving implementation effort and die space. Overall, the Cortex-A53 is able to is-
sue up to two instructions in parallel. However, there are restrictions as to which
instructions can be executed at the same time. For example, since it only con-
tains one pipeline for memory operations, only one load or store operation can
be in flight, while it is possible to process two integer, NEON, or floating point
instructions concurrently.

As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the NEON/floating point pipelines have more
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stages than the other execution pipelines, i.e. four instead of two. Processing of
a single vector instruction therefore requires more clock cycles than a scalar in-
struction in one of the other functional units. This can be compensated by the
higher throughput of the vector pipelines—and thus overall latency per vector
element—as long as the vector processes more elements in parallel than the re-
maining execution pipelines are capable of. In the case of the Cortex-A53, this
means that a vector should contain more than two integer elements, as the regu-
lar integer pipelines would be faster in handling two integer instructions in par-
allel. Such restrictions are important to understand when looking at the efficient
utilization of processor hardware.

After the execution stage, the results are passed on to the write back stage,
where the results are retired to the corresponding register files or memory. In
summary, processing an integer, branch, load, or store instruction takes eight
pipeline stages, while a vector instruction needs ten pipeline stages to finish in
our illustrating example. These latencies vary between implementations of the
same baseline ISA, however, and need to be reviewed for each target platform to
understand their performance and the potential benefits of vectorization.
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2.1.2. Terminology Overview

Scalar Unvectorized, single data element.
Borrowing the term from linear algebra where it defines the element of a
field which describes a vector space, scalar refers to a single data element
or the element-by-element execution of code. In vectorization, scalar code
is typically taken as the baseline for performance improvements, as it refers
to the unmodified code without vectorization.

Vector Element A single data element in a vector.
For example, a 256-bit vector register can hold 8x32-bit wide vector ele-
ments. Supported data types of vector elements are defined by the SIMD
ISA.

Vector Lane The position of a data element within the vector.
For example, a vector holding eight elements also has eight vector lanes.
In SIMT architectures, a thread is mapped to a fixed vector lane, i.e. it will
always be mapped to the same position within the vector.

Vector Length The size of a vector register in bit.

Vector Size A synonym for vector length.

Vector Width The number of vector elements within a single vector register.
It indicates how the vector is divided into elements. For example, process-
ing a scalar floating point operation with vector extensions means execut-
ing a vector operation with a vector width of one.

Vectorization Factor (VF) The maximum number of vector elements that can
be grouped together in a vector register.
The vectorization factor depends on the vector length and the size of an in-
dividual vector element. For example, the vectorization factor for a 128-bit
vector which stores 16-bit integers is 128bit

16bit = 8, i.e. a single vector register
can hold eight vector elements. The vectorization factor serves as a theo-
retical upper bound for maximum speedups from code vectorization.

Vector Utilization Metric for the utilized capacity of a vector.
The quotient vector wi d th

vector i zati on f actor serves as a metric for the utilization of a
vector, which influences potential speedups. For example, if two 32-bit
integers are stored in a 128-bit vector, the vector utilization is 64

128 = 0.5,
limiting the achievable speedup to 50% of the maximum speedup.
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2.1.3. Evolution

Vector extensions were introduced to speed up the processing of multimedia ap-
plications. For this purpose, they include data types and instructions typically
found in audio and video processing. Over the years, vector extensions have
been expanded to support a broader range of calculations. In this section, we
present a brief evolution of vector extensions, and detail those that are com-
monly found in embedded, desktop, and server processors today.

A timeline of released vector extensions is presented in Table 2.1. In 1994,
Hewlett Packard’s MAX-1 was the first vector extension released that was released
in a general purpose microprocessor, the PA-7100LC [33]. Working on 64-bit reg-
isters, the 9 new vector instructions allowed to implement a full MPEG-1 decoder
in hardware. One year later, in 1995, HP expanded the MAX-1 instruction set, and
other vendors, such as Sun Microsystems and Intel, followed suit and released
their first SIMD ISAs. In the following years, the typical scheme for micropro-
cessor companies was to introduce an inaugural vector extension and enhance
it further over the years, releasing new generations of the SIMD ISA. In general,
these new generations support more instructions and data types compared to
the baseline ISA. Such a succession of vector extensions can therefore be grouped
into a vector extension family.

In the following, we provide an overview of those vector extension families
that are currently available for x86 and AArch architectures, as well as those fam-
ilies that have already been announced, but are not yet available in product. For
x86 architectures, the latest family of vector extensions is the Advanced Vector
Extensions (AVX), while AArch architectures currently support the NEON vector
extension. In the next years, the Arm processors supporting the SVE family will
become available, while the RISC-V Foundation recently finalized their specifi-
cations of the V-Extension for RISC-V architectures.

AVX Family (x86) AVX (2011), AVX2 (2013), AVX-512 (2016)

The ISAs from the Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) family are the vec-
tor extensions currently implemented in x86 architectures, i.e. Intel and
AMD microprocessors. AVX [48] succeeded the Streaming SIMD Exten-
sions (SSE) in 2011, and increased the vector size for floating point arith-
metics from 128 bit to 256 bit. The instruction set is fully backwards com-
patible, and instructions can access the lower half of the AVX vector regis-
ters using the SSE addressing scheme. AVX expands existing SSE instruc-
tions to work with the larger vector registers, too, and introduces non-
destructive three-operand instructions.

Two years later, the second generation, AVX2 [50], increased the vector
length for integer calculations to 256 bit as well. The vector size doubled
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Table 2.1: Timeline of vector extensions released in general purpose micropro-
cessors, sorted by product shipping date ([32], expanded to cover years 2001-21)

Vector Vector

Released Vendor Extension Base ISA Length Registers

1994 • HP MAX-1 PA-RISC 64 b 31 [33]

1995 • Sun VIS SPARC v9 64 b 32 [34]

HP MAX-2 MAX-1 64 b 32 [35]

1996 • Intel MMX x86 64 b 8 [36]

DEC MVI Alpha 64 b 31 [37]

Cyrix EMMX MMX 64 b 8

1998 • AMD 3DNow! MMX 64 b 8 [38]

1999 • Intel SSE MMX 128 b 8 [39]

AIM
Alliance

AltiVec1 PowerPC 128 b 32 [40]

AMD 3DNow!+ 3DNow! 64 b 8

2000 • Intel SSE2 SSE 128 b 8 [41]

2001 • Sun VIS 2 VIS 64 b 32 [42]

2004 • Intel SSE3 SSE2 128 b 8 [43]

2006 • Intel SSSE3 SSE3 128 b 8 [44]

2008 • Intel SSE4 SSSE3 128 b 8 [45]

2009 • ARM NEON AArch32 128 b2 162 [27]

2010 • Oracle VIS 3 VIS 2 64 b 32 [46]

IBM VSX VMX 128 b up to 64 [47]

2011 • Intel AVX SSE4 256 b 16 [48]

AMD XOP SSE 128 b 8 [49]

2013 • Arm NEON AArch64 128 b 32 [26]

Intel AVX2 AVX 256 b 16 [50]

2015 • Oracle VIS 4 VIS 3 64 b 32 [42]

2016 • Intel AVX-512 AVX-2 512 b 323 [51]

2021 • Arm SVE NEON ≤ 2048 b 324 [52]

tbd • RISC-V
Foundation

V-
Extension

RISC-V ≤ 2048 b 32 [53]

tbd • Arm SVE 2 NEON ≤ 2048 b 324 [54]

1 The members of the AIM Alliance, Apple, IBM, and Motorola, use different names for
their implementations, i.e. AltiVec (Motorola), VMX (IBM) and Velocity Engine (Apple).

2 NEON for AArch32 supports 64-bit and 128-bit vectors, i.e. 16x128-bit or 32x64-bit reg-
isters.

3 The architecture provides 8 mask registers in addition to the 32 data registers.
4 The architecture provides 16 predicate registers in addition to the 32 data registers.
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again with the introduction of AVX-512 in 2016 [51], supporting vector reg-
ister sizes of 512 bit. In addition, the overall number of vector instructions
grew and more and more vector-specific instructions were added. Most
notably, the latest AVX-512 ISA introduces masked instructions, which per-
mit the en- and disabling of individual vector lanes. The number of vector
registers has not increased, however, and remains at 32. Neither Intel nor
AMD has announced a successor for the AVX vector extensions yet and it
remains to be seen if vector sizes will again double in the near future.

NEON Family (AArch) NEON for AArch32 (2009), NEON for AArch64 (2013)

Arm introduced their Advanced SIMD extension, whose implementations
are called NEON, as an optional expansion for their ARMv7-A and ARMv7-
R architectures in 2009 [27]. The first specification of NEON, which extends
the AArch32 ISA, supports 64-bit and 128-bit vectors. The register file only
contains 64-bit registers, however, hence all 128-bit vector instructions are
mapped to two 64-bit vector instructions. Overall, NEON offers 109 vector
instructions [55].

The specifications for NEON were updated in 2013 for the Armv8 architec-
ture. While the new specification is backwards compatible with its previ-
ous version, it enhances the support for vector instructions and is compat-
ible with the 64-bit ISA AArch64. Overall, there are 277 vector instructions
available [56]. Most notably, 128-bit instructions are now supported na-
tively. It is the SIMD ISA that is supported by the processor of our illustrat-
ing example, the Arm Cortex-A53.

SVE Family (AArch) SVE (2021), SVE2 (tbd)

In 2017, Arm announced its successor of the NEON vector extension, the
Scalable Vector Extensions (SVE), targeted for their ARMv8.2-A architec-
tures. The first product to implement this vector extension is the Post-K
processor designed by Fujitsu [57], with sales starting in the second half of
2019 and the processor expected to be shipping in 2021. The vector exten-
sion is targeted for the High Performance Computing (HPC) market, and
supports a vector-length agnostic (VLA) programming model. The VLA
programming model does not require to define a vector length at imple-
mentation or compile time, but the vector length is determined at runtime
by the hardware. Vectorized code is therefore portable across platforms,
i.e. different processors in the Arm product portfolio. The vector length
can vary between 128 bit and 2048 bit, with 512 bit being implemented
in the Post-K processor. Besides the 32 data registers, SVE introduces 16
predicate registers to enable the execution of VLA code. We discuss this
programming model and its requirements in further detail in Section 2.2.
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Due to SVE being targeted for the HPC market, Arm announced the suc-
cessor of SVE, SVE2, in 2019 [54]. The goal of this extension is to cover Dig-
ital Signal Processors (DSP) and multimedia processors, which work with
small data types and typically require small vectors only. The SVE2 instruc-
tion set will be fully backwards compatible with NEON, and offer improved
performance for short vectors, such as 128-bit vectors. Using SVE for such
short vectors infers a penalty on performance, and changes were needed
due to the inferior performance of SVE to NEON [19].

RISC-V Family (RISC-V) P-Extensions (tbd), V-Extension (tbd)

The RISC-V Foundation is working on two extensions to their RISC-V ISA:
the P- and the V-Extension. Both extensions are still in the specification
phase.

The P-Extension targets Packed SIMD Instructions using the floating point
registers of a corresponding floating point extension (F- or D-Extension).
The idea is to pack small data types in these registers, thereby implement-
ing a form sub-word parallelism, for example by grouping four 8-bit inte-
gers in a 32-bit register and operating on them. While there is little progress
on the specification, an implementation of a sub-word parallelism approach
for RISC-V has been realized in the PULP project [58].

The V-Extension follows a different approach. Similar to SVE, the instruc-
tion set is vector-length agnostic. While the programmer defines the size
of a single vector element, the hardware defines the vector length and con-
sequently the vectorization factor. However, it is also possible to manually
define a vector length per vectorized code block. The V-Extension intro-
duces 32 vector registers, including register v0 that can be used as a mask
register to mask out vector lanes. The specification of the V-Extension is
currently at version 0.8 [53].

To efficiently utilize all of these vector extensions, a suitable programming
model is needed. In the next section, we discuss the different approaches for
SIMD code vectorization that are available to the programmer.
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2.2. Code Vectorization Techniques
Program code has to be vectorized in order to exploit vector extensions. In this
section, we present different code vectorization techniques and introduce a clas-
sification to distinguish between the approaches. In addition, we discuss the
challenges of code vectorization using a vector-length agnostic (VLA) instruction
set.

An overview of our classification is shown in Figure 2.5. We distinguish be-
tween two major categories: explicit and implicit code vectorization. This dif-
ferentiation is based on the changes to the original source code that are required
for vectorization. While explicit vectorization techniques typically require a code
re-write, implicit vectorization techniques rely on code annotations or are fully
automatic approaches. In the following, we detail the vectorization techniques
available for each of the two categories.

2.2.1. Explicit Code Vectorization

Explicit vectorization techniques require modifications to the original source code
in order to vectorize it. In other words, vectorizable code areas have to be re-
written using specific vector instructions and/or data types. Such instructions
and data types offer different levels of abstraction to the programmer. We have
taken these different levels of abstraction to divide explicit vectorization tech-
niques into three further sub-categories: Low-Level Programming, Libraries, and
Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) and Language Extensions.

Low-Level Programming
As the name suggests, low-level programming offers the lowest level of abstrac-
tion to the programmer. Data types are tied directly to those supported by the
physical hardware vector registers, and programming is done on instruction rather
than on function level. The programmer therefore must have a solid understand-
ing of the targeted hardware to exploit it to its full capacity. At the same time, such
knowledge combined with the low abstraction provides the opportunity for high
speedups

Libraries
Vectorization approaches in this category still require a code re-write, but work
on a higher level of abstraction than the ones in the Low-Level Programming
category. They typically provide abstract data types, such as vectors or vector-
based structs, as well as functions to handle common operations that require
more than a single instruction. Re-writing code with this category of program-
ming models creates a vectorized code version without having to acknowledge
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Figure 2.5: Classification of code vectorization techniques [2]

specific hardware features, which reduces the effort compared to low-level pro-
gramming. The library itself contains vectorized or vectorizable implementa-
tions of its functions and data types, which are mapped to a specific vector ex-
tension at compile time, i.e. when the target hardware is known. A vectorized im-
plementation of a library function or data type is implemented with a low-level
programming model, while a vectorizable implementation is a block of code that
a compiler is able to vectorize automatically.

Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) and Language Extensions

Language extensions enhance an existing programming language with vector
data types and corresponding operators, i.e. they expand the syntax and the
semantics of that language. Such enhancements require modifications to the
compiler infrastructure in order to enable the processing of the new language
features. The novel vector data types can then be used in the same manner as
scalar data types and the resulting source code appears similar to scalar code,
except for the variable declarations. From a programmer’s point of view, vector-
izing with language extensions requires the least effort and hardware knowledge
out of the explicit vectorization techniques.

Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) take it a step futher, designing their own
language for code vectorization instead of extending an existing language. In
general, a DSL is a programming language designed for one particular applica-
tion domain, for example typesetting (Tex) or hardware design (VHDL, Verilog).
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DSLs can either be standalone, i.e. they require a dedicated compiler to pro-
cess their source code, or embedded into a host language, so called embedded
Domain-Specific Languages (eDSLs). In case of eDSLs, they utilize the syntax
and semantics of the host language—or a subset thereof—to implement new
data types and functions. In both cases, the performance of the vectorized code
depends on the vectorization capability of the used compiler.

2.2.2. Implicit Code Vectorization

Contrary to the explicit vectorization techniques, implicit vectorization does not
require modifications to the source code. In case that approaches are not fully
automatic, they rely on code annotations for guidance. We classify the implicit
vectorization approaches into further two sub-categories: Application Program-
ming Interfaces and Auto-Vectorizing Compilers.

Application Programming Interfaces
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) provide the programmer with a set of
keywords for code annotations to identify parallel regions within their sources.
While they are commonly used to exploit Task Level Parallelism (TLP), there are
APIs that can vectorize code as well. They typically target loop vectorization only,
however, i.e. individual or nested loops, and each loop body must be annotated
with a set of hints and directives. These annotations aid the compiler in identi-
fying valid vectorization options, for example by ensuring that there are no de-
pendencies between data pointers. In the end, the compiler will do the code
transformations and vectorize the code, based on the directives added by the
API. Hence the compiler is the driving force behind the successful code vectori-
zation of this vectorization technique.

Auto-Vectorizing Compilers
Auto-vectorizing compilers apply multiple vectorization algorithms to an ab-
stract representation of a program. They are therefore able to vectorize loops as
well as straight-line code. For this purpose, they employ multiple vectorization
passes, i.e. a Loop-Level Vectorizer (LLV) for loops and a Superword-Level Par-
allelism (SLP) pass for straight-line code; both passes can be combined as well.
A deeper insight into the functionality of the LLV and SLP vectorization algo-
rithms is provided in Section 2.3. During auto-vectorization, compilers have to
find code transformations that are correct, beneficial, and can be implemented
on the targeted hardware. To help with ensuring the correctness of the transfor-
mation, there are compilers that support code annotations by the programmer.
Apart from such optional annotations, this vectorization technique is fully auto-
matic.
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2.2.3. Vector-Length Agnostic Programming

State-of-the-art vector extensions are tied to a certain vector length, i.e. all in-
structions within their ISA work on vectors of a fixed size. Vectorized code is
therefore not portable across platforms that do not share the same vector length
or instruction set. While this approach allows for highly optimized vector imple-
mentations, it requires significant effort to implement such code versions for all
target platforms of a program. The next generation of vector extensions, pub-
lished by Arm and The RISC-V Foundation, therefore re-visits the concept of
Vector-Length Agnosticism to mitigate this problem.

The idea behind the vector-length agnostic (VLA) programming model is that
all instructions of a SIMD ISA are independent of a vector size. When generating
vector code, it is then sufficient to determine the data type of a vector element,
instead of the data type and the vector width. For example, translating the addi-
tion of two 32-bit integer values

a[i] + b[i]

to a vector-length specific instruction set, such as AVX2, results in

vpaddd YMM0, YMM1, YMM2

with vpaddd indicating the vector addition of packed double words (2x16 bit) and
the addressing of YMM-registers defining the vector length as 256 bit. Translating
the same instruction to a VLA vector extension, such as SVE, results in

add z0.s, z0.s, z1.s

with the .s suffix on the register name indicating the size of vector elements to
be a single word (32 bit). The latter source code is platform independent, as its
implementation does not depend on a certain vector length. Instead, the vector
size is determined at runtime by the hardware on which the program is executed.
In case of loop-level vectorization, the hardware furthermore ensures that the
correct amount of vector loop iterations is processed.

The concept of Vector-Length Agnosticism is not new. Early supercomput-
ers based on vector processors followed a similar approach, where one instruc-
tion would process a vector of data and vector lengths could vary throughout
the execution of a program. Varying vector lengths inferred overhead in terms
of bookkeeping instructions needed for processing such vectors, however [59].
While further proposals were made over the years to establish processing of a
data stream with flexible vector sizes [60], SIMD ISAs with fixed vector lengths are
the state of the art in desktop, server, and mobile processors. As a consequence,
the VLA code vectorization techniques available today are limited low-level pro-
gramming and rudimentary auto-vectorization.
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2.3. Auto-Vectorizing Compilers
This section presents the techniques contained in compilers to vectorize code
automatically. After briefly discussing the generic structure of a compiler, we in-
troduce the two most important vectorization passes, i.e. the Loop-Level Vector-
izer (LLV) and Superword-Level Parallelism (SLP) passes. In addition, we high-
light how auto-vectorizers transform and vectorize loops with control flow, and
detail how they predict if a code transformation will indeed yield a benefit with
respect to their optimization goal.

2.3.1. Generic Compiler Structure

Compilers are computer programs that translate a program written in one lan-
guage into a program written in another language [61]. To perform such a trans-
lation, the compiler must be able to understand the form, i.e. the syntax, as well
as the meaning, i.e. the semantics, of both languages, source and target. For
this purpose, a compiler has a front end to deal with the source language, and a
back end to generate code in the target language. Throughout the translation, the
compiler processes the program in an Intermediate Representation (IR), which is
an abstract representation of the program independent of its source or target lan-
guage. Furthermore, the compiler can apply optional optimization steps during
translation to improve the code with respect to an optimization target. Such tar-
gets include performance or memory usage, for example. The generic structure
of a compiler is depicted in Figure 2.6.

Source
Program

Compiler

Front End
IR

Optimizer
IR

Back End

Target
Program

Figure 2.6: Generic structure of an auto-vectorizing compiler [61]

While it is possible to transform code from one high-level programming lan-
guage to another, so called source-to-source compilation, this work focuses on
translating programs to low-level instruction sets incorporating SIMD instruc-
tions. To utilize these SIMD instructions and corresponding vector extensions,
the compiler employs multiple vectorization algorithms in the optimizer. We
present these algorithms in the next section.
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2.3.2. Vectorization Passes

A compiler employs specific algorithms, so called auto-vectorization passes or
auto-vectorizers, to vectorize code during its optimization phase. They analyze
the Intermediate Representation (IR) to detect parallelism within the source code,
and consequently apply a transformation. Throughout the vectorization pro-
cess, an auto-vectorizer must answer three questions:

1. Can the source code be vectorized?

2. Does the target ISA provide the instructions needed to vectorize the code?

3. Is the vectorization beneficial, i.e. is the speedup greater than the overhead
introduced by vectorization?

To answer the first question, the auto-vectorizer tries to apply code transforma-
tions to a Basic Block (BB), independent of the target hardware. A BB is a se-
quence of straight line code with a single entry and exit point, i.e. it does not
contain branches, loops etc. An example for a BB is a loop body without control
flow, i.e. a block of code where all statements are executed while the loop condi-
tion is true or until a certain number of iterations has been completed. When a
code transformation has been found, the auto-vectorizer checks if the target ISA
provides the instructions needed for this transformation, or if a code sequence
can be found that emulates the instruction. This process is also referred to as In-
struction Lowering. When an operation cannot be mapped to the target instruc-
tion set, the auto-vectorizer might try to apply a different transformation that
does not require the unsupported instruction. Finally, the benefit of the vector-
ization must be assessed. It is possible that vectorization requires a significant
overhead to gather and assemble vectors that consumes the speedup gain, for
example. The auto-vectorizer therefore applies a cost model that weighs the in-
structions needed for the vectorization and compares it with the weights, or costs,
of the scalar instructions. If the cost is less for the vectorized code version, the
transformation is applied.

Current compilers apply multiple vectorization passes. The most utilized is
the LLV pass, which transforms single and nested loops. A second auto-vectorizer,
the SLP pass, targets straight-line code. It scans BBs for data-independent in-
structions that can be grouped together. In the following sections, we detail both
approaches.

Loop-Level Vectorization
The Loop-Level Vectorizer (LLV) seeks code transformations that result in the
prallel execution of multiple loop iterations. It tries to group data elements of
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Listing (2.1) Loop invariant (a[0]), loop
independent (a[i]), and loop-carried
(a[i-1]) data dependencies

for (int i = 1; i < N; i++){
a[i] = a[0] + a[i-1] + a[i];

}

Listing (2.2) Control dependence

for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){
if (a[i] % 2 == 0)

b[i] = c[i] - 2;
}

Figure 2.7: Examples of data dependencies (Listing 2.1) and control dependen-
cies (Listing 2.2) in loops

consecutive loop iterations in adjacent vector lanes, and converts the scalar in-
structions in the loop to vector instructions.

To preserve the correctness of code during vectorization, it is critical for the
auto-vectorizer to understand all dependencies between statements of the loop,
i.e. the memory locations they access. For this purpose, the LLV pass performs
a loop dependence analysis to identify data dependencies and control depen-
dencies, creating a dependence graph. When dependencies cannot be resolved,
vectorization is deemed impossible by the compiler.

Data dependencies can be loop-carried, i.e. depending on statements from
a preceding or succeeding iteration, loop independent, i.e. depending on state-
ments from the same iteration, and loop invariant, i.e. depending on statements
from a static iteration. Examples for all three data dependencies are shown in
Listing 2.1 of Figure 2.7. When loop invariant or loop-carried dependencies ex-
ist, further code transformations, such as loop splitting or reversing the traversal
of array elements, might be necessary to enable vectorization.

Control dependencies impact the order in which statements are executed.
For example, an if-then-else-statement creates branches within the loop body
and consequently influences the occurrence of statements in the executable code.
An example is shown in Listing 2.2 in Figure 2.7. We discuss how to vectorize such
loops with control flow in further detail in the following section.

Having assessed all dependencies between statements, the auto-vectorizer
clusters all strongly connected components of the dependence graph and sep-
arates the vectorizable statements, thereby potentially splitting up the loop in
vectorized and scalar loops. If the number of loop iterations is not divisible by
the Vectorization Factor (VF), a scalar loop tail is added for the left-over loop it-
erations. This loop tail can also be used as a fallback option in case there are
dependencies that cannot be analyzed at compile time but at runtime, for ex-
ample due to pointer aliasing. The vectorizable parts are then transformed. The
auto-vectorizer might try to apply further optimizations to improve code perfor-
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mance, for example reducing memory accesses by interchanging iteration vari-
ables in nested loops. It also searches for specific code patterns it can substi-
tute, for example by using specialized reduction instructions. Such techniques
enable speedups that are higher than the Vectorization Factor (VF), so-called
super-linear speedups, since instructions are not parallelized by a factor, but sub-
stituted with highly-optimized special-purpose instructions.

Straight-Line Code Vectorization
A second vectorizer employed in compilers targets the vectorization of straight-
line code. It exploits Superword-Level Parallelism (SLP), a form of Instruction
Level Parallelism (ILP) that was first described by S. Larsen and S. Amarasinghe
in the year 2000 [62]. It is defined as short SIMD parallelism in which the source
and result operands of a SIMD operation are packed in a storage location.

The SLP vectorizer scans a Basic Block (BB) for isomorphic statements, i.e.
statements that perform the same operations in the same order. These state-
ments are then packed into vectors and processed using vector instructions. An
example is shown in Figure 2.8. SLP vectorization requires a gathering of operands,
as well as a scattering of results. It therefore introduces overhead, and it must be
carefully assessed if vectorization is beneficial due to the gathering/scattering
and assembling of vectors.

While LLVM applies a separate SLP vectorization pass after the LLV pass, GCC
combines both vectorization passes [63]. In GCC, SLP vectorization is applied
to loops that cannot be vectorized by the LLV algorithm, but can be vectorized
by SLP via loop unrolling, since loop unrolling produces isomorphic statements.
Studies have shown, however, that the vectorization rate and vector utilization
for SLP is low [15, 64]. That is why recent works have started to increase the
search region for isomorphic statements [65], to add redundant instructions to
create isomorphic statements [64], and to throttle the number of packed state-
ments to reduce vectorization overhead [66]. Nonetheless, the LLV vectorizer
remains the dominant auto-vectorization pass in compilers.

a = b * c[0];
d = e * c[1];
f = g * c[2];
h = i * c[3];

(a) Straight-line code with isomor-
phic statements

a

d

f

h

b

e

g

i

c[0]

c[1]

c[2]

c[3]

= ∗

(b) Vectorized code execution

Figure 2.8: Example of straight-line code vectorization by packing isomorphic
statements, as employed in SLP vectorizers
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2.3.3. Automated Control Flow Vectorization

In this section, we detail the challenges of vectorizing control flow and present
techniques available to the compiler to vectorize such code patterns.

Challenges of Auto-Vectorizing Control Flow
Control flow in a loop en- and disables the execution of parts of the loop body.
Typical examples are if-then-else-statements, where a conditional statement
guards the execution of the if-branch. The challenge of vectorizing such code
patterns is that it cannot be guaranteed that the conditional statement evaluates
to the same value for all vector lanes within a data vector, i.e. a vector can contain
loop iterations where it evaluates to true and iterations where it evaluates to false.

int cond[n], in[n], out[n];
...
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++){

if (cond[i]){
out[i] = in[i] + 1;

}
}

mem

cond[i]

in[i]

d0 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 X X ...

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 ...

d0 d1 d3 d4 d5

i

Figure 2.9: Example of a loop pattern containing control flow and how the con-
ditional statement masks out memory read accesses

To illustrate the problem, an example code pattern is shown in Figure 2.9.
In this example, the value of cond[i] determines if the following basic block is
executed. As a consequence, the memory operations to read in[i] and write
out[i] are executed conditionally, i.e. they are not performed for every loop
iteration. The same applies to the arithmetic operation of out[i] = in[i]+1.
To vectorize such a code pattern, the compiler therefore has to

1. conditionally read the data of in,

2. vectorize the Basic Block (BB), i.e. the arithmetic operation in[i]+1,

3. and conditionally store the data of out.

Initially, the compiler performs an if-conversion to transform all control flow de-
pendencies to data flow dependencies [67]. An example is shown in Figure 2.10.
Such data dependencies can be vectorized using instruction predication, i.e. the
en- and disabling of individual vector lanes. Predicated instructions are typically
realized by passing a bit mask, and are therefore commonly referred to as masked
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for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){
if (cond[i])

a[i] = b[i];
else

a[i] = c[i];
}

(a) loop with control dependence

for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){

a[i] = (cond[i]) ? b[i] : c[i];

}

(b) loop with data dependence

Figure 2.10: Example of an if-conversion to convert a control flow dependence to
a data flow dependence, i.e. removing the branch from the loop body

instructions as well. The three steps required for vectorization can now be exe-
cuted using such masked instructions. In the given examples, the vector register
containing cond[i] can serve as the bit mask.

During the first step, conditionally reading data from memory, the compiler
must ensure that it is legal to access all memory locations that are loaded for a
vector during each iteration of the loop. Here, the conditional statement might
mask out memory locations that are illegal to read, for example due to lacking
access permissions. Accesses to such memory locations must therefore be pro-
hibited.

In general, the second step of vectorizing arithmetic operations does not
need to be predicated as long as a predicated store is used. In other words, arith-
metic operations can be performed without predication using temporary vari-
ables in the datapath, until the final result is written back to the target register
or memory location. In our example, assuming that it is legal to read all array
elements of in, the loop body can be rewritten to

for (int i = 0; i < N; i ++){
new[i] = in[i] + 1;
out[i] = (cond[i])? new[i] : out[i];

}

The arithmetic instruction is no longer executed conditionally and can be vec-
torized as any other BB without conditional statements.

During the third step, conditionally writing data to memory, the compiler
must ensure that it does not overwrite data locations that are masked out by the
conditional statement. For example, masked-out elements could be modified by
a different thread of the program at the same time, and modifying their content
concurrently can lead to non-deterministic behavior and corrupt data.

The following section presents existing solutions for the first and third step
of vectorizing codes with control flow. It discusses their shortcomings and re-
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strictions with respect to which code patterns they can vectorize, as well as their
overhead in terms of performance.

Techniques for the Vectorization of Predicated Memory Accesses
Compilers already contain several techniques to vectorize code patterns with
control flow. For example, the LLVM compiler framwork utilizes

• scalarizing,

• hoisting/sinking,

• and masking

of memory operations. This section introduces all three techniques briefly and
discusses their shortcomings in terms of applicability and performance.

Scalarizing a memory access means to fall back to scalar code execution.
Instead of using vector instructions, each vector element is accessed individu-
ally in memory. To scalarize read operations, single data elements are loaded
and aggregated into a vector. A scalarized store writes back single data elements
of those loop iterations that are not masked out. Due to the aggregation and
extraction of vector elements from vector registers, a significant overhead is in-
troduced by scalarizing memory operations. While the approach is applicable
to all code patterns in general, compilers impose further restrictions on when
to use these techniques. For example, LLVM requires the scalarized loads to be
combined with a scalarized store; due the expected low performance, scalarized
loads are therefore not used by this compiler. On the other hand, scalarized store
instructions can be combined with any technique of conditional memory reads.
The overhead introduced by the scalarized store, i.e. the extraction of single data
elements from the vector registers, has to be compensated by the speedup of the
arithmetic vector instructions. As a consequence, they should only be applied
to code patterns with sufficient arithmetic intensity, i.e. codes whose expected
speedup is high enough to compensate for the negative performance impact of
the scalarized store instructions.

The second option of vectorizing predicated memory accesses is hoisting
and sinking. Hoisting a load is a technique to move memory read operations
outside (above) the predicated basic block. This is done if the memory location
is either read outside of the predicated block anyway, or if it is accessed in both
branches of an if-else-statement. In both cases, the compiler can assume that
it is always safe to access this memory location and it can perform a vector load.
The same conditions apply to sinking a store. If the memory location is written
to outside of the predicated block, or a value is assigned to it in both cases of an
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Listing (2.3)

int cond[n], in[n], out[n];
...
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){

if (cond[i]){
out[i] = in[i] + 1;

}
else{

out[i] = in[i] - 2;
}

}

Listing (2.4)

int cond[n], in[n], out[n];
int in_tmp, out_tmp;
...
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){

in_tmp = in[i];
out_tmp = (cond[i])?

in_tmp + 1 : in_tmp - 2;
out[i] = out_tmp;
}

}

Figure 2.11: Example of hoisting and sinking predicated memory accesses; List-
ing 2.3 shows an example code pattern, while Listing 2.4 shows the transformed
code with all load and store operations moved out of the predicated statement

if-else-statement, the store instruction can be moved outside (below) the ba-
sic block; it is sunk. Since the memory accesses are no longer predicated after
being hoisted/sunk, they can be vectorized. An example of hoisting and sinking
is shown in Figure 2.11. Further instructions, such as vector shuffling, might be
required to obtain the correct write-back data, however. In the shown example, a
write back vector has to be created from the results of the if- and else-branches.
While sinking/hoisting is an elegant approach to remove the predication from
memory accesses, it can only be used for a subset of code patterns and is not
globally applicable.

The third, most straight-forward approach are masked load/store operations.
These vector instructions accept a binary mask as an argument that defines which
elements of a vector should be read from/written to. They thereby assure that
only these memory locations will be accessed or modified. However, this class
of instructions is not available for all SIMD extensions. For example, an AVX-
512 based platform supports them, while the NEON ISA does not. In addition,
masked memory instructions can be slower than regular memory instructions.

All of the presented three techniques can introduce overhead that impacts
the performance of vectorized code. It is therefore critical for the compiler to
correctly predict which transformation option is the most suitable regarding a
specific target platform. For this purpose, the compiler conducts a cost analysis
to understand if the vectorized code will perform faster than the scalar version.
In the next section, we highlight how compilers perform such an analysis using
built-in cost models.
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2.3.4. Cost Modeling in Auto-Vectorizers

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the algorithms used to predict per-
formance in auto-vectorizers. We use the cost modeling approach of LLVM as an
example, and highlight the differences to the algorithm used in GCC.

In LLVM, both vectorization passes, the LLV and SLP vectorizers, use sim-
ilar approaches to assess the benefit of code vectorization. We introduce the
approach used by the LLV pass. The LLV pass determines an abstract value, a
so-called cost, for a scalar loop and its vectorized counterpart. When the cost for
the vectorized loop cvec is lower than the scalar cost cscl , the vectorized code is
expected to perform better and the optimization is applied.

The cost of a vectorized loop body cvec is determined by adding the costs of
all of its Basic Blocks (BBs)

cvec =
∑

cBB

with the BB cost cBB being the sum of all its individual instruction costs

cBB = ∑
∀i∈I

ni · ci

where I denotes the set of instructions used in the basic block, ci denotes the cost
of an instruction, and ni denotes the occurrence of the instruction. The instruc-
tion cost ci is based on the instruction type, the underlying hardware platform,
and the Vectorization Factor (VF). It is an abstract value and does not represent a
physical metric. In the compiler, there are lookup tables for a variety of instruc-
tion set architectures and vector extensions defining these individual instruction
costs.

The cost of the vectorized loop body cvec is then calculated for all possible
Vectorization Factors (VFs). Since the compiler always applies the same VF to
all instructions within a BB, the largest VF is derived from the largest data type
loaded/stored in the BB. In the end, the transformation with the minimum cost
is chosen. If this minimum is the scalar loop cost cscl (VF=1), no vectorization
is applied. Other optimization techniques, such as unroll-and-jam, might still
be applied, however. The complete algorithm is shown in pseudo-code in Fig-
ure 2.12. In addition, a loop trip count threshold is added to avoid vectorization
of tiny loops with less than 16 iterations (trip count < 16). For such tiny loops,
vectorization is allowed only if no overhead is added outside of the loop.

Despite both vectorization passes in LLVM using the same underlying lookup
tables, their cost estimations vary due to slight differences in their respective
lookup functions. In addition, both passes use a different baseline, i.e. scalar
cost, to assess the transformation benefit. The results of the passes’ cost analysis
therefore cannot be compared to select the more beneficial option. As a con-
sequence, it is possible that one pass deems a transformation beneficial, while
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cmi n = cscl

cvec = cBB = 0
V Fmi n = 1
for all Vectorization Factors do

for all BBs in Loop do
for all Instructions in BB do

cBB+= g et InstrCost (Instr,V F )
end for
cvec+= cBB

end for
if (cvec < cmi n) then

cmi n = cvec

V Fmi n =V F
end if

end for
return cmi n ,V Fmi n

Figure 2.12: Pseudo-code of cost calculation in LLVM

the other may not. An analysis which cost model is more accurate has not been
performed yet.

The GCC vectorizer combines SLP and LLV vectorization in one compiler
pass [68]. This pass utilizes a similar approach to cost modeling as described for
LLVM. It also determines the cost of a BB based on its individual instruction costs
and the vectorization factor. However, it also accounts for vectorization overhead
outside of a loop body. As the overhead, such as a scalar loop tail, becomes less
significant with an increasing number of loop iterations, the cost model tries to
determine the minimum number of profitable loop iterations Nmi n by solving
the inequation

Nmi n · cscl + cscl ,out > (Nmi n −Nout ) · cvec

V F
+ cvec,out

The left hand side
Nmi n · cscl + cscl ,out

determines the scalar cost of the complete loop with cscl ,out being the scalar
overhead outside of the loop body. The right hand side

(Nmi n −Nout ) · cvec

V F
+ cvec,out

calculates the vectorized cost of the complete loop, with Nout being the number
of loop iterations that cannot be vectorized, such as a scalar loop tail, and cvec,out

the overhead outside of the vectorized loop. When a number of loop iterations n
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can be found where the vectorized cost is less than the scalar cost for the com-
plete loop including respective overheads, the loop is vectorized. In addition, a
runtime check is added to avoid execution when the number of loop iteration is
smaller than Nmi n . This has the side effect that vectorization is possible even for
small iteration counts. If the inequation cannot be solved, the loop is deemed to
be unvectorizable. The underlying cost prediction thus impacts the decision to
vectorize a loop, as well as the minimum number of profitable iterations.

2.4. Summary
Vector extensions were introduced in the 1990s to speed up the execution of mul-
timedia applications. Vector sizes have been growing ever since, along with the
number of vector instructions available to the programmer. In general, vector
extensions are defined by a SIMD ISA and a physical hardware implementation,
including a vector register file and an enhanced data path.

To use vector extensions, programs must be vectorized. There are several
code vectorization techniques available and we classify them based on their ab-
straction level from machine language and the effort required to transform the
sources. The main distinction is between explicit and implicit vectorization tech-
niques, where explicit code vectorization requires modifications to the original
sources, while implicit code vectorization does not.

Auto-vectorizing compilers belong to the implicit category. Ideally, they trans-
form programs automatically, without further interventions by the programmer.
The compiler employs several auto-vectorization passes, i.e. the Loop-Level Vec-
torizer (LLV) and Superword-Level Parallelism (SLP) pass. For loop-level vectori-
zation, it is critical to resolve dependencies within the loop, i.e. data and control
flow dependencies. To resolve control flow dependencies, the compiler performs
an if-conversion to transform them into data dependencies. These data depen-
dencies can then be implemented using predicated or masked instructions, when
available. If they are not present in the target ISA, the compiler tries to scalarize
or sink/hoist memory instructions.

The SLP pass scans code regions for isomorphic statements, i.e. statements
with the same sequence of instructions, that can be grouped into vectors. Such
grouping does introduce overhead, however. It is therefore critical to thoroughly
understand the performance impact of the additional instructions needed for
data gathering/scattering and vector shuffling. For this purpose, compilers em-
ploy a cost model to predict if a code transformation is beneficial. These cost
models assign a cost value per instruction and sum all instruction costs within
the basic blocks of a loop. When the transformed cost is lower than the original
cost, the code is vectorized. Inaccurate cost models can thus lead to mispredic-
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tions, resulting in missed vectorization opportunities or performance penalties.
In the next chapter, we discuss the recent advances in the area of code vec-

torization techniques for the efficient utilization of SIMD vector extensions.





3
Related Work

This chapter discusses the related work in the area of code vectorization tech-
niques. Based on our classification from the previous chapter, we survey the re-
lated work for explicit and implicit vectorization approaches and discuss their
shortcomings with respect to our criteria. We furthermore present the recent
advances in auto-vectorizing compilers for control flow vectorization, cost mod-
eling, and the support of vector-length agnostic programming models.

Over the years, multiple vectorization techniques have been developed to de-
crease the effort of code vectorization. We introduced a classification of these ap-
proaches in Chapter 2.2, where we categorize them based on the required source
code modifications and the level of abstraction presented to the programmer. In
this chapter, we asses which of these vectorization techniques fulfill our criteria
of Low Effort, High Performance, and Forward Compatibility.

As a first step, we analyze if there are vectorization approaches from the ex-
plicit category that satisfy our requirement of low effort. Since explicit code vec-
torization requires modifications to the original source code, we assess if there
is related work that performs such changes automatically while producing plat-
form independent code. As a second step, we evaluate if there are proposals that
increase the performance of vectorized code, i.e. if they increase the vectoriza-
tion rate and the vectorization quality over state of the art, while decreasing the
overall amount of harmful code transformations and mispredictions. We include
all proposals from the explicit category that fulfill the low effort criterion, as well
as all approaches from the implicit code vectorization category. Implicit code
vectorization does not require source code modifications and is therefore by def-
inition low effort. Finally, we analyze if the remaining approaches are compatible
with a vector-length agnostic (VLA) programming model.

45
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3.1. Explicit Code Vectorization
This section discusses if vectorization techniques from the explicit code vec-
torization category fulfill our criterion of being low effort for the programmer.
In order to be recognized as low effort, code vectorization must be automatic
and the resulting code must be platform independent. Based on the proposed
techniques, we classify the related work into three further sub-categories, i.e.
low-level programming, libraries, and DSLs and language extension. Each sub-
category is reviewed separately in the following sections.

3.1.1. Low-Level Programming

Traditional low-level programming approaches are programming in assembly
language or with intrinsic functions. In this section, we assess a third approach,
the Macro Abstraction Layer, as well.

Assembly Language offers the lowest level of abstraction to the programmer.
Code has to be re-written using instructions instead of functions, as well as regis-
ters instead of variables. It requires a low-level understanding of the target hard-
ware and knowledge of the available instruction set. Compilers, such as Gnu C
Compiler Suite (GCC), allow to re-write code regions in assembly, so called in-
line assembly [69]. It saves the programmer from having to re-write a complete
program; instead, they can focus on those regions where a significant speedup
can be expected by manual code transformations. Assembly coding is neither an
automatic nor a platform independent approach.

The same applies to code written with Intrinsic Functions. Intrinsic func-
tions, or intrinsics, are a set of abstract functions that are based on the instruc-
tion set of the target SIMD ISA. While they offer a higher level of abstraction than
assembly, for example by using vector data types instead of registers, they still
require a code re-write and the technique is not automatic. In addition, the re-
sulting code is platform dependent, as each vendor defines its own set of intrinsic
functions [70, 71].

A third approach is the Macro Abstraction Layer (MAL) [72], developed at
the Norwegian University of Science and Technology as a side project when vec-
torizing the PARSEC benchmark suite [73]. It offers a set of macros to use in lieu
of intrinsic functions. For example, a single ADD macro replaces the varying in-
trinsics for SSE, AVX, and NEON platforms. MAL can be expanded and extended
for further ISAs by adding and extending the macros. Unfortunately, macros that
exist in a single ISA only cannot be abstracted. It therefore offers only limited
platform independence and does not fulfill our criteria of being an automatic
approach, as code has to be vectorized manually using macros.

The results of our assessment are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Assessment of low-level programming approaches with respect to the
Low Effort criteria

Explicit Implicit

Low-Level DSLs &

Programming Libraries Lang. Ext.

Assembly Intrinsics [72]

automatic 5 5 5

platform
independent

5 5 ( )1

1 Platform portability is provided for a common subset of instructions only.

3.1.2. Libraries

Libraries for code vectorization provide the programmer with new vector classes
and functions. These vector classes and functions can either be mapped directly
to a low-level programming model, such as intrinsics, or provide an implemen-
tation that a compiler is capable of auto-vectorizing.

The first library, Cyme [74], does not tackle generic code vectorization, but
provides data containers for Structures of Array (SoA) and Array of Structures
of Array (AoSoA) data layouts. Using these data layouts can improve vectoriza-
tion by avoiding scatter/gather memory instructions. The Cyme library is com-
plimentary to more complete vectorization libraries and can be integrated with
them. Until then, using Cyme requires a code re-write and the approach is there-
fore not automatic, albeit platform independent.

Such complete libraries are offered by MyIntrinsics++ (MIPP) [75] and Vc
[76]. Vc follows an approach similar to the Macro Abstraction Layer, but provides
a higher level of abstraction and avoids dealing with macros. The abstraction is
at such a high level, however, that the programmer does not have any control
over the vector size that is chosen for implementation by the library. While it in-
creases the platform portability of code, it can lead to sub-optimal performance.
On the contrary, MIPP offers two different levels of abstraction, a low-level inter-
face which wraps underlying vector registers and intrinsics, as well as a mid-level
interface to provide additional expresiveness to the programmer. MIPP relies on
templates that are specialized at compile time, replacing generic functions with
inline calls to their intrinsics-based counterpart. Although both libraries pro-
duce platform-independent code, they both require a code re-write and there-
fore do not fulfill our criteria of being an automatic approach.
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Table 3.2: Assessment of code vectorization techniques using libraries with re-
spect to the Low Effort metrics

Explicit Implicit

Low-Level DSLs &

Programming Libraries Lang. Ext.

[74] [75] [76] [77]

automatic 5 5 5 5 5

platform
independent

5

The Generic SIMD Library (gSIMD) [77] follows a different approach and en-
ables the Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD) execution model on CPU archi-
tectures with vector extensions. Instead of running multiple program instances
in parallel on multiple processor cores, which is the SPMD approach commonly
applied in Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), program instances are mapped to
individual SIMD lanes. Vectorization with gSIMD therefore does not occur on
loop- or basic block-level, but on thread level, and has to be performed manu-
ally. The approach is therefore not automatic.

An overview of our findings is shown in Table 3.2.

3.1.3. Domain-Specific Languages and Language Extensions

Vectorization techniques in this sub-category either provide a new programming
language specifically targeted for vectorization, or extend an existing program-
ming language with vector data types and operators. Unless they are embedded
into a host language, they require compiler support to parse and vectorize the
new language/language features.

The first language extension are C++ Vector Data Types [78]. Standard C++
offers two different built-in approaches to vectorize code. The first incorporates
the std::vector and std::array container classes. They are templated to ac-
commodate any data type or vector size and come with a set of class member
functions, such as iterators, size operators, and modifiers. They are not mapped
to SIMD instructions, however, and are not intended for mathematical opera-
tions. In contrast, the valarray class was introduced to standard C++ to provide
an array notation for mathematical operations. Development stalled, however,
when the Standard Template Library (STL) was added in the late 90s. Both data
types enable the programmer to write platform independent code, which will be
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Table 3.3: Rating of explicit vectorization techniques implemented as DSLs or
language extensions with respect to the Low Effort metrics

Explicit Implicit

Low-Lvl Libraries DSLs & Language
Progr. Extensions

[78] [79] [80, 81] [82] [83] [84] [85]1

automatic 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

platform
independent

5 5 ( )2

1 Development has been stopped and there is no compiler support for this language as of today.
2 Code is portable across platforms with same vector size only.

auto-vectorized by the compiler. They do require a code re-write, however, and
thus do not fulfill our criteria of being an automatic approach.

Similar to the Cyme library, Ikra-Cpp [79] targets an efficient implementa-
tion of Structure of Arrays (SoA) data layouts, but focuses on object oriented
programming in C++ und CUDA [86]. It is designed as an embedded Domain-
Specific Language (eDSL) and its application requires only small changes to the
source code. While performance is comparable to hand-written SoA code, com-
pilers are not able to auto-vectorize the generated data layout and manual vec-
torization is required. The approach is therefore neither portable nor automatic.

Further approaches based on eDSLs are NSIMD [80] and xsimd [81], as well
as UME::SIMD [82]. NSIMD and xsimd are continuing the concept first intro-
duced by Boost.simd in 2014 [87], whose development has been deprecated.
Boost.simd used expression templates to capture the abstract syntax tree for op-
timizations during compilation and came with an elaborate set of mathematical
functions and C++ standard components. NSIMD continues to port the original
C++ wrappers to new architectures and language versions, while xsimd is focus-
ing on the ongoing support of the mathematical function set. Neither approach
automatizes the usage of Boost.simd, however, and a manual code re-write is re-
quired for both presented eDSLs. UME::SIMD was developed at CERN to accel-
erate algorithms in their simulation of high-energy physics via one-dimensional
vectorization. The authors rely on expression templates as well and provide the
eDSL as a C++-library. To overcome C++ language limitations, UME::SIMD offers
a member function interface, which includes all common operators, including
those that cannot be overloaded in standard C++. It requires a code re-write,
however, as functions and operations need to be expressed differently than in its
host language. All presented eDSLs therefore produce portable code, but are not
fully automated approaches.
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Sierra [83] is a SIMD language extension for C++ and implements a concept
of extending C-like programming languages for platform-portable vectorization
[88]. Sierra adds a new type constructor which acts as a type qualifier syntacti-
cally and enables the programmer to define vectors of different data-types and
size. It is the programmer’s responsibility, however, to ensure that declared vec-
tor variables match the targeted vector size and therefore platform portability is
limited, i.e. code is portable across platforms with the same vector size only. Pro-
grams have to be re-written to add the type constructor to variable declarations,
while the code is auto-vectorized afterwards with it proprietary Sierra compiler.
The approach is therefore not fully automatic.

The Intel SPMD Program Compiler (ispc) [84] is a research project founded
by Intel and follows a similar approach as the gSIMD library, i.e. porting the
SPMD programming model to processors with vector extensions. Instead of pro-
viding a library, however, the authors developed a standalone DSL. To use ispc,
the programmer has to re-write the parallel parts of the original program in the
proprietary ispc language. These parts are then compiled by the ispc compiler
and linked with the remaining program. It is therefore crucial that parallelizable
regions of code can be separated from scalar code. Due to the separate compi-
lation steps of parallel and scalar code, language features such as templates are
not supported, and optimization passes such as inter-procedural optimization
cannot be applied. The described approach is platform independent, but not
automatic.

The Cilk Plus [85] general purpose language, including its predecessors Cilk
and Cilk++, was initially targeted for program parallelization on thread level, and
concepts to exploit DLP via vectorization have been added over the years. As
the language is based on C/C++, it integrates seamlessly into respective program
codes and offers features such as array range notations to ease coding of parallel
regions. It is possible to leave sources untouched, however, and only add prag-
mas to annotate code for vectorization. For that use case, Cilk Plus acts similar
to APIs such as OpenMP and offers an automatic and platform independent ap-
proach. In 2017, Intel halted the development of Cilk Plus, and there are currently
no compilers on the market that support the Cilk Plus language.

A summary of our survey results for DSLs and language extensions is pre-
sented in Table 3.3. Overall, there are no code vectorization techniques from the
explicit category that support a fully automatic approach and produce platform
portable code. The only exception is the Cilk Plus language, whose development
has been deprecated. In the next section, we consequently focus on implicit code
vectorization techniques and analyze them with respect to our high performance
and forward compatibility criteria.
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3.2. Implicit Code Vectorization
In this section, we assess if there are implicit code vectorization techniques that
fulfill our criteria of High Performance and Forward Compatibility. In other words,
we seek approaches that increase the vectorization rate and the vectorization
quality over state of the art. In addition, they must avoid harmful code trans-
formations and must be adaptable to the vector-length agnostic (VLA) program-
ming model.

We divided the implicit vectorization category in two further sub-categories,
APIs and auto-vectorizing compilers. Neither sub-category requires the re-writing
of source code. Although vectorization approaches they might rely on code an-
notations for guidance, they can be considered automatic. They are also able
to generate code for varying platforms, and therefore meet our Low Effort crite-
rion. In the following sections, we assess if there are vectorization techniques in
these sub-categories that also meet all metrics for the remaining criteria that we
imposed on this work

3.2.1. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

While APIs for parallelization traditionally exploit Task Level Parallelism (TLP),
there have been efforts to expand their use for vectorization. They provide the
programmer with a set of keywords for code annotations to identify parallel re-
gions and therefore guide the compiler during the auto-vectorization process.

We already introduced the Cilk Plus [85] language in the previous section as
a DSL for parallelization. It can behave as an API for vectorization, which it is why
it is included in this category as well. The second API is Open Multi-Processing
(OpenMP) [89], which has been developed and enhanced by a consortium of
compiler and hardware companies since the late 1990s. It relies on pragmas for
code annotation and is supported by the majority of C++ compilers. While origi-
nally designed to support multi-threading [90], the pragma

#pragma omp simd

has been added for vectorization with standard version 4.0. It identifies func-
tions and loops as data parallel, and can be used to define linear memory access
patterns and safe vector lengths using clauses.

When using their code annotations, both APIs are able to increase the vec-
torization rate of the compiler, for example by ensuring that there are no depen-
dencies between data pointers. Our experiments have shown that vectorization
results are also superior to standalone auto-vectorization [2]. They do not im-
prove the misprediction rate of the auto-vectorizer, however, as they rely on the
built-in cost models in the compiler. Their capability to support the VLA pro-
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gramming model also relies on the power of the auto-vectorizer in the compiler.
Overall, the compiler is the driving force between the vectorization of code with
APIs [91]. Improving the auto-vectorizer will therefore directly translate to im-
provements in performance of code that is vectorized using Cilk Plus or OpenMP.
We therefore focus on the advancements of auto-vectorizing compilers.

Table 3.4 summarizes our assessment of code vectorization using APIs.

Table 3.4: Rating of APIs with respect to all evaluation criteria

Explicit Implicit

APIs Auto-Vectorizing Compilers

[85]1 [89]

automatic 5

platform
independent

vectorization
rate

vectorization
quality

mispredictions 5 5

VLA
compatible

5 ( /5)2

1 There is no compiler support for this API as of today.
2 Compatibility depends on compiler implementing the API.

3.2.2. Auto-Vectorizing Compilers

Auto-vectorizing compilers offer a fully automatic approach to code vectoriza-
tion. They apply vectorization algorithms to an Intermediate Representation
(IR) of a program, thereby working indepent of the target platform until the gen-
erated code is mapped to the target hardware in the backend of the compiler.
Auto-vectorizing compilers therefore meet our Low Effort criterion. Besides en-
suring Forward Compatibility, we demand a compiler enhancement to improve
the performance of vectorized code over state of the art by

• increasing the vectorization rate, i.e. the number of vectorized codes

• improving the vectorization quality, i.e. generate the best-performing code
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• and decreasing the rate of mispredictions, i.e. avoid transformations that
harm the correctness or performance of the output program.

Each of these aspects of our High Performance criterion can be tackled during the
three steps of code vectorization in the compiler. We discuss the related work for
each of the steps, i.e. finding a valid transformation, lowering operations to a
target ISA, and cost modeling, in the next sections.

Vectorizing Algorithms
In the first step of auto-vectorization, the compiler tries to find a valid code trans-
formation. Here, improvements in the algorithms lead to an increased vectoriza-
tion rate, since more code patterns can be vectorized. They can also increase the
vectorization quality if they offer a better-performing alternative code transfor-
mation. Since we seek a vectorization approach that is forward compatible, we
focus on vectorization algorithms that are targeted for VLA programming.

The VLA programming model is not new and has been utilized since the vec-
tor processors of the early 1970s. Arm and The RISC-V Foundation are the first to
deploy this programming model to SIMD vector extensions, however, with their
upcoming SVE and V-Extension ISAs. There are no products implementing either
ISA available yet, and as a consequence, there has been limited research targeting
these architectures. In addition, compilers offer only basic auto-vectorization
support for these architectures.

There are works investigating the performance of these ISAs, such as Kodama
et al. [92], as well as their energy efficiency, such as Odajima et al. [93]. They do
not study efficient vectorization techniques, however. Other research focuses on
vectorization of specific applications using a VLA approach. Meyer et al. [94]
ported Lattice QCD codes to the SVE ISA to demonstrate its efficiency for HPC
workloads. Unfortunately, they did not deduct a broader vectorization technique
from their experiment for global application. Armejach et al. [95] investigate the
vectorization of stencil kernels for the SVE instruction set. They demonstrate the
benefit of known loop optimization techniques, such as loop unrolling and loop
fusion, for large vectors. While they do not increase the vectorization rate, they
are able to increase the vectorization quality and improve the speedup of the
vectorized kernels. None of the related works targets specialized vectorization
techniques or data layouts for VLA code, however, which is what we address in
our proposal.

Instruction Lowering
In the second step of auto-vectorization, the compiler aims to implement the
vectorized code using instructions from the target ISA. When critical instructions
are not available, the compiler tries to mimic the instruction using a sequence of
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other instructions. Since new instructions cannot be added to overcome such a
gap, compiler enhancements can only improve how instructions that are miss-
ing from the target ISA are emulated. Such enhancements increase the vectoriza-
tion rate if the compiler has not been able to vectorize the instruction previously.
They also improve the the vectorization quality if a more efficient instruction se-
quence for emulation is found.

Our study [20] has shown that the most common code pattern hindering vec-
torization due to missing instructions is the presence of control flow in loops.
Vectorizing control flow typically relies on masked memory instructions, which
are neither available in the NEON ISA nor for x86 architectures up until the AVX-
512 vector extensions. We therefore focus on approaches enabling the automatic
vectorization of control flow in compilers.

Allen et al. [96] first worked on solving control flow vectorization by convert-
ing control flow dependencies to data dependencies in 1983. They developed a
translator, the Parallel Fortran Converter, which implemented an if-conversion
phase to eliminate all goto statements in the program. A further approach to
eliminate goto statements was presented by Erosa and Hendren [97] in 1994.
They apply a sequence of goto-movement transformations, followed by a sub-
sequent goto elimination. Both approaches rely on the availability of predicated
instructions, however, to implement their converted code. In contrast, we seek
an approach that does not require predicated instructions.

Karrenberg [98] introduces a multi-phase algorithm for OpenCL codes. Masks
are computed for every edge of the control flow graph, storing information about
the control flow within the function. Afterwards, select instructions discard re-
sults of inactive instances where necessary. Behrens et al. [99] implemented
vecorized abstractions of gather/scatter operations for OpenCL, targeting hash-
ing functions in database applications. They provide building blocks of their im-
plementations to the programmer, but do not present a fully automated method.
Both proposals target a specific framework, and are not implemented for generic
use in a compiler.

ispc [84] follows a different approach for handling control flow. In ispc, pro-
gram instances are mapped to individual vector lanes and executed in lockstep.
Explicit execution masks prevent side effects of program instances that are dis-
abled by control flow. At the same time, ispc allows the programmer to declare
the conditional statements for a group of program instances to be uniform, i.e.
assuming the same value for the full vector and thus neglecting the execution
masks. A similar concept is implemented by Sun et al. [100]. Instead of relying
on the programmer to identify uniform conditional expressions, however, they
perform a static affine analysis of conditional boolean expressions during com-
pilation to group program instances with the same control flow. Both techniques
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target the SIMT execution model.
Control flow issues also arise from irregular codes, which have been handled

with application-specific vectorization approaches. Jo et al. [101] target the vec-
torization of tree traversals, while Ren et al. [102] concentrate on irregular data
structures, and Kim et al. [103] focus on irregular strides in memory access pat-
terns. All of these techniques are application specific, however, and cannot be
used for generic vectorization of control flow in auto-vectorizers.

A concept for control flow vectorization for SLP vectorization is introduced
by Shin et al. [104]. They rely on if-conversions and the use of predicated in-
structions during execution. For memory accesses, they use select instructions
to assemble data vectors from/to memory. Their approach has not been auto-
mated for loop-level vectorization yet, which is what we implement in our pro-
posal. In addition, we provide an automated solution to remove predicates from
masked load instructions altogether as a high-performing alternative.

Cost Modeling
In the third step of auto-vectorization, the compiler has to predict if a code trans-
formation is beneficial or not, relying on its integrated cost model. An accu-
rate cost model thus decreases the number of mispredictions, while increasing
the vectorization rate. The vectorization rate increases because transformations
that were considered harmful, but in reality show performance improvements,
are now applied. A correct speedup prediction in the compiler also enables the
comparison of different transformation options, thereby improving the vectori-
zation quality, as it allows the compiler to chose the better-performing option.
In this section, we therefore assess cost models proposed for auto-vectorization
and survey if they meet our High Performance criterion and if the approach is
compatible with the VLA programming model of future vector extensions.

Yuanyuan and Rongcai [105] proposed an analytical cost model for the Open64
compiler. They target SLP vectorization with its scatter/gather memory accesses
as its main use case. Unfortunately, their approach is not capable to model all im-
portant aspects of code performance and thus introduces mispredictions. Also
targeting memory access patterns, Nuzman et al. [106] refined the cost model
in the GCC for strided memory accesses. Their refinements do not consider the
overhead of such access patterns, however, and do not modify the overall model-
ing approach to correct its global accuracy. Improvements are therefore limited
to a distinct set of code patterns. Neither approach has been shown to work with
unknown vector lengths at compile time, which is essential to predict the perfor-
mance of VLA code.

Polyhedral compilers can include loop vectorization as part of a broader loop
optimization framework. Bondhugula et al. [107] applied inner-loop vectoriza-
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tion after a tiling heuristic, introducing their own cost function for their opti-
mization. Their method does not consider vectorization overheads, however,
and consequently cannot guarantee the selection of the best-performing vec-
torization option. A polyhedral vectorization cost-model has been introduced
by Trifunovic et al. [108]. Their work focuses on comparing different vectoriza-
tion options for nested loops based on scheduling metrics, i.e. the ordering of
statements after vectorization. It does not consider code generation dependent
metrics, and introduces mispredictions on one of the two evaluated hardware
platforms. Park et al. [109, 110] built a cost model based on regression and Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) to identify potential polyhedral loop optimizations,
including vectorization. Their approach is based on iterative search and requires
the execution of all loop variants on the target machine, relying on profiling in-
stead of prediction. In general, polyhedral vectorization is limited to affine loops,
i.e. loops whose memory access patterns are linear functions of the loop index
variable. Their vectorization approach is therefore not suitable for broad deploy-
ment in auto-vectorizers.

Machine learning models have gained interest in the compiler community
and have been used to create cost models for vectorization as well. Stock et
al. [111] introduced a machine learning approach to improve automatic vectori-
zation of tensor contraction kernels and stencil computations. Their cost model
assists the generation of vectorized code by selecting the one with the best per-
formance after applying permutations and unroll-and-jam optimizations. It op-
erates on assembly code, however, and is therefore not portable to non-Intel ar-
chitectures. Trouvé et al. [112] formulated vectorization profitability as a clas-
sification problem, and implemented it using an SVM to predict if a code trans-
formation is beneficial or not. While it allows to determine if code should be
vectorized or not, their model cannot compare the benefit of different vectori-
zation options, and thus does not increase the vectorization quality. Instead of
modeling the cost of a Basic Block (BB), Ithemal [113] estimates its throughput
using neural networks. While the throughput can be utilized to compare differ-
ent optimization options, this metric has not yet been integrated into the benefit
analysis of an auto-vectorizer. In addition, Ithemal focuses on x86 architectures.

In addition, there is no study of the accuracy of cost models in vectorizing
compilers. We consequently introduce metrics to quantify this accuracy and per-
form such an evaluation. Based on the insights from the evaluation, we present a
cost model that is platform independent, yet able to capture individual hardware
characteristics after model fitting. By performing an accurate performance pre-
diction, we enable the comparison of transformation options, where cost models
today can only classify whether to vectorize or not.
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3.3. Summary
We seek a code vectorization approach that requires low effort, increases the per-
formance over state-of-the-art auto-vectorization in compilers, and is compati-
ble with the vector-length agnostic (VLA) programming model supported by fu-
ture vector extensions. We therefore survey related work to understand if there is
a vectorization technique that fulfills our criteria.

As a first step, we analyze if the approaches that are classified as explicit vec-
torization techniques meet our Low Effort criterion. Explicit vectorization tech-
niques require changes to the original source code, and we investigate if there
are automatic approaches to perform these changes while producing platform
independent code. Low-level programming, such as writing assembly or coding
with intrinsic functions, is not automatic, but there is related work to abstract
intrinsics for platform independence. Libraries for code vectorization are not
automatic either, but commonly generate platform independent code. We find
the same results for DSLs and language extensions, with one exception: the Cilk
Plus language. When used like an API with pragmas to guide the compiler during
vectorization, it is an automatic approach that produces platform independent
code. It does rely on the auto-vectorizing capabilities of a compiler, however, and
there is no current compiler that supports the Cilk Plus language.

Implicit vectorization techniques, on the other hand, are automatic by def-
inition, since they do not require source code modifications. Code generated
by the two different kinds of implicit vectorization approaches, APIs and auto-
vectorizing compilers, is platform independent as well and therefore both ap-
proaches fulfill our Low Effort criterion. Regarding performance, APIs, such as
OpenMP, are able to improve the performance of vectorized code in terms of the
vectorization rate and quality. Nonetheless, they rely heavily on compilers for
code vectorization. To further improve the performance and avoid harmful code
transformations, it is therefore critical to advance auto-vectorizers in compilers.

Compilers perform three steps during auto-vectorization. In the first step,
they try to find valid code transformations by grouping instructions into vectors.
Since we seek a vectorization technique that performs well on future vector ex-
tensions, we survey the related work focusing on vectorization of VLA code. We
find that there is little research, and the most promising work shows the benefit
of applying known loop optimizations. There is no work introducing new vector-
ization algorithms for the VLA programming model, however.

In the second step, the compiler maps statements from its Intermediate Rep-
resentation (IR) to instructions of the SIMD instruction set. When an instruc-
tion is not available in the target ISA, the compiler tries to emulate the missing
instruction. Providing new or alternative emulation strategies increases the vec-
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torization rate and the vectorization quality. Our previous work has shown that
loops with control flow are the most common code pattern that is not vectorized
due to missing instructions. With if-conversions transforming control depen-
dencies to data dependencies, masked memory instructions are needed for vec-
torization. While there is related work targeting frameworks such as OpenCL,
specific code patterns such as irregular codes, or the SIMT execution model,
there are no globally applicable automated approaches advancing the state of
the art of skalarizing or hoisting/sinking masked memory instructions.

During the third step, the compiler assesses the benefit of vectorization us-
ing cost models. Refinements of existing cost models have been introduced for
specific code patterns or instructions, without modifying the overall cost model
algorithm. At the same time, there are no studies showing the accuracy of ex-
isting cost models. Other approaches utilize machine learning techniques for
performance prediction, but are bound to specific ISAs, therefore lacking porta-
bility. In addition, they do not enable the comparison of different transforma-
tion options. Nonetheless, the surveyed cost models advance the state of the art
in terms of the vectorization rate and the number of mispredictions, but do not
improve the vectorization quality.

In this work, we present enhancements to all three steps of auto-vectorization,
ensuring that we improve state-of-the-art compilers in all aspects of our High
Performance criterion: increasing the vectorization rate, improving the vector-
ization quality, and reducing the number of mispredictions and harmful code
transformations. At the same time, we ensure that our improvements are For-
ward Compatible by demonstrating their suitability forVLA code generation. We
provide an overview of our proposals in the next chapter.



4
Improving Auto-Vectorizing

Compilers

In this chapter, we present our approach on how we advance auto-vectorizing
compilers by increasing their hardware awareness. We provide an overview of
where we modify existing auto-vectorizers, introduce our proposed solutions,
and briefly discuss how they increase the performance of auto-vectorized code.

Our survey of SIMD programming models in Chapter 3 has shown that effi-
cient code vectorization remains challenging. Explicit vectorization approaches
produce highly performant code, but do not fulfill our Low Effort criterion, i.e.
they require manual code transformations and results may not be platform in-
dependent. At the same time, auto-vectorization in compilers is straight-forward
to use, but does not yield comparable speedups. The goal of this thesis is to close
the performance gap between auto- and manually-vectorized code, while ben-
efiting from the automatic and platform independent vectorization approach of
compilers. We therefore improve the performance of auto-vectorized code with
respect to the three metrics of our High Performance criterion: the vectorization
rate, the vectorization quality, and the avoidance of harmful code transforma-
tions. In addition, we ensure that our compiler enhancements are Forward Com-
patible with the vector-length agnostic (VLA) programming model of upcoming
vector extensions. We introduce a technique for the vectorization of nested loops
with a small number of inner loop iterations for unknown vector lengths, pro-
pose how to vectorize codes with control flow for ISAs that do not support ma-
sked instructions, and present a refined cost model for the profitability analysis
of code transformations.
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4.1. Overall Approach
The key idea of this thesis is to increase the hardware awareness of auto-vec-
torizers, i.e. to enable them to fully exploit individual architectural features and
understand their performance. Our proposals target all three steps of the vector-
ization process:

1. the decision how to vectorize a code pattern

2. the decision if an ISA includes the instructions needed to vectorize a code

3. the decision if it is beneficial to vectorize a code for a specific architecture.

For all three steps, we offer solutions to improve the overall vectorization rate
and quality while avoiding harmful code transformations. Figure 4.1 illustrates
which of our proposals enhances which step of the auto-vectorization process.

When taking the first decision, the compiler searches a valid code transfor-
mation and ensures its legality, for example by analyzing dependencies between
grouped instructions. The VLA programming model, supported by the next gen-
eration of vector extensions, poses a new challenge for vectorization algorithms
concerning high vector utilization. We introduce a vectorization technique for
nested loops where the inner loop has a small number of iterations, which is a
common pattern for filter and stencil kernels. While current vectorization al-
gorithms result in low vector utilization for large vectors, we propose a different
packing of vector elements to fully exploit the vector length. By applying our own
load and shuffle implementation, we create efficient VLA code, while reducing
memory accesses at the same time for further performance improvements.

When taking the second decision, the vectorizer has to analyze if it is pos-
sible to map the abstract instructions of its Intermediate Representation (IR) to
instructions from the targeted ISA. This can either be a direct mapping, i.e. re-
placing a single IR instruction with a single corresponding ISA instruction, or the
behavioral emulation of one IR instruction with multiple ISA instructions. In our
work, we enhance the capability of the compiler to perform the latter for code
patterns with control flow, i.e. the conditional execution of a Basic Block (BB)
within the loop. We employ instructions commonly present in current SIMD
ISAs and thereby do not require native masked instructions to vectorize such
code patterns. In addition, we recognize the memory management scheme of
the target system to ensure legality of memory operations and remove instruc-
tion predication altogether whenever possible.

When taking the third decision, the compiler has to predict the performance
difference between the original and the transformed source code. For this pur-
pose, it employs a cost model: an abstract cost is assigned to the scalar and the
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Figure 4.1: Proposed enhancements of auto-vectorization passes in compilers

vectorized code, and the more cost-efficient option is chosen. We present an ac-
curate cost model that can be fitted to any target hardware and thereby consid-
ers architectural differences and performance characteristics of individual plat-
forms. Our cost model delivers accurate performance predictions, while state-
of-the-art cost models calculate their costs based on processor families only, re-
gardless of their peripherals. In addition, our cost model does not calculate cost
based on individual instructions, but considers the arithmetic intensity of a BB
for precise speedup predictions. Using our cost model, we increase the vectori-
zation rate of the compiler while avoiding harmful code transformations due to
the overall increased prediction accuracy. In addition, we enable the compar-
ison of different vectorization options, guiding the compiler to chose the best
performing code option and consequently increasing the vectorization quality.

4.2. Proposed Solutions
In this section, we present our proposed solutions for the exploitation of large
vector lengths when producing VLA code, our efficient instruction mapping of
predicated memory instructions for the vectorization of control flow, as well as
our accurate and portable cost model for profitability analyses in the compiler.
We also discuss the impact our solutions have on the vectorization rate, the vec-
torization quality, and the avoidance of mispredictions during auto-vectorization.
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4.2.1. High Vector Utilization for Loops with Small Trip Counts

We propose a different packing of vector elements when vectorizing nested loops
using the VLA programming model. We target nested loops whose inner loops
execute only a few iterations, and vector lengths are unknown at compile time.
Instead of grouping consecutive loop iterations in adjacent vector lanes, we as-
sign a static vector lane across multiple vector registers per inner loop. Unrolling
the outer loop then ensures a high vector utilization, while preserving the effi-
cient memory access patterns of the original source code.

The next generation of vector extensions support a VLA programming model,
i.e. code is vectorized without knowing the vector length at compile time. In-
stead, it is determined by the hardware at runtime. Proposals for the upcoming
Arm SVE and RISC-V V-Extensions allow vector sizes of up to 2048 bit. When opti-
mizing loops with small trip counts for such large vectors, vector utilization from
code generated by state-of-the-art vectorizers is low, since they group consecu-
tive loop iterations in adjacent vector lanes. For example, a loop with 8 iterations
working with 32-bit data types only occupies 8·32bit = 256bit of a vector register.

For nested loops, we propose a different organization of data elements. When
the number of inner loop iterations and variables within the loop body is smaller
than the number of available vector registers, each inner loop is assigned to a
static vector lane within all vector registers. Data pertaining to each iteration of
the inner loop is then scattered across registers to its corresponding vector lane.
By unrolling the outer loop by the Vectorization Factor (VF), it can be guaran-
teed that all vector lanes are occupied until the end of the outer loop is reached.
For example, when processing a two dimensional array a[i][j] in n outer and m
inner loops, data elements are now grouped as

vnew = {a[1][1],a[2][1] . . .a[VF][1]}

instead of

vol d = {a[1][1],a[1][2] . . .a[1][m]}

when VF >> m. Vectors are then processed as for state-of-the-art data layouts,
since a vector register still holds elements from the same variable, but from dif-
ferent outer loop iterations.

Our proposal is implemented with load and shuffle operations on register
level. We thereby avoid to apply a loop interchange, i.e. switching the iteration
variable between inner and outer loop, which would significantly alter the mem-
ory addressing scheme. Instead, our approach preserves the original memory
access pattern for efficient vector loads and stores. Overall, our solution posi-
tively impacts the vectorization quality, as we offer an alternative vectorization
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strategy with an increased vector utilization for large vectors, resulting in higher
performance.

4.2.2. Control Flow Vectorization without Masked Instructions

We propose a set of solutions to generate efficient vector instructions in the pres-
ence of control flow. We introduce an automatic approach to vectorize condi-
tional load operations where compilers currently fail due to the inability to as-
sume the safety of memory accesses, as well as an automatic approach to vector-
ize conditional store operations. Both techniques can be applied to all platforms
whose ISA does not support masked load/store instructions natively, such as the
Arm processors with NEON vector extensions.

When vectorizing control flow, the compiler applies if-conversions to trans-
form control dependencies to data dependencies. Such data dependencies can
be vectorized using instruction predication, i.e. the en- and disabling of individ-
ual vector lanes. Predicated instructions are typically realized by passing a bit
mask, and are therefore commonly referred to as masked instructions as well.
When such instructions are not present in the target ISA, the compiler falls back
to (partial) scalar execution of the loop.

To enable the conditional read from memory, we introduce a runtime check
to determine the safety of loading a full vector of data. The challenge with vec-
torizing predicated load operations is to identify if it is legal to access all memory
locations within the vector, as illegal locations might be masked by the predicate.
Our runtime check verifies whether it is safe to access the first and last element
of a vector. If it evaluates to true, the vectorized code is executed; otherwise, the
scalar code is executed as a fallback solution. The runtime check does not de-
pend on the input problem size, but on the vector size, and the added overhead
is limited. For our approach, we make the following two assumptions:

• allocated memory is contiguous, i.e. an array is stored in a contiguous
memory region without gaps or jumps

• accesses to memory can be expressed as a linear affine expression, i.e. ad-
dresses are strictly increasing or decreasing.

Both of these conditions can be statically identified by compiler frameworks. To
enable predicated stores, we implement an instruction mapping using select
instructions, which merge two vectors based on a binary mask. Instead of per-
forming a single predicated store instruction, we apply a read-modify-write-se-
quence of reading and modifying a full vector, changing only selected vector
lanes. Due to our aforementioned runtime check, we can assume safety of read-
ing the full vector of data before modifying it and writing it back. By making our
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sequence atomic, we can ensure the safety of our approach in multi-threaded
environments.

Our solutions increase the vectorization rate of state-of-the-art compilers,
as they enable the vectorization of loops where the compiler previously has not
been able to determine the safety of memory accesses. Furthermore, our ap-
proach of mapping predicated stores to a read-modify-write-sequence based on
select instructions increases the vectorization quality, as the overhead added
by our approach is less than the currently applied technique of scalarizing the
store, thereby improving overall code performance.

4.2.3. Portable Cost Modeling for Auto-Vectorizers

We propose a novel cost model for auto-vectorizers that is based on the interme-
diate representation of a program. Our approach models cost using a machine
learning technique with accurate code feature representation and refined mem-
ory access pattern features, is trained on speedup, and fitted with extended train-
ing data. It does not depend on a specific SIMD instruction set and can be easily
ported to any target hardware. The resulting cost model can be implemented
as a pluggable extension to the LLVM cost model, and can be used by all of the
auto-vectorizers in the compiler.

Cost models in compilers are used to determine the benefit of a code trans-
formation. For auto-vectorization, benefit is defined as speedup over scalar code.
The compiler predicts the speedup by comparing costs of scalar and vectorized
code. For this purpose, it assigns a cost, an abstract value, to each individual in-
struction and accumulates all instruction costs of a BB. In other words, a BB cost
cBB is determined as

cBB = ∑
∀i∈I

ni · ci

where I denotes the set of instructions in a BB, ni denotes the occurrence of a
specific instruction, and ci is the cost of an instruction. Instruction costs ci are
based on instruction type, target processor family, and the Vectorization Factor
(VF). A transformation is deemed beneficial if the cost of the transformed BB
is lower than the cost of the original (scalar) BB. When a transformation is not
deemed beneficial, it is not applied.

Our refined cost model improves existing approaches by considering the arith-
metic intensity of a BB instead of single instruction costs, and by predicting speedup
instead of comparing abstract cost values. It is therefore possible to compare
different transformation options, as the cost model no longer produces abstract
cost values, but gives a performance prediction based on the scalar code ver-
sion. The model is trained on the abstract IR instructions as model features, and
is therefore portable across hardware platforms. By fitting it to a target hardware,
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the model considers individual platform features, such as memory subsystem
performance. By refining model features to differentiate between memory ac-
cess patterns, we improve the model accuracy further.

We base our cost model on a set of performance measurements of more than
65 loop kernels, each containing a single BB. For each BB, we derive a vector
of code characteristics, so called features, and normalize their occurence to the
overall number of instructions in the BB. We then formulate our model as

Sest = f (~n′, ~w)

with ~n′ denoting the normalized feature count vector and ~w denoting the vector
of feature weights. We thereby obtain an under-determined system of equations,
which can be solved via regression to find the weights ~w that produce the small-
est model error. This set of weights is then used to predict performance in our
cost model. To fit the model to a specific target hardware, a benchmarking of the
baseline kernels, as well as solving the linear regression is needed once. We show
the feasibility of our approach by applying our cost model to three different ar-
chitectures, an X86 platform with AVX2 vector extensions, an Aarch64 platform
with NEON vector extensions, as well as a simulated Aarch64 platform with SVE
vector extensions.

Our refined cost model improves auto-vectorized code with respect to all
of our three performance metrics due to the overall higher accuracy. By de-
creasing the number of false negative predictions, i.e. codes that are not vec-
torized although it would be beneficial, we improve the overall vectorization rate
of the auto-vectorizer. By decreasing the number of false positive predictions,
i.e. codes that are vectorized despite achieving slowdowns afterwards, we avoid
harmful code transformations that negatively impact code performance. By in-
creasing the accuracy of the speedup prediction, we enable the comparison of
different transformation options, resulting in smarter choices which transforma-
tion to apply and a higher vectorization quality.

In the following Chapter 5, we introduce our approach of efficiently vectori-
zing nested loops with a small number of inner loop iterations for unknown vec-
tor lengths. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach for one- and two-
dimensional stencils and filters with two illustrating examples from the Versatile
Video Coding (VVC) decoder. In Chapter 6, we detail our implementation of con-
trol flow vectorization for auto-vectorizers. We present our approach of enabling
predicated memory reads and writes and discuss how they complement already
existing techniques in the compiler. In Chapter 7, we introduce our novel cost
model. We discuss its refinements compared to state-of-the-art algorithms, fit-
ting techniques, as well as critical measures to avoid overfitting of the model.
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High Vector Utilization for

Loops with Small Trip Counts

In this chapter, we present our strategy how to increase vector utilization when
vectorizing nested loops whose inner loops execute only few iterations. We in-
troduce a packing scheme of vector elements that is compatible with the vector-
length agnostic (VLA) programming model, and propose an implementation that
preserves original memory access patterns for performance reasons. Our pro-
posal is illustrated with two filters taken from the Versatile Video Coding (VVC)
decoder.

The latest generation of hardware vector extensions supports the VLA pro-
gramming model. In other words, code is vectorized without knowing the vector
size of the final hardware that executes the program. VLA code is thus portable
across platforms, without the requirement of tuning it to a specific vector length.
For auto-vectorizers, however, such a programming model poses a new set of
challenges. For example, current SLP vectorizers are not able to generate VLA
code, as their benefit correlates directly to the overhead of aggregating vectors
from individual data elements. The vector width is therefore essential for pre-
dicting potential speedups and avoiding harmful code transformations.

An additional challenge is the efficient utilization of large vectors. Upcom-
ing vector extensions support vector lengths of up to 2048 bit. For loops with
small trip counts, i.e. a small number of iterations, efficiently utilizing such large
vectors is a challenge. Even when completely unrolling a loop and grouping all
elements in a single vector, the vector register might not be fully utilized. In that
case, when only few vector elements are occupied or data types are small, two or
more full inner loops can be packed together. Grouping multiple full inner loops
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is not always feasible, however. This is a common scenario for kernels in multi-
media applications or stencil computations, where outputs are calculated based
on a small set of neighbouring data points, and kernels consist of one or more
sets of nested loops. In the following sections, we demonstrate how to efficiently
vectorize these code patterns by applying a different strategy for packing vector
elements. In addition, we discuss how to reduce the number of memory accesses
that are required per loop iteration in order to further improve vectorization re-
sults.

5.1. Vector Packing for Unknown Vector Lengths
This section presents our approach of vectorizing loops with small trip counts,
i.e. few loop iterations, for architectures with unknown—and potentially large—
vector sizes. We show how to exploit the vector-length agnostic (VLA) program-
ming model by changing the strategy of how elements of consecutive loop iter-
ations are packed into vector registers. With our technique, the vector length
now determines how many samples are calculated per vector loop iteration, but
no longer how they are calculated, thereby ensuring high vector utilization. We
demonstrate the feasibility of our proposal with two illustrating examples taken
from the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard.

Our approach exploits the small trip count of the innermost loop of a ker-
nel by changing how data elements of adjacent loop iterations are stored in vec-
tor registers. Current approaches unroll the complete inner loop and group ele-
ments of adjacent loop iterations in adjacent vector lanes. When the trip count of
the loop is smaller than the number of available vector registers, however, data
can be arranged differently. Instead of packing iterations into adjacent vector
lanes within a vector register, we propose to spread them across vector regis-
ters, but in a static vector lane. The concept is shown in Figure 5.1. The number
of loop iterations then determines how many vector registers are needed to im-
plement the vectorized code, while the number of vector lanes determines how
many inner loops are calculated concurrently. The approach is therefore fully
vector length agnostic and does not require code versioning for different vector
sizes; it is completely platform independent.

To implement our approach, we follow a load and shuffle strategy, where vec-
tors of data are loaded consecutively and re-arranged in the register file after-
wards. While there are algorithms already available in the compiler that achieve
similar data layouts, resulting code is low in performance. For example, our pro-
posed data re-arrangement can be achieved by applying loop interchange during
optimization, i.e. interchanging the iteration variables between inner and outer
loop. This interchange will result in poor memory access patterns, however, as
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for (int i = 1; i <= N, i++){
for (int j = 1; j <= 3; j++){

out[i][j] = b[i][j] + 1;
}

}

(a) Sample code of nested loop with
small trip count for the inner loop

b1,1 b1,2 b1,3

b2,1 b2,2 b2,3

b3,1 b3,2 b3,3

b4,1 b4,2 b4,3

v1

v2

v3

v4

(b) Grouping inner loop iterations in ad-
jacent vector lanes in one vector register

b1,1 b2,1 b3,1 b4,1

b1,2 b2,2 b3,2 b4,2

b1,3 b2,3 b3,3 b4,3

v1

v2

v3
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(c) Grouping inner loop iterations in a
static vector lane across vector registers

Figure 5.1: Different grouping strategies of vector elements bi , j when fully un-
rolling the inner loop of example code listed in (a); (b) shows state of the art, (c)
shows proposed grouping in vector registers vn with four vector lanes

gathering instructions are needed to assemble a vector. A second option is the
re-arrangement of data in memory. Nonetheless, when data is re-used between
iterations, significantly more memory accesses and disk space for multiple data
copies are needed. Our approach takes such data re-use into consideration, and
creates multiple local vectors from few loaded data vectors. We detail our load
and shuffle strategy in the next sections.

As illustrating examples, we use two kernels from the Versatile Video Cod-
ing (VVC) decoder, i.e. the Interpolation Filter (IF) and the Adaptive Loop Filter
(ALF). The IF is a one-dimensional stencil computation, while the ALF is a two-
dimensional stencil computation. Our approach can be expanded to filters and
stencils of higher dimensions as well.

5.2. Illustrating Example: 1D Interpolation Filter
In this section, we illustrate our strategy of innermost loop vectorization by vec-
torizing the Interpolation Filter (IF) of the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) decoder.
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 a1 a2

Reference Samples Interpolated Samples

...

...

...

...

Figure 5.2: Reference samples An required for the computation of two interpo-
lated samples ak in the horizontal Interpolation Filter (IF)

With our distribution of inner loop iterations across vector registers, we are able
to significantly reduce the number of load instructions needed, while producing
fully vector length agnostic code that guarantees high vector utilization.

The IF kernel is a one-dimensional stencil computation, which calculates a
new pixel value based on eight neighbouring pixels. It can be applied horizon-
tally and vertically. Each pixel is multiplied by a coefficient and an offset is added
to the sum of all pixels before shifting the resulting value. The calculation can be
formulated as

ak = ((
8∑

n=1
An · coeffn)+offset) >> shiftAmount

The sum of the eight neighbouring pixels multiplied A j by their corresponding
coefficients forms the innermost loop of the kernel. The access scheme for these
neighbouring pixels is depicted in Figure 5.2. In the following, we demonstrate
how to vectorize the kernel using our proposed vector layouts for fully vector
length agnostic code.

As a first step of vectorizing the kernel, we create vectors of neighbouring
pixels An , also called reference samples. For this purpose, we load as many hori-
zontally adjacent reference samples as fit inside two vector registers. Since these
reference samples overlap for adjacent interpolated samples ak , as shown in Fig-
ure 5.1 by the grey and red samples, the loaded vectors are then shuffled to create
seven more reference sample vectors. This is depicted in Figure 5.3. By shuffling
the loaded vectors ln to create sample vectors vn , we completely unroll the inner
loop and enable the computation of as many samples as there are vector lanes
without increasing the number of sample vectors. As a result, we create eight vec-
tors that hold all neighbour samples required to compute as many interpolated
samples as there are vector lanes, using only two memory loads. While we re-
quire data shuffling to create the reference sample vectors, these operations are
cheap—in terms of performance—compared to accessing memory. Due to the
small data types used in the VVC decoder, i.e. 8 and 16 bit integers, our approach
is feasible even for small vectors of 128 bit; in this case, the vector length is suf-
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ficient to load eight samples to shuffle across the eight reference vector registers
vn .

For the next vector iteration of the outer loop, the loop counter is incre-
mented by the Vectorization Factor (VF), i.e. the number of vector lanes. In
state-of-the-art-approaches, the increment is limited by the number of refer-
ence samples, i.e. 8 in our illustrating example, resulting in more vector loop
iterations. Furthermore, our approach requires only one additional vector load
of neighbour samples for the next vector iteration. The second vector loaded in
the previous iteration, l2 in Figure 5.3, can be fully re-used and replaces l1. We
thereby significantly reduce the number of memory accesses needed for process-
ing the filter. For scalar execution, 8 ·N load instructions are needed to gather
all data for N interpolated samples a j , and state-of-the-art vectorization is able
to lower this number to d 8

V F e ·N . Our approach, on the other hand, reduces the
number of load instructions even further to d 8

V F e·(d N
V F e+1). It is thus beneficial

to apply when the outer loop has at least two iterations and a vector contains at
least two elements. Depending on the vector length of the target hardware, fur-
ther optimizations are possible, too. When less or equal than half of the available
vector registers are needed for calculating the inner loop, the outer loop can be
unrolled further to perform unroll and jam optimizations to maximize register
utilization.

For the vertical IF, creating reference sample vectors is even more straight-
forward using our technique. No further data shuffling is needed when loading
eight vectors of consecutive rows, as data is already aligned as shown in Figure
5.3. Coherent with the horizontal IF, only one new vector has to be loaded to ex-
ecute the next vector loop iteration as well, since the filter propagates vertically.
All other reference sample vectors can be re-used, resulting in only d N

V F e+7 mem-
ory accesses for N samples, compared to 8 ·N for scalar execution and d 8

V F e ·N
for state-of-the-art solutions that utilize gather instructions.

With our approach of realizing an efficient loop interchange using a load and
shuffle implementation, we are able to significantly increment the arithmetic in-
tensity of the kernels, thereby relieving pressure on the memory bottleneck and
increasing vectorization speedups. Furthermore, our approach is not limited
to one-dimensional kernels, and we describe how to apply our solution to two-
dimensional kernels in the next section.
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A1 A2 A3 AV F−2 AV F−1 AV F

AV F+1 AV F+2 AV F+3 A2 V F−2 A2V F−1 A2V F

A1 AV F−5 AV F−4 AV F−3 AV F−2 AV F−1 AV F A2V F−7

A2 AV F−4 AV F−3 AV F−2 AV F−1 AV F AV F+1 A2V F−6

A3 AV F−3 AV F−2 AV F−1 AV F AV F+1 AV F+2 A2V F−5

A4 AV F−2 AV F−1 AV F AV F+1 AV F+2 AV F+3 A2V F−4

A5 AV F−1 AV F AV F+1 AV F+2 AV F+3 AV F+4 A2V F−3

A6 AV F AV F+1 AV F+2 AV F+3 AV F+4 AV F+5 A2V F−2

A7 AV F+1 AV F+2 AV F+3 AV F+4 AV F+5 AV F+6 A2V F−1

A8 AV F+2 AV F+3 AV F+4 AV F+5 AV F+6 AV F+7 A2V F

Loaded Vectors

l1

l2

...

...

Extracted Reference Sample Vectors

v1 ... ...

v2 ... ...

v3 ... ...

v4 ... ...

v5 ... ...

v6 ... ...

v7 ... ...

v8 ... ...

Figure 5.3: Data shuffling to obtain 8 reference sample vectors vn with neighbour
samples from two loaded data vectors ln for the horizontal Interpolation Filter
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5.3. Illustrating Example: 2D Adaptive Loop Filter
In this section, we discuss how to efficiently generate VLA code for two-dimen-
sional filters and stencils. Using the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) from the VVC de-
coder as an illustrating example, we show how memory accesses are significantly
reduced using our load and shuffle approach, while completely vectorizing the
inner loop of the kernel and ensuring high vector utilization.

The Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) is an in-loop filter that decreases artifacts
created during the decoding process. It modifies the value of a sample to the
weighted average of all neighbouring samples within a 7x7 diamond-shaped grid.
The grid is depicted in Figure 5.4. The new sample α is calculated by

α=( a· c0+ ( f +b)·c1 +(m +k) ·c2 +(v +p) ·c3

+ (w +q)· c4+ (e + i )·c5 +(d +h) ·c6 +(o + g ) ·c7

+ ( j +u)· c8+ (x + r )·c9 +(l +n) ·c10 +(z + t ) ·c11

+ (y + s)· c12 +64

) >> 7

with cn denoting an element of a corresponding coefficient set, a denoting the
current value of the sample, and other letters denoting a neighbouring sample.

To apply our vectorization strategy, we start with loading 7 sample vectors,
starting at the leftmost samples of each row, i.e. samples y, x, w, f ,u, t , s. For rows
2-6, we load an additional consecutive vector of samples, resulting in 9 memory

α

y

x l z

w e d o j

vmf b k p

u g h i q

t n r

s

row 1

row 2

row 3

row 4

row 5

row 6

row 7

Figure 5.4: Diamond shape of the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) for sample α
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w1 w2 w3 wV F−2 wV F−1 wV F

wV F+1 wV F+2 wV F+3 w2 V F−2 w2V F−1 w2V F

e1 e2 eV F−4 eV F−3 eV F−2 eV F−1 eV F

d1 d2 dV F−4 dV F−3 dV F−2 dV F−1 dV F

o1 o2 oV F−4 oV F−3 oV F−2 oV F−1 oV F

j1 j2 jV F−4 jV F−3 jV F−2 jV F−1 jV F

Loaded Vectors

vw1

vw2

...

...

Extracted Sample Vectors

ve ...

vd ...

vo ...

v j ...

Figure 5.5: Data shuffling to obtain sample vectors ve , vd , vo , and v j with neigh-
bour samples from two loaded data vectors vwn for the third row of the Adaptive
Loop Filter (ALF)

accesses in total. We then apply the same shuffling instructions as for the one-
dimensional filter for each row, resulting in 24 packed vector registers, one for
each neighbour sample. An example for the approach is shown in Figure 5.5 for
row 3 of the filter. It can be seen that sample e1 is the same data element as
sample w2, i.e. the w sample for the second iteration.

Aggressively exploiting this re-use allows us to significantly reduce the num-
ber of required load instructions. When calculating a row of samples α that has
not been completed by the first vector iteration, our implementation requires
only 7 vector loads instead of 12 for the next iteration, as we have already loaded
two consecutive vectors for rows 2-6 and can re-use the second vector registers.
Assuming a vector width ≥ 7, i.e. one load instruction is sufficient to load a com-
plete filter row, our solution requires 7 · � N

V F �+5 load instructions compared to
24 ·N for scalar execution and 24 · � N

V F � for state-of-the-art techniques.
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5.4. Summary
The vector-length agnostic (VLA) programming model of future vector exten-
sions poses new challenges for auto-vectorizing compilers. One of the chal-
lenges is high vector utilization, especially considering the simultaneously grow-
ing vector lengths. For nested loops with small trip counts in particular, vector
utilization can be low. As a consequence, kernels become memory bound and
speedups gained from vectorization are diminishing despite the increasing vec-
tor sizes.

To ensure high vector utilization for nested loops with small trip counts, we
propose a different vector packing scheme. Instead of arranging succeeding loop
iterations in adjacent vector lanes, we fully unroll the inner loop and scatter data
in static vector lanes across registers. It allows us to process VF outer loop itera-
tions in parallel, without having to define the vector length. Due to re-arranging
data directly within the registers, instead of in memory or by changing the mem-
ory addressing scheme, the result is a highly efficient and fully VLA data layout.

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we showcase two kernels
from the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) decoder. The first kernel is a one-dimen-
sional filter, where a new sample value is calculated based on its eight neigh-
bouring samples. Using our approach, we are able to reduce the number of loop
iterations from N to N

V F , while decreasing the number of load instructions from
8 · N to d N

V F e+ 7 at the same time. The second kernel is a two-dimensional fil-
ter, which uses a diamond-shaped stencil for its calculations. A new sample is
determined based on 24 neighbouring samples, and we show how to re-use data
for an efficient VLA implementation. Our solution decreases the number of load
instructions from 24 ·N for scalar execution to 7 · d N

V F e+5, while state-of-the-art
vectorization needs 24 · d N

V F e instructions.
The demonstrated decreases in load instructions lessen the pressure on the

memory subsystem, thereby increasing the arithmetic intensity of the kernels.
As a consequence, vectorization—especially with large vectors—becomes more
beneficial and higher speedups can be obtained. This is one of the main proper-
ties to exploit for the efficient utilization of future vector extensions.

A further property of SIMD ISAs implementing a VLA programming model is
their general support of of predicated instructions, as they are crucial to vector-
ize loops for unknown vector lengths. When the number of loop iterations is not
a multiple of the VF, the redundant loop iterations in a vector can be masked out
using predicated instructions. Such masked instructions are also critical for the
vectorization of control flow. As of today, not all SIMD ISAs support these instruc-
tions, however. In the next chapter, we introduce a technique how to vectorize
loops with control flow for ISAs that do not natively support masked instructions.





6
Control Flow Vectorization
without Native Support of

Masked Instructions

In this chapter, we present our solution to vectorize loops that contain control
flow for architectures that do not natively support masked instructions. Our pro-
posal targets the replacement and emulation of predicated memory instructions,
i.e. load and store operations. We show how to exploit the memory manage-
ment scheme of a system to ensure the safety of removing predicates from read
instructions, and present an efficient instruction mapping for predicated write
instructions.

Vectorizing loops with control flow poses a challenge for auto-vectorizers,
as it might not be valid to execute an instruction for all vector lanes. The com-
piler hence utilizes predicated instructions to mask out inactive vector lanes,
especially when accessing memory to avoid data corruption. If these masked
instructions are not available, the vectorizer falls back to alternative solutions,
i.e. scalarizing or hoisting/sinking memory accesses. Our analysis of auto-vec-
torizing compilers has shown, however, that the vectorization rate of loops with
control flow on architectures without the native support of masked instructions
remains low [20].

We therefore enhance auto-vectorizing compilers with two methods to vec-
torize predicated memory instructions. First, we introduce an approach how
to determine the safety of removing predicates from load instructions. By ex-
ploiting the memory management scheme of a system, we evaluate the predi-
cate itself to ensure proper access rights for all vector lanes of a load instruction,

77
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thereby enabling unmasked reading from memory. Second, we implement a new
instruction mapping for predicated store instructions. Using select instruc-
tions, write-back vectors are assembled based on the predicate before storing
them in memory, making the masking of vector lanes obsolete.

The goal of our enhancements is to increase the overall number of codes that
can be vectorized, thereby increasing the vectorization rate, as well as providing a
higher-performing alternative to existing compiler techniques, thereby increas-
ing the vectorization quality. Both approaches are automatic and do not require
code annotations or further code analysis. They do introduce a limited overhead,
however, and a thorough analysis of when to apply our solutions is conducted in
Chapter 8.

6.1. Vectorization of Predicated Memory Reads
In this section, we introduce our approach of replacing predicated memory reads
with regular load instructions while ensuring the safety of all memory accesses.
By evaluating the original predicate at runtime, we guarantee valid access rights
for systems that employ paging as their memory management scheme. We limit
our proposal to access patterns that access no more than two consecutive pages
of memory in order to reduce the overhead introduced by the runtime check.
Our proposal is furthermore limited to affine memory access patterns.

Compilers employ several techniques to vectorize predicated memory reads.
Their first choice is the use of masked instructions. When those are not available,
they try to hoist the load. When neither is possible, the Basic Block (BB) is not
vectorized1. To support the compiler in determining if it is safe to hoist the load,
the programmer can annotate a loop by using pragmas, such as

#pragma clang loop vectorize (assume_safety)

in LLVM. These pragmas explicitly declare all memory accesses to be safe and
will result in a hoisted load. Code annotation via pragmas is not an automatic
solution, however, and requires insight, knowledge, and effort by the program-
mer. We therefore follow a different approach by analyzing the memory access
pattern of the loop along with the corresponding conditional mask.

The main idea of our proposal is an automated check if a vector load is al-
lowed to access all of its memory locations, regardless if they are masked out or
not. Under these circumstances, it is legal to replace a predicated with a regular
load instruction. Contrary to predicated memory writes, reading masked-out
vector elements does not cause data corruption. It can be forbidden, however, to
access the masked-out memory locations due to security concerns.

1Scalarization is not applied due to its limited profitability.
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To prevent applications from reading and manipulating arbitrary data within
a computer system, they are granted access rights to certain memory regions
where their own data is allocated. Accesses outside of these regions are forbid-
den. Operating systems that employ paging for memory management typically
use these pages as the basis for their memory protection scheme as well. Access
is granted on page granularity, i.e. an application is allowed to access all data ele-
ments within a page of memory. Our proposal therefore determines at runtime
if the application has the access rights to all pages that are accessed by the un-
masked vector. If that is the case, vectorized code is executed using regular load
instructions, as predication is no longer required. When access rights cannot be
assured, scalar code is executed as a backup solution. Since the loop would not
be vectorized at all without our proposal, executing scalar code does not harm
performance. Instead, we enable the vectorized loop execution for those vector
iterations where access rights can be be asserted.

To safely substitute a masked loadwith a regular load instruction, we ensure
access rights for those memory locations that are masked out by the predicate.
We determine these access rights by demanding that masked-out memory loca-
tions

• lie within an allocated memory region and

• are located in the same memory page as an accessed vector element.

Since the first condition is taken care of by the operating system, our proposed
solution focuses on the second condition. By analyzing the memory access pat-
tern of the loop, we can calculate how many pages of memory are accessed with
one vector load instruction. Based on the number of pages, we can then derive
which and/or how many elements of the vector have to be unmasked in order to
guarantee safety for the other vector elements as well. Such predicate patterns
can then be tested at runtime. We detail the three steps needed to derive suitable
runtime checks in the following sections.

Calculating the Number of Accessed Memory Pages
As a first step, we calculate how many memory pages are accessed by the vector
load. For this purpose, we analyze the stride of the access pattern, i.e. how many
data elements are located between two adjacent vector elements in memory.

The stride of an access pattern can be derived from the increase pattern of the
iteration variable and the memory access scheme within the loop body. Three
examples for such stride patterns are given in Figure 6.1. Our approach is suitable
for all stride patterns that can be formulated as an affine function, i.e. as a linear
function plus a translation. For memory access schemes in loops, it implies a
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Listing (6.1)

// affine loop
// stride d_ele is 1

for (int i=0; i<N; i++)
{

a[i] = b[i] % 4;
}

Listing (6.2)

// affine loop
// stride d_ele is 2

for (int i=0; i<N; i++)
{

a[i] = b[i*2];
}

Listing (6.3)

// non-affine loop
// access to b[0:3]

for (int i=0; i<N; i++)
{

a[i] = b[i % 4];
}

Figure 6.1: Examples of different stride patterns; Listings 6.1 and 6.2 show loops
with affine memory access patterns, while the loop in Listing 6.3 is non-affine

strictly increasing or decreasing function of the iteration variable plus an offset,
which is commonly set to the start address of a data array. With this restriction,
the stride dvec between the first and the last element of a vector is defined as

dvec = (V F −1) ·del e

where the VF denotes the number of elements in the vector and del e expresses
the stride between two adjacent vector elements. If dvec is greater or equal than
the page size, two or more pages are accessed by a single load. If dvec is smaller
than the page size, no more than two pages are accessed. In this case, the number
of pages depends on the address of the first vector element and the page size.

Determining the Occurence of Page Breaks
As a second step, we determine the distribution of vector elements across the ac-
cessed pages based on their strides del e and dvec and the page size of the system.
In particular, we calculate if and how many page breaks occur within a vector.

Assuming that allocated memory is contiguous, i.e. arrays are stored in a
contiguous memory regions without gaps or jumps, we consider three different
scenarios:

1. All vector elements lie within a single page of memory.

2. A single page break occurs within the vector, i.e. up to two pages of mem-
ory are accessed by the predicated load.

3. Vector elements are scattered across multiple pages, i.e. there are multiple
page breaks within the vector.

These three scenarios are illustrated in Figure 6.2. Based on the calculated strides,
we can classify the memory access pattern of a loop into one of these scenarios.
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(a) All vector elements lie within a single page of memory
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(b) All vector elements lie within two pages of memory
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(c) Vector elements are scattered across multiple pages

Figure 6.2: Distribution patterns of vector elements in memory
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The first scenario occurs when there is no page break between the first and
the last vector element, i.e. all vector elements have the same page address. We
calculate the page addresses of the first and the last vector element by taking the
address of the respective vector element and dividing it by the page size, i.e.

PAfirst =
⌊

Afirst

pageSize

⌋
and

PAlast =
⌊

Afirst +dvec

pageSize

⌋
with PA denoting the page address of an element and A denoting the address
of an element. It is now possible to compare the two and execute unmasked
load instructions if they match. Due to the dependency on the adress of the first
vector element Afirst , all calculations must be done at runtime.

The second scenario, vector elements lying within two pages of memory, is
the most straight-forward to identify. When dvec is known, we can ensure that at
most one page break occurs within a vector when

dvec < pageSize

This can be identified statically at compile time. Nonetheless, we do not know
if and where a page break occurs within each vector, i.e. how many vector ele-
ments are located on one page or the other. When deriving a runtime check, it is
therefore critical to ensure that at least one vector element per page is accessed.

The third scenario, vector elements scattered across multiple pages, requires
an analysis of how many vector elements are grouped on how many pages of
memory. If at least one bit of the predicate is set per element group/memory
page, it is safe to remove the predicate. Such an analysis must be performed for
every vector iteration individually. While possible, the overhead for this scenario
outweighs the benefits of vectorizing the code, which is why we do not investi-
gate this scenario further.

Deriving a Runtime Check
As a final step, we derive runtime checks based on the number of page breaks
within a vector. While we show how to create a specific runtime check for the first
scenario, where all vector elements lie within one page of memory, we propose
a single runtime check to cover the first and the second scenario, i.e. all cases
where at most one page break occurs. It simplifies the generation of the runtime
check in the compiler and reduces the introduced overhead at the same time. We
do not investigate the third scenario, where vector elements are scattered across
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Listing 6.4: Runtime check to enable partial vectorization of conditional read
operations for vectors whose elements lie within two pages of memory

vec cond_v [n];
cond_v = ...

if (cond_v[0] & cond_v[VF-1])
do_vec;

else
do_scalar;

}

multiple pages, since the calculation of the complex runtime check outweighs
the performance gains from vectorization. For this scenario, a scalarized load is
the most efficient solution.

Creating a runtime check for the first scenario, where all vector elements lie
within a single page of memory, is the simplest case of the three. To ensure that
no page break occurs within the first and last vector element, their respective
page addresses PAfirst and PAlast are calculated and compared. Calculating the
page addresses is realized by shift operations, i.e.

PAfirst = Afirst << log2(pageSize)

When equal, the vector load can be unmasked or hoisted if at least one bit of
a vector predicate cond_v is set, i.e. at least one element is loaded from that
memory page. Hence a simple check of (|cond_v) suffices to determine if the
vectorized code should be executed; otherwise, the next vector loop iteration is
evaluated, since no scalar iterations have to be executed either. Calculating and
comparing page addresses for each vector iteration adds a significant overhead,
however, and should only be applied to loops with high arithmetic intensity. For
small strides between elements, e.g. consecutive access patterns as shown in
Listing 6.1, page breaks rarely occur. In such cases, it is more efficient to deter-
mine the number of iterations that lie within a memory page based on the start
address of the array, and split the loop accordingly. While this also adds over-
head at runtime, the loop splitting algorithm is executed only once per accessed
memory page.

For the second scenario, where at most one page break occurs, the runtime
check needs to ensure that both pages of memory are accessed. To avoid having
to determine where exactly a page break occurs within a vector, we introduce a
runtime check that tests if the first and the last element of the predicate evaluate
to true. We thereby guarantee that each memory page is accessed at least once.
The proposed runtime check is shown in Listing 6.4.
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The conditional vector cond_v is calculated for every vector iteration of the
loop. If it evaluates to true for the first and last element, it is safe to unmask
the load and the vectorized code block can be executed. If it evaluates to false,
the program falls back to scalar code execution. The overhead added is a straight
forward binary test of (cond[0] & cond[VF-1]) per VF loop iterations. In addi-
tion, the overhead is static and does not depend on the loop body or the memory
access scheme. The runtime check is also suitable to ensure the safety of memory
accesses for the first scenario, although it is more restrictive than its proprietary
solution. Nonetheless, we propose to use the same check for both scenarios due
to the possibility of statically identifying this scenario at compile time and the
constant overhead introduced at runtime. We therefore limit our approach to
patterns where all vector elements lie within one or two pages of memory.

Our propsed runtime check does not evaluate to true for all cases where the
vectorized loop could be executed, however. Hence we need to determine how
often the vectorized code block has to be executed to annihilate the overhead of
the runtime check. We perform this analysis in Chapter 8.

Optimizing Full Arrays
Further optimizations are possible when the size N of an array is known at com-
pile time. Based on the start address assigned at runtime, it can be possible to
reduce the frequency of required runtime checks to one per loop instead of one
per VF loop iterations.

The stride between the first and the last accessed element of an array dar r

can be calculated with

dar r = (

⌊
N

del e

⌋
−1) ·del e

The array stride dar r then indicates if the array fits within at most two pages of
memory. When this is the case, the runtime check that we propose for individual
vectors can be applied once for the complete array to assure access rights for all
read operations of the loop. A second option is to split the loop at page bound-
aries at runtime. Although introducing additional overhead, such a loop split is
executed only once per full loop execution.

In addition, it is possible to compute if a page break occurs at all. Similar to
the first scenario described for page breaks within vectors, calculating and com-
paring page addresses once at runtime can enable the full removal of predicates
from all memory reads.

All presented runtime checks enable the removal of predicates from the mem-
ory read instructions. They depend on the memory access pattern of a loop, the
page size employed by the target system, the evaluated predicate, and facilitate
a broader deployment of load hoisting. The most beneficial approach is when
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no more than two pages of memory are accessed within a vector. When identi-
fying this scenario at compile time, our added runtime check ensures that both
pages of memory are accessed by at least one unmasked vector elements, assert-
ing that it is legal to access all memory locations of the vector. Our runtime check
guards the execution of the vectorized code block with limited overhead, while
increasing the vectorization rate of the auto-vectorizer. Although our approach
cannot detect all legal memory accesses and therefore cannot yield optimal per-
formance improvements, we enable the vectorized execution of code that the
compiler has not been able to deem safe previously.

6.2. Vectorization of Predicated Memory Writes
This section details our solution for the vectorization of predicated memory writes
using our Select Store. By combining shuffle instructions with a read-modify-
write sequence, we enhance existing vectorization techniques in the compiler to
increase its vectorization quality, i.e. the gained performance. The approach is
applicable to all vectors whose elements can be safely read from memory.

State-of-the-art solutions for predicated memory writes, i.e. masking, sink-
ing, or scalarizing the store instruction, cannot be globally applied to all code
patterns or on all architectures. The only exception is the scalarization of predi-
cated stores, which does not yield any speedup over scalar code, however. Sink-
ing the store is dependent on the code pattern, i.e. data has to be written in all
branches of an if-else statement, while masked store instructions are not sup-
ported on all architectures, such as those implementing the NEON instruction
set. We therefore introduce a further option for the vectorization of predicated
memory writes: Select Store.

Our Select Store is based on select instructions that are commonly available
in the broadly used ISAs from the AVX and NEON families. These instructions
merge two vectors based on a binary mask. Figure 6.3 illustrates such a vector
merge. Using these instructions, we implement a read-modify-write sequence to
replace the predicated memory write. Using the following loop

int cond[n], in[n], out[n];
...
for (int i = 0; i < N, i++){

out[i] = (cond[i]) ? in[i] + 1 : out[i];
}

as an example, the read-modify-write sequence to replace the predicated store
of out[i] consists of

1. reading the original data of out from memory with an unmasked vector
load for the next VF elements
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Figure 6.3: Creating a new vector by shuffling, using select instructions and
predicates

2. calculating the results of the basic block, i.e. in[i] + 1, using vector in-
structions and storing the result in a temporary variable

3. creating a write-back vector by merging the results of the basic block and
the original values of out that were read in the first step, using the condi-
tional cond as a select mask

4. writing the write-back vector to memory with an unmasked vector store,
overwriting all data elements in memory.

In order to apply a Select Store, it must be safe to read all vector elements of the
out vector before modifying it. With our approach of vectorizing load operations
based on the evaluated predicate, which we described in Section 6.1, we guaran-
tee this safety. It is therefore possible to transform masked memory stores into
Select Stores. Our approach adds the overhead of the vector read and the shuffle
instruction; masked memory reads require temporary variables for their write-
back data as well. The listings in Figure 6.4 show both techniques, masked store
and Select Store, for the example loop.

As can be seen in the figure, implementing the Select Store does add over-
head compared to a masked memory operation. In any case, performance of the
Select Store cannot reach the performance of an instruction supported natively
by hardware. We will therefore have to compare our solution to the scalarized
store, which is the technique currently deployed by the compiler for such code
patterns. While the select instruction is straight-forward to execute in the pro-
cessor, the additional memory read access has the potential to significantly im-
pact the performance of our solution, especially for kernels with low arithmetic
intensity. It is therefore critical to define a threshold when to prefer the Select
Store over the scalarized store. We deduct such thresholds from performance
measurements in our evaluation in Chapter 8.
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Listing (6.5) Masked Store

vec cond_v [n],
wb_v [n],
out_v [n];

for (int i = 0; i < N; i += VF){
wb_v = in_v + 1;
masked_st(&out_v,cond_v,wb_v);

}

Listing (6.6) Select Store

vec cond_v [n],
wb_v [n],
out_v [n];

vec new_v,
old_v;

for (int i = 0; i < N; i += VF){
new_v = in_v + 1;
old_v = vec_load(&out_v);
wb_v = select(cond_v,new_v,old_v);
vec_st(&out_v,wb_v);

}

Figure 6.4: Implementation of the example loop with a masked store and a Select
Store using vector data types

The compiler has to consider another constraint before transforming masked
stores into Select Stores. Due to the additional read access and the final overwrit-
ing of the masked-out elements, conflicts can occur when multiple threads work
on the same set of data. As long as a loop is executed in a single thread, it is safe to
apply our Select Store approach. As soon as multi-threading is applied, however,
it cannot be guaranteed that other threads do not access those data elements
masked out by the conditional. Consider the following loop

for (int i = 0; i < N; i ++){
if ((thread_id % 2 == 0) && (i % 2 == 0))

out[i] = do_something;
else

out[i] = do_something_else;
}

where threads with an even thread ID manipulate array elements at even posi-
tions, while threads with an odd thread ID modify array elements at odd posi-
tions. Within a vector, adjacent vector elements are therefore modified by dif-
ferent threads. Data of masked-out iterations, i.e. either odd or even ones in
our example, can be modified after the read, but before the write back of our Se-
lect Store; the approach is not thread safe. As a consequence, the Select Store can
overwrite elements with outdated content, causing corrupt data in memory. One
way to avoid such scenario is to ensure that each thread processes a partition of
the loop that is a multiple of the vectorization factor, i.e. each vector contains
elements that are processed by a single thread exclusively. One option to ensure
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this is annotating the code, for example by using the OpenMP pragma

pragma omp parallel for (kind, chunk size)
Code annotation means, however, that our approach is no longer fully auto-
matic. We therefore implement a second option: making the read-modify-write
sequence atomic. An atomic operation locks data after acquiring its access rights,
which prevents other threads from accessing it before the atomic operation fin-
ishes and releases the lock. The Atomic Select Store we propose is translated to
a load-acquire-store-release sequence and a select instruction in the compiler.
Due to the restrictions of atomic operations, it is now prohibited for other threads
to modify the data processed by the locking thread. The Atomic Select Store there-
fore ensures data coherency and can be applied automatically to all loops where
it cannot be ensured at compile time that the program is either single-threaded
or the loop partition of each thread is a multiple of the VF. Atomic operations do
come with an overhead, however. It is therefore even more critical to understand
when this approach is beneficial and will yield a performance gain, again em-
phasizing the need for an accurate performance prediction within the compiler.

Both of our proposed techniques, the Select Store and the Atomic Select Store,
expand the set of vectorization approaches that the compiler is currently utiliz-
ing for the vectorization of predicated write instructions. By creating write back
vectors using select instructions, we are able to remove predication and en-
able unmasked write operation to memory. While neither of our solutions can
compete with the performance of natively supported masked instructions, we
provide a higher-performing alternative for codes where load sinking cannot be
applied and load scalarization has been the only option so far.

6.3. Summary
Compilers struggle to vectorize loops with control flow when masked instruc-
tions are not supported by the target hardware. Although there are techniques
available to vectorize predicated memory reads and writes, they come with re-
strictions in terms of applicability and performance. We therefore introduce two
new approaches, one for read and one for write accesses to memory.

The challenge of replacing predicated read instructions with regular load in-
structions is to ensure that it is legal to access all vector elements, including the
masked-out ones. Assuming that the target system grants memory access rights
on page basis, our approach utilizes the memory access scheme of a loop to de-
ploy a runtime check to determine the safety of an unmasked memory read. We
differentiate between three scenarios of access patterns, and our proposal covers
two of them: the scenario where all vector elements lie within one page of mem-
ory and the scenario where at most one page break occurs within the vector. By
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testing if the first and the last element of a vector is loaded, we can secure ex-
isting access rights for up to two pages of memory, enabling the replacement of
the predicated load with a regular load instruction. Our solution works for loops
whose memory access patterns can be formulated as an affine function, and in-
troduces a single logic instruction as overhead. Our proposal does not cover the
third scenario with vector elements scattered across multiple pages, however, as
the complexity of the required runtime check diminishes the speedup gained by
vectorization. For this scenario, scalarizing the load is the most efficient option.

The challenge of vectorizing predicated write instructions is to ensure that
masked-out elements are not overwritten with incorrect or outdated data. We
introduce our Select Store approach, which implements a read-modify-write se-
quence of vector elements based on select instructions. These select instruc-
tions merge a write-back vector from the original vector data and the modified
vector data based on the binary mask of the predicate. It is safe to employ our
technique for single-threaded programs, while it must be made atomic for multi-
threaded programs. The Atomic Select Store ensures thread safety when it cannot
be guaranteed that threads work on loop partitions that are a multiple of the
VF. For both techniques, the Select Store and the Atomic Select Store, overhead
is added due to the reading of the original vector data before modifying it, as
well as the creation of the write-back vector. Nonetheless, we provide a vector-
ization approach for loops where load sinking is not applicable, and we expect
an improvement in performance compared to the state-of-the-art technique of
scalarizing the store.

To automatically apply our solutions, it is critical to understand when they
are beneficial and can be deployed safely without harming performance. It is
therefore necessary to conduct thorough analyses and define clear thresholds
when to apply our techniques. Theses analyses are conducted in Chapter 8.
When the introduced overhead is known, the compiler can then assess if the code
transformation yields a speedup. For this procedure, it is critical that the com-
piler utilizes an accurate and reliable benefit analysis In the next chapter, we dis-
cuss the accuracy of cost models, and present our own method of cost modeling
to improve the performance prediction of compilers during auto-vectorization.





7
Portable Cost Modeling for

Auto-Vectorizers

This chapter presents our accurate and portable cost model to improve perfor-
mance prediction within the compiler. We define metrics to measure the accu-
racy of cost models for auto-vectorization, as it has not been studied before, and
introduce our platform-independent modeling approach. Our model uses the
Intermediate Representation (IR) of a program for feature extraction and per-
forms a speedup prediction for the vectorized code. It can be fitted to any target
hardware and we discuss suitable techniques to perform such model fitting.

Optimizing compilers apply cost models to predict if a code transformation
is beneficial, i.e. if it improves code with respect to its target. Such targets in-
clude high performance, low energy consumption, or a small memory footprint.
An accurate profitability analysis is particularly important for auto-vectorization,
whose optimizations include instruction replacements and code re-writing, which
may introduce expensive overheads. When predicted and measured performance
is only weakly correlated, compilers can mispredict codes, resulting in slowdowns
or missed speedups. Nonetheless, the accuracy of cost models currently utilized
in auto-vectorizing compilers has not been studied. In this chapter, we therefore
define accuracy metrics to perform such an analysis.

The main challenge when creating an accurate cost model is to ensure that
it considers all code characteristics, i.e. code features, that influence the perfor-
mance of vectorized code. These features can vary between ISAs and platforms
as well, and the modeling approach must be able to reflect this. For example, a
cost model must explicitly distinguish between memory access patterns, which
can significantly impact the obtained speedups and whose performances de-
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pend on the memory subsystem of a platform. We therefore introduce a cost
model that extracts its model features from the IR of a program, and refines these
features to incorporate memory access schemes and block composition, a met-
ric for the arithmetic intensity of a kernel. Our abstract model can be fitted to any
target hardware, and can be used by all auto-vectorization passes of a compiler.

We start this chapter with the introduction of our accuracy metrics for cost
models, including a visual representation of these metrics. We then present our
modeling approach, including our method of code feature extraction, and reason
why we favor speedup over an abstract cost value as our model target. Finally,
we explain the different methodologies that were applied in order to ensure an
accurate model fitting without over-fitting on the training data.

7.1. Accuracy Metrics
The accuracy of the speedup prediction of cost models in auto-vectorizing com-
pilers has never been studied. In this section, we therefore develop metrics to
qualify their accuracy. We distinguish between three kinds of metrics: precision,
classification, and impact metrics. The first class of metrics measures how well
the predicted and the measured performance correlate, while the second class
assesses if the compiler made the correct decision in terms of "To vectorize or not
to vectorize?". The third class quantifies the impact that inaccuracies within the
cost model have on code performance. All metrics serve as optimization goals for
our cost model approach. Furthermore, we establish a graphical representation
for our accuracy assessment, and demonstrate how it visualizes the classification
and precision metrics.

7.1.1. Precision Metrics

We start with the introduction of our precision metrics. As described in Chap-
ter 2, the compiler calculates abstract values, so-called costs, to decide if code
should be transformed, i.e. vectorized. It compares two costs and chooses the
option with the lower cost. By comparing these two values, a scalar cost cscl and
a vectorized cost cvec , the compiler in the end performs a performance predic-
tion. The estimated speedup Sest can thus be derived as

Sest = cscl

cvec

For an accurate cost model, the measured speedup of a code Smeas must equal
the estimated speedup Sest , i.e.

Sest = Smeas
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(a) Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient;
straight line marks perfect positive linear
correlation of ρ = 1, red circles exhibit
strong correlation, blue crosses exhibit
moderate correlation
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(b) Euclidian Distance; metric measures
the absolute difference between actual
and perfect prediction

Figure 7.1: Visualization of precision metrics; 7.1a demonstrates Pearson’s Cor-
relation Coefficient ρ, 7.1b shows Euclidian Distance as error metric

Based on this relation, we can define two precision metrics:

• the correlation ρ between a set of estimated and measured speedups and

• the average and maximum prediction error.

To determine the correlation between the two datasets, we apply Pearson’s Cor-
relation Coefficient

ρ = cov(Sest ,Smeas)

σSest σSmeas

with cov(Sest ,Smeas) being the covariance and σ the respective standard devi-
ation. Ideally, we want a perfect positive linear correlation of ρ = 1, i.e. Sest =
Smeas . Figure 7.1a visualizes this relation. Sest is plotted on the horizontal axis,
while Smeas is plotted on the vertical axis. The straight line marks the perfect
correlation of ρ = 1. The higher the correlation between the estimated and the
measured speedup, the closer the points of a data set fall to the straight line, as
shown by the red circles compared to the blue crosses.

To measure the error, i.e. the distance of each plot point to the straight line,
we introduce the Euclidian Distance L2 as the second precision metric. It deter-
mines the prediction error by

L2 = ‖Sest −Smeas‖.
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Figure 7.2: Visualization of classification metrics; grey plot points are correct pre-
dictions, red plot points shows false positives, blue plot points shows false nega-
tives

A visualization of this metric is given in Figure 7.1b. In the graph, the Euclid-
ian Distance measures the distance of the predicted speedup to the point of the
straight line that equals the measured speedup, i.e. how much Sest has to be
shifted on a horizontal axis to meet the straight line of ρ = 1.

7.1.2. Classification Metrics

The second class of metrics concerns the classification results of the compiler.
During vectorization, the compiler has to decide if a transformation is beneficial.
It therefore classifies loops into two categories: beneficial and not beneficial. An
inaccurate cost model will consequently produce two types of classification er-
rors:

• false positives ( f ⊕): the compiler deems a transformation beneficial, but
the vectorized code exhibits no speedup or a slowdown.

• false negatives ( f ª): the compiler does not deem the transformation ben-
eficial, but the vectorized code would have exhibited a speedup.

These classification errors can be visualized as illustrated in Figure 7.2. False
classifications fall into the shaded area of the graph. Examples for false positives
are depicted with the red circles, where the measured speedup Smeas is less or
equal to 1, but the estimated speedup Sest is higher. False negatives are depicted
by blue crosses, where the estimated speedup Sest is less or equal to 1, but the
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measured speedup Smeas is higher. The grey plus symbols show correct predic-
tions, where the compiler produces an appropriate speedup classification and
plot points are outside of the shaded regions.

7.1.3. Impact Metrics

Inaccurate cost models with low precision produce classification errors that harm
code performance. As a third class of metrics, we therefore measure the impact
the classification errors have on a the execution time of a data set, i.e. the loss in
performance for the user. To understand the impact, we need to evaluate three
different execution times:

• tscl : the normalized scalar execution time of a benchmark with n kernels.
The scalar execution time of each kernel of a benchmark is normalized and
the runtimes of all kernels are added up. tscl therefore equals the number
of kernels in the benchmark, as each kernel contributes a runtime of 1 time
unit:

tscl =
n∑

i=0

ti ,scl

ti ,scl
= n

• tvec : the normalized vectorized execution time of a benchmark with n ker-
nels as produced by the compiler, including classification errors. The vec-
torized execution time of each kernel is normalized to its respective scalar
execution time and the runtimes of all kernels are added up, i.e.

tvec =
n∑

i=0

ti ,vec

ti ,scl

When a kernel exhibits a speedup,
ti ,vec

ti ,scl
< 1, while

ti ,vec

ti ,scl
> 1 when code is

slower after vectorization.

• topt : the normalized vectorized execution time of a benchmark with n
kernels without classification errors, overwriting the classification by the

compiler. It is computed in the same manner as tvec , but
ti ,vec

ti ,scl
≤ 1 for all

kernels, i.e. topt ≤ tscl = n.

tvec determines the execution time of a benchmark deploying a non-perfect cost
model, such as the state of the art, while topt gives the optimal execution time
that can be achieved. By comparing the speedups

Svec = tscl

tvec
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and

Sopt = tscl

topt

we can therefore assess the impact the classification errors have on the overall
execution time of a set of kernels.

Using our precision, classification, and impact metrics, it is now possible
to rate and compare the accuracy of cost models in auto-vectorizing compil-
ers. They also identify kernels and code patterns that are mis- or inaccurately
predicted, enabling us to derive further cost model refinements. It is one of the
techniques we applied when creating our own cost model, whose overall struc-
ture is presented in the next section.

7.2. Modeling Approach
In this section, we introduce the modeling approach for our accurate and plat-
form-independent cost model. We discuss our baseline feature set, present its
refinements, and argue why we move from cost to speedup prediction for our
model target. In addition, we show how we enhance our model to incorporate
the composition of a Basic Block (BB), and detail why our model is applicable to
VLA code as well.

The first step in creating a model is the definition of properties that describe
the input to the studied system, as well as a quantity that is observed as a system
output. In mathematical modeling, the system inputs are referred to as indepen-
dent variables, while the system output is the dependent variable. In Machine
Learning (ML), input properties are called features, whereas the modeled quan-
tity is the target. While we apply modeling strategies from both fields, i.e. linear
regression from mathematical modeling and Support Vector Regression (SVR)
from ML, we stick to to the ML terminology for the sake of simplicity.

The feature set for our model has to incorporate all characteristics of a block
of code that are critical for performance. For our use case, a block of code de-
notes a loop, including its head and body. All features characterizing such a loop
must be static, i.e. they must be known at compile time. In addition, we seek
a feature representation that is platform independent, i.e. the same feature set
must be applicable to different hardware. As a starting point, we consequently
chose the Intermediate Representation (IR) of the loop in the compiler, refined
it further based on a thorough feature similarity analysis, and expanded it to in-
corporate features that are unique to VLA code.

A refinement of our feature set is the modeling of block composition. The
arithmetic intensity of a loop, i.e. the ratio between memory accesses and arith-
metic instructions in a kernel, is correlated to the maximum speedup that can
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be obtained by vectorization. While vectorized memory operations can improve
code performance as well, the main benefit from vectorization stems from the
parallel processing of data in the datapath. As a consequence, memory-bound
kernels do not reach the same high speedups as compute-bound kernels. We
therefore refine our model to incorporate the ratio of memory to arithmetic in-
structions.

For our model target, we move away from modeling cost to predicting speedup.
Current cost models compare two abstract values to predict which code version
performs better, scalar or vectorized. As we have argued when introducing our
accuracy metrics, this can be formulated as a speedup prediction. We there-
fore define speedup as our model target directly. As an additional benefit, we no
longer require the prediction of the cost of scalar code as a comparison baseline,
which removes another error source from the prediction.

In the following, we detail the feature and target selection for our model, as
well as its refinements. Having defined our abstract model, it can then be fitted
to different target hardware. We discuss suitable fitting strategies in Section 7.3.

7.2.1. Model Features

In this section, we present the feature selection for our cost model. We present
our baseline feature set, derived from the Intermediate Representation (IR) of a
loop in the LLVM compiler, and discuss which refinements we applied in order
to capture all code characteristics that are crucial for performance prediction.

The most challenging part of model creation is the feature selection. When
the feature set is not considering all aspects that are impacting the model target,
model error is high. Our model target, i.e. the performance of a vectorized loop,
is based on the instructions within the loop and the platform where it is running.
Since an important aspect of our modeling approach is keeping our cost model
abstract and hardware agnostic, we focus on the loop instructions for feature
selection. We therefore chose the IR of a loop in LLVM as our baseline feature
set.

The baseline feature set needs further refinements, however. In its latest re-
lease, the LLVM IR instructions can be classified into five different categories:
terminator instructions, binary instructions, bitwise binary instructions, mem-
ory instructions, and others. In total, there are 62 instruction types. Each instruc-
tion type represents a single model feature. To refine this feature set further, we
performed a feature similarity analysis. The feature similarity analysis groups
kernels with similar feature representations. When the target values of kernels
within a feature group vary significantly, the current set of features is not suf-
ficient for accurate modeling. Based on this analysis, we identified two further
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Listing (7.1) Forward vector access

for(i=0; i < LEN; i++){
x[i] = y[i] + 1.0;

}

Listing (7.2) Reverse vector access

for(i=LEN-1; i>=0; i--){
a[i] = b[i] + 1.0;

}

Figure 7.3: Example of two loops sharing the same baseline feature representa-
tion, but exhibiting different speedups after vectorization due to different mem-
ory access patterns

refinements needed for our feature set.
The first refinement concerns the memory instruction features. In the base-

line feature set, all memory accesses are represented either by a load or a store
instruction. There are significant performance differences, however, due to the
memory access patterns in the loop body, i.e. how memory is accessed. An ex-
ample is shown in Figure 7.3. The two loops share the same representation in the
baseline feature set, but the loop in Listing 7.2 exhibits a 10% performance loss
due to the reverse memory access pattern. This difference stems from the fact
that for the reverse loop, two half vectors of b are loaded and assembled instead
of the one contiguous load operation used for y in the loop with the positive
stride. This difference in code generation is not yet visible at IR level, since it
will be performed later in the compiler backend. We therefore replaced the load
and store features with more fine grain memory access pattern features. These
access patterns were taken from the current cost model implementation and en-
able the differentiation between Unknown, Vector, VecReverse, Interleaved,
Gather/Scatter and Scalarized for both, load and store accesses. This re-
sults in 72 features. Not all of these features are used to model loops, however.
For example, out of the terminator instruction category, only the branch instruc-
tion is utilized. Nonetheless we decided to keep all features in our model to pre-
serve the flexibility to use our cost modeling approach for other optimization
passes, such as SLP vectorization.

The second enhancement concerns new instructions added for platforms
supporting a vector length agnostic programming model. For example, the SVE
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) introduces a set of instructions to efficiently
vectorize specific code patterns. The most notable instructions are the first
fault in register memory operations and the whilelt instruction for loop
management. These instructions were therefore added to the model. In addi-
tion, instructions in the SVE instruction set are typically predicated and predi-
cation requires additional computing time, impacting the speedup. Instead of
specifically modeling this overhead, however, our approach already accounts for
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it indirectly by moving the model target from cost to speedup. We present our
reasining to change the model target in the next secion.

7.2.2. Model Target

In this section, we define our model target as the speedup obtained via vectori-
zation, instead of the abstract cost values used by current compilers. We thereby
confine our model target to a closed interval and consequently reduce the abso-
lute model error. At the same time, we remove the—potentially flawed—baseline
cost prediction, resulting in an improved relative model error.

Cost models in the LLVM and GCC compiler frameworks predict a cost for
scalar and vectorized code and apply vectorization if the cost of the vectorized
code is either smaller than the scalar cost (LLVM) or a number of iterations can
be found where vectorization is beneficial (GCC). This approach, however, re-
quires an accurate cost calculation for vectorized and scalar instructions. Us-
ing an inaccurate cost model for both predictions can therefore lead to a higher
propagation of error when comparing the two quantities.

As we have argued with our introduction of accuracy metrics in Section 7.1,
such a comparison of costs can also be formulated as a speedup prediction, i.e.

Sest = cscl

cvec

By using speedup as our model target directly, we are able to remove the scalar
baseline cost cscl from our model, including the error it potentially introduces.
Our model target can now be formulated as

Sest = f (~n, ~w)

with a vector of feature weights ~w modeling the impact each feature has on the
achieved speedup, and a vector ~n denoting the number of occurrences of each
feature. In this context, a feature weight wi ∈ ~w can be positive, zero, or negative.
The function f (~n, ~w) is then determined by the applied fitting algorithm, which
adjusts the feature weights to minimize the model error for a specific platform.

Besides removing error introduced by the scalar baseline, the second benefit
of our approach is limiting the target interval of our model to

Sest ∈ (0,V F ]

When targeting cost instead of speedup, the absolute value of each cost metric
grows with increasing BB sizes, i.e. the number of instructions. As an exam-
ple, the cost value intervals for one of our vectorization testbenches are cvec ∈
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(1,3 876] and cscl ∈ (0,170 068] 1. Here, a small relative error for either cost can
cause a large absolute error. When reducing the modeling interval, however,
small relative errors result in small absolute errors. For example, a 5% relative
error causes a maximum deviation 0.2 in the speedup prediction for an interval
of (0,4]. Furthermore, confining our dependent variable Sest to a smaller interval
helps with model fitting.

A third additional benefit of our approach is that it allows the comparison of
different vectorization options. Since the performance estimation is no longer
tied to a certain baseline, but predicts the speedup of a BB, results of one op-
timization pass in the compiler can be compared to other optimization results.
As a use case example, our cost model enables the comparison of LLV and SLP
vectorization results to select the better option, since there are codes where SLP
outperforms LLV in LLVM [15].

7.2.3. Modeling Basic Block Composition

In this section, we detail how we introduce block composition into our model. By
normalizing our feature weights to the overall number of instructions in the BB,
the model now considers the ratio between arithmetic and memory instructions,
which is essential in determining achievable speedups.

Current cost models only consider individual instruction costs, but do not
distinguish between the different kinds of instructions. While arithmetic instruc-
tions are straight forward to vectorize and greatly improve code performance,
vectorized memory instructions demand multiple data elements in parallel, thereby
putting pressure on the memory interface. Especially for large vector sizes, the
memory interface quickly becomes the bottleneck for performance improvements.
The ratio between arithmetic and memory instructions in a BB, i.e. its arithmetic
intensity, is thus a critical measure to predict the speedup of a vectorized loop.
It indicates if a kernel is memory or compute bound, i.e. if performance is lim-
ited by processing power or by the memory subsystem. A compute bound kernel
typically scales close to the ideal speedup of the VF, while memory bound ker-
nels exhibit a significantly lower growth in performance. The transition between
a kernel being compute bound or memory bound is highly platform dependent
and must be reflected in our model.

To take this code characteristic into account, we normalize the individual
instruction count ni to the total number of instructions n in the BB, i.e. divide

1Results from Test Suite for Vectorizing Compilers (TSVC) [114] compiled with GCC for an AVX2
platform.
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each element of ~n with its L1-norm ||~n||1. The vector ~n thus becomes

~n′ = 1

||~n||1
·~n

Due to the individual performance characteristics of the different memory ac-
cess patterns, we chose to weigh each instruction independently instead of an
overall ratio between arithmetic and memory instructions.

Having modeled the basic block characteristics of a loop in terms of types of
instructions, memory access patterns present in the loop, and the ratio between
arithmetic and memory instructions, as well as moving our model target from
cost to speedup and limiting the prediction interval, the model can now be fitted
to individual platforms. We will discuss strategies and restrictions regarding the
model fitting in the next section.

7.3. Model Fitting
In this section, we detail how we fit our model to different hardware platforms.
We discuss requirements regarding feature coverage and training data genera-
tion, and highlight different fitting techniques. In addition, we present how we
perform a dimensionality reduction to avoid overfitting our model to the training
data.

In the previous section, we defined our abstract cost model with features de-
rived from the LLVM IR and speedup as the model target. The model can be
formulated as

Sest = f (~n′, ~w)

with ~n′ denoting the normalized feature count vector and ~w denoting the vector
of feature weights. Fitting the model to a hardware now determines the function
f , at the same time weighing features with respect to the specific characteristics
of the platform and defining ~w . There are certain restrictions and techniques
that need to be considered during fitting, however.

In order to obtain a suitable fitting, a profound set of training data is criti-
cal. The training data set must expose sufficient feature coverage, and represent
varying arithmetic intensities. In addition, each test kernel must have a differ-
ent feature representation to avoid overfitting on certain feature vectors. Since
no dedicated testbench for exploring and training cost models in the compiler
exists, we assemble a set of suitable loop patterns from different vectorization
testbenches for the training data set.

Using our set of training data, we survey a number of fitting algorithms to
determine which one minimizes the model error on a specific platform. Due to
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our abstract model representation, we are able to explore algorithms from differ-
ent fields, such as statistical modeling or Machine Learning (ML). In this work,
we limit the approaches to linear regression techniques, as well as Support Vec-
tor Regression (SVR). By examining linear regression techniques, we determine
if our model outperforms state-of-the-art cost models that are based on linear
functions, i.e. that sum up all individual instruction costs of a basic block to pre-
dict performance. The Support Vector Regression (SVR) allows us to delve into
the world of ML. Unfortunately, at the time of writing there is no database suf-
ficiently large enough to explore further ML approaches, such as deep learning.
All of the mentioned fitting algorithms require an error metric to reduce. Based
on our accuracy metrics introduced in Section 7.1, we select the L2-distance as
our error metric. It improves the overall precision of the model, thereby reducing
the classification errors and consequently improving the overall execution time
of a program.

The final step in the fitting process is to ensure that our model is not over-
fitted. Overfitting occurs when models are too closely modeled after training
data, and therefore assume noise in the training data to be a feature of the mod-
eled system. As a consequence, an over-fitted model performs well for training
data, but fails to fit or predict data outside of the training data set. By perform-
ing a dimensionality reduction and Leave-one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV), we
assure that our model is not overfitted. The LOOCV also serves as a validation
test.

In the following sections, we present all aspect of model fitting in more detail.
We discuss the requirements regarding the training data set and feature coverage,
highlight suitable fitting strategies, and discuss what measures we took to avoid
the overfitting of the model.

7.3.1. Feature Coverage and Training Data Generation

A solid set of training data is crucial for successful model fitting. In this section,
we discuss the requirements for our set of training data and present our strategy
to assemble a testbench suitable for cost model training and fitting.

The most important requirement for the training data set is sufficient fea-
ture coverage. In other words, we must ensure that each feature is present at
least twice in the training data set; a higher occurrence is preferable. With re-
spect to our model, the training data set must therefore contain all instructions
of the LLVM IR, along with the varying memory access patterns. When a test
kernel contains an instruction exclusively, either the kernel has to be removed
from the training data set or additional kernels using that specific instruction
have to be included. Our model has an additional requirement regarding cover-
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age. Since we model the block composition of a BB as well, different instruction
mixes must be present in the set of training data. In particular, kernels with vary-
ing arithmetic intensities have to be included in the training data set. A further
requirement is that each kernel is unique, i.e. presents a unique mix of features
in the training data set. Otherwise the model is prone for overfitting.

Testbenches for the training and fitting of cost models for auto-vectorizers
do not exist. We therefore created such a training data set, taking the aforemen-
tioned requirements into account. With more than 70 features in our model,
we need a large number of test kernels to ensure sufficient feature coverage. In
addition, we have to be able to extract speedups from individual (nested) loop
from the kernels as our model targets. For example, a nested loop with multi-
ple inner loops cannot be used as training data, as the obtained speedup cannot
be attributed to a specific inner loop and its code pattern. The Loop Repository
for the Evaluation of Compilers [115] provides an overview of available vectori-
zation testbenches, from which we extracted our training data set. Combining
kernels from three known testbenches, i.e. the Test Suite for Vectorizing Compil-
ers (TSVC) [114], the Livermore Compiler Analysis Loop Suite (LCALS) [116], and
PolyBench [117], we obtain a training data set with more than 150 kernels. While
they do not cover all IR instructions of the LLVM compiler, our training data set
provides sufficient coverage of a subset of instructions. This subset varies across
platforms, however, since not all kernels are auto-vectorized for all of our target
platforms.

Each kernel is profiled on the target hardware to extract its normalized fea-
ture count vector~n′ and the measured speedup Smeas , which serves as the model
target. We thereby obtain a set of normalized feature count vectors and a set of
corresponding model targets. These two sets can now be used to determine the
feature weight vector ~w of the platform, using different fitting algorithms. This
step is presented in the next section.

7.3.2. Fitting Strategies and Error Minimization

In this section, we present how to fit our model to different hardware platforms.
We introduce the L2 distance as the main error metric of our cost model and
discuss different regression analyses for model fitting.

When fitting the model, the goal is to find a set of feature weights that min-
imize the model error. Out of the accuracy metrics presented in Section 7.1, we
selected the L2 distance as the main error metric of our cost model. While com-
pilers currently employ cost models for classification, i.e. deciding whether to
vectorize or not, we seek an accurate performance prediction to compare differ-
ent code transformations and chose the more beneficial one. Using one of our
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classification metrics as the main error metric is therefore not sufficient for our
model, as it does not enable a comparison of options. Reducing the impact is
not suitable either, as reducing the impact would result in optimizing the classi-
fication error to avoid mispredictions and thus impact. We therefore chose one
of our precision metrics, the overall L2 distance. It has the benefit that classi-
fication errors decrease as well when improving the L2 distance, which in turn
better the impact metrics. By fitting our cost model to reduce the L2 distance, we
therefore achieve an overall improvement for all of our accuracy metrics.

During model fitting, the fitting algorithm defines the function f (~n′, ~w) that
estimates the speedup based on the normalized feature count vector ~n′ and the
feature weight vector ~w . At the same time, the feature weights are adjusted to
minimize the model error. In statistical modeling, regression analyses, such as
linear regression, are performed to achieve such model fitting. When applying
linear regression, the algorithm assumes a linear relation between the different
feature weights, i.e.

Sest = f (~n′, ~w) = ∑
∀i∈I

n′
i ·wi +ε

with I denoting the feature set, ni denoting the occurrence of a specific feature,
wi denoting the weight of said feature, and ε denoting the model error. Current
cost models make the same assumption about a linear relationship when de-
termining a block cost by calculating the sum of all individual instruction costs.
To understand if our fitted feature weights are more accurate than the individ-
ual instruction costs used in compilers, we apply two different linear regression
techniques to our model:

• Least Squares (LS)

• Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS)

While the Least Squares (LS) analysis minimizes the L2 distance between the esti-
mated and measured speedup, the Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) analysis
imposes the additional restriction on the resulting feature weights wi that they
must not be negative. Based on our training data set, i.e. a set of normalized
feature count vectors and a set of model targets, we formulate a linear system of
equations that is solved with the aforementioned linear regression analyses.

We perform a third regression analysis using Support Vector Regression (SVR),
which is a supervised learning technique from ML. While support vector ma-
chines are typically used to solve classification problems, they are also suitable
approaches for regression analyses. They have the advantage that they are able
to utilize different kernels for fitting, i.e. they can assume a linear function for
f , as well as a polynomial or a sigmoid function, for example. In this work, we
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explored if a polynomial relationship between features is more appropriate for
our problem than the linear relationship assumed by state-of-the-art cost mod-
els. In other words, we research if the model is under-fitted when using a linear
function for f . For polynomial regression, our model can be formulated as

Sest = f (~n′, ~w) = ∑
∀i∈I

ni ·w p(i )
i +ε

with p(i ) denoting the exponent determined for feature i . The degree of the poly-
nomial can be defined to an arbitrary value; nonetheless, higher degree polyno-
mials are prone for overfitting, as they tend to capture the noise in the modeled
system. We therefore perform a grid search during model fitting to identify the
most suitable degree.

Besides the grid search for the most suitable polynomial degree, further mea-
sures must be taken to avoid overfitting the model for both, linear and polyno-
mial regression. We discuss these measures in the following section.

7.3.3. Avoidance of Overfitting

In this section, we detail the methods we applied to avoid overfitting our cost
model. To ensure that we are not modeling system noise with our large feature
set, we perform a dimensionality reduction via a Greedy Forward Feature Selec-
tion. In addition, we confirm the robustness of our model by completing a Leave-
one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV).

During the fitting of the model, it is crucial to avoid overfitting. Overfitted
models are too closely modeled after the training data, and therefore assume
noise in the training data to be a feature of the modeled system. Such an overfit-
ted model performs well for training data, but fails to fit or predict data outside of
the training data set. Regression techniques are particularly prone to overfitting
and we therefore performed a dimensionality reduction for our model.

A dimensionality reduction trims the number of features when the training
data set is limited compared to the overall number of features. While we gathered
a training data set of more than 150 kernels for our model, not all of these ker-
nels can be vectorized on all platforms, and vectorization rates vary greatly. We
therefore chose to perform a dimensionality reduction for all platforms to en-
sure proper model fitting. There are two different approaches: feature selection
and feature extraction. In feature selection, the goal is to find a subset of features
that will produce an accurate model without overfitting. In feature extraction,
the original high-dimensional feature space is transformed to a space of fewer
dimensions by applying different mapping algorithms. For our cost model, we
followed a feature selection approach, where we observe model error by varying
the set of features used to build and fit the model.
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As described in the previous section, we selected the L2 distance as the main
error metric in our model. We therefore vary the feature set and observe the re-
sulting overall L2 distance the model produces. For this purpose, we execute a
Greedy Forward Feature Selection, i.e. we seek the single feature that produces
the smallest error, then add a second feature to the feature set that—combined
with the first feature—produces the smallest model error and so on and so forth.
When the model error is not lowered significantly or not lowered at all by adding
another feature, we stop seeking more features. This algorithm must be per-
formed on each target hardware, as instructions do not behave the same on dif-
ferent platforms and an individual analysis is needed.

The stability of the model is furthermore ensured by performing a Leave-
one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV). LOOCV is equivalent to a leave-p-out cross-
validation with p = 1. Our choice of p, preferred to larger values, is motivated
by the training data’s sparse dataset, as all training codes have been designed to
tackle diverse individual patterns. To run the LOOCV analysis, a model is trained,
leaving out one kernel of the training data set. The speedup of the left-out kernel
is then predicted using the previously trained model. This process is repeated for
each kernel in the training data set and the overall error is observed. When the
error increases significantly, the feature set needs further investigation for redun-
dant or missing features. At the same time, LOOCV serves as model validation as
well, since we use a trained model to predict the performance of unknown code.
We thereby do not require an additional set of loop kernels to verify the accuracy
of our cost model.

7.4. Summary
Before transforming a code block during vectorization, a compiler needs to un-
derstand if the transformation yields an improvement in performance. For this
purpose, it deploys a cost model to assess the benefit of the optimization. We in-
troduce metrics to quantify and compare the accuracy of these cost models, and
present our own modeling approach, which is platform independent, considers
the arithmetic intensity of a code block, and is compatible with fitting algorithms
from statistical modeling and Machine Learning (ML).

The accuracy of cost models for auto-vectorizers has not yet been studied. As
a first contribution, we therefore define accuracy metrics to quantify the correct-
ness of different cost model approaches. Overall, we specify three different cat-
egories of metrics: precision, classification, and impact metrics. The precision
metrics evaluate the error between the predicted and measured speedup, while
the classification metrics count the number of false predictions. False predic-
tions are codes that are not vectorized despite running faster after vectorization,
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as well as codes that are slower after they have been deemed beneficial by the
compiler. Both of these classification errors have impact on the execution time,
which is gauged with our impact metrics.

As a second contribution, we introduce our own cost modeling approach. In-
stead of calculating and comparing two costs, one for the scalar and one for the
vectorized loop body, we define the speedup obtained by vectorization as our
model target. We thereby reduce the model error, since we no longer need an
accurate scalar baseline for our performance prediction. Limiting the prediction
interval to the Vectorization Factor (VF) has the additional benefit of reducing
absolute model error. Our model features are based on the IR of the LLVM com-
piler, with enhanced memory access pattern features and features specific for
VLA programming. Choosing such abstract code features for modeling enables
the portability of the model across platforms. Our model is furthermore refined
to contain a metric for the arithmetic intensity of a loop, which is a key factor in
limiting the maximum speedup of vectorization.

Our model is platform independent, and can be mapped to an arbitrary hard-
ware. Such a mapping requires an adequate set of training data, a suitable fitting
technique, and measures to avoid the overfitting of the model. We discuss all
three of these aspects. By selecting suitable loop patterns from known vector-
ization testbenches, we assemble a training data set of more than 150 kernels.
Using this set of training data, our model can be fitted with methods from sta-
tistical modeling, such as linear regression, as well as techniques from ML, such
as Support Vector Regression (SVR). We assess the stability of the model by per-
forming a dimensionality reduction via a Greedy Forward Feature Selection. It
ensures that our model is not overfitted, i.e. it is not modeled too closely after the
training data set. This is verified by a Leave-one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV),
which also serves as our method for model validation.

In the next chapter, we present the results of our accuracy analysis of cur-
rently utilized cost models in auto-vectorizing compilers. We compare the re-
sults to the ones obtained from fitting our model with three different regression
techniques to three different hardware platforms. The stability of the best-fitting
models is analyzed via a dimensionality reduction and verified with LOOCV. In
addition, we discuss characteristics of the feature weight vectors obtained through
model fitting, ranking the most important features on each hardware platform in
particular.





8
Evaluation and Discussion

In this chapter, we evaluate the impact of our proposals on the performance
of auto-vectorized code. We analyze how the proposed solutions increase the
vectorization rate, improve the vectorization quality, and reduce the number of
mispredicted kernels. At the same time, we assess if the approaches are forward
compatible, i.e. applicable to vector-length agnostic (VLA) code.

We begin the evaluation with detailing our experimental setup, including
compilers, testbenches, and hardware. Overall, we ran experiments using two
different compilers on loop patterns from three known vectorization testbenches
and a next-generation video compression standard. The tests were executed on
three platforms supporting diverse SIMD ISAs. Our evaluation covers the AVX2
and NEON instruction sets, as well as the upcoming SVE instruction set, to en-
sure a broad applicability of our solutions.

The first proposal that we evaluate is our solution for the VLA vectorization
of nested loops with small trip counts. These loops can be found in stencil ker-
nels and multimedia applications. We vectorized the two most time-consuming
filters of the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) decoder for the SVE instruction set,
and compared the obtained speedups with the results from auto-vectorization.
While outperforming the auto-vectorized decoder, our approach does not achieve
the maximum obtainable speedup. We consequently analyze the vector utiliza-
tion and are able to show that the parallelism in the VVC decoder is not sufficient
to efficiently exploit large vectors.

Second, we evaluate our approach to vectorize loops with control flow with-
out the native support of masked instructions. We perform an overhead analysis
to understand the impact that our solution for vectorizing predicated memory
loads has on the overall performance. Regarding the vectorization of predicated
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memory writes, we compare the speedups obtained with our Select Store and
Atomic Select Store to the state-of-the-art approach of scalarizing the store op-
eration. As results are depending on the vectorized data types and the branch-
ing ratio of the conditional expression, we thoroughly investigate when to apply
which technique to avoid mispredictions in the compiler.

The third solution that is evaluated is our accurate and platform-portable
cost model. We study the accuracy of cost models currently deployed in auto-
vectorizing compilers, and compare the results with the ones obtained from fit-
ting our model to the different hardware platforms. To ensure that our improve-
ments are not based on an overfitted model, we perform a dimensionality re-
duction and verify the results with a Leave-one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV).
We conclude the analysis with a discussion of the feature weight vectors we ob-
tained through model fitting. In particular, we rank the most important features
on each hardware by feature weight, and the impact they have on final code per-
formance.

We conclude the chapter with a discussion if our solutions meet the criteria
we imposed on our work in the introduction. We analyze the overall impact our
proposals have on the metrics of the High Performance criterion, and assess if all
approaches fulfill the Forward Compatibility criterion.

8.1. Experimental Setup
In this section, we present the testbenches, compilers, and hardware we used for
the evaluation of our enhancements to auto-vectorizing compilers.

8.1.1. Testbenches

We use four different workloads for the evaluation of our proposals. The first is
a real-world application, the decoder of the next-generation video compression
standard, VVC. In addition, we selected loop kernels from three different vector-
ization benchmarks to create a sufficiently large test set. The loop kernels were
selected to cover a broad range of code patterns to ensure that our proposals are
applicable to diverse program kernels.

To demonstrate our technique of vectorizing loops with small trip counts for
large vectors, we selected the decoder of the VVC standard as a real-world test
application. VVC is the successor of the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)
standard, and targets to reduce the bit rates needed for compression by 50%
compared to its predecessor, while maintaining video quality. It contains several
filters that can be classified as 1D- and 2D-stencil computations, and we vec-
torize the two most compute-intense filters in our experiment, the Interpolation
Filter (IF) and the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF). A reference implementation of the
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decoder can be obtained from the Joint Video Exploration Team [118].

For the remaining two proposals, the vectorization of control flow without
masked instructions and the portable and accurate cost model, we use kernels
from three different testbenches for our evaluation: the Test Suite for Vector-
izing Compilers (TSVC), the Livermore Compiler Analysis Loop Suite (LCALS),
and Polybench. All three testbenches are designed to test the capabilities of auto-
vectorizing compilers, focusing on loop-level vectorization. They contain sets of
loop patterns, thereby posing different challenges to the vectorization passes,
and are inspired by real-world applications. All codes use 32-bit vector elements,
either integer or single-precision floating point numbers.

TSVC was originally published by Callahan, Dongarra, and Levine in 1988
and contained 135 Fortran loops [114, 119]. In 2011, Maleki et al. ported the test-
bench to C, removed outdated language constructs, and added 23 further loop
patterns [120]. The benchmark now consists of 151 basic loops, grouped and
numbered by vectorization challenge, such as loop peeling, statement reorder-
ing, or data dependencies. In TSVC, each loop itself contains only a few state-
ments, i.e. loop bodies are short in terms of instructions. This synthetic setup is
needed to test vectorization for very specific code patterns. Furthermore, TSVC
kernels typically incorporate only one loop or one set of nested loops. This allows
us to attribute the speedup of a kernel directly to the speedup of its innermost
loop, without further code instrumentation.

In order to move one step closer to real world applications, we also used
the Livermore Compiler Analysis Loop Suite (LCALS) in our experiments [116].
Just like TSVC, LCALS is also based on a set of Fortran kernels from the 1980s
[121], and it has been enhanced and ported to C++. Originally intended to assess
floating-point performance in processors, the benchmark now focuses on auto-
vectorization. For this purpose, it contains 30 scientific kernels, including loops
taken from physics applications at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. In
LCALS, loops are more complex than in the TSVC benchmark. They contain var-
ious calculations, control flow and/or multiple nested loops, and thus pose a
greater challenge for auto-vectorizers.

The third benchmark is Polybench, developed by Pouchet et al. in 2012 [117].
It is targeted to test polyhedral compiler frameworks, such as Polly [122], and
therefore tests vectorizable loop patterns. We extracted those kernels with a sin-
gle loop or single set of nested loops for our purposes, resulting 14 additional
benchmark kernels.
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Table 8.1: Overview of compiler flags and versions used during evaluation

GCC 8.2.0 LLVM 6.0.0

Vectorize Code -std=(c11|c++11) -O3 -ffast-math -march=native

Disable LLV -fno-tree-vectorize -fno-vectorize

Disable SLP -fno-tree-slp-vectorize -fno-slp-vectorize

Generate Reports -fopt-info-vec-all=report.lst -Rpass=loop-vectorize -mllvm
-debug-only=loop-vectorize,SLP

8.1.2. Compilers

We evaluated our proposals with two different compilers, the LLVM compiler
framework and the Gnu C Compiler Suite (GCC). Although the Intel C/C++ Com-
piler has been shown to produce best-performing code for x86 architectures [20],
it cannot compile for different ISAs, and therefore is not suitable to ensure the
platform portability of our approaches. An overview of the compiler versions,
along with the compilation flags used to create the scalar and vectorized code
versions, is given in Table 8.1.

8.1.3. Hardware

For a broad evaluation of our approaches, we selected three different hardware
vector extensions to cover the most commonly used SIMD ISAs and provide an
outlook to the next generation of architectures. For x86 architectures, we ran
our evaluation on platforms supporting Intel’s AVX2 instruction set. The profiled
AVX2 processor is an Intel Xeon E5-2679. It supports 256-bit floating point and
integer operations, i.e. a VF of 8 is the maximum for our benchmarks. Although
larger vector units are available on the market, i.e. AVX-512 in Xeon Phi and Xeon
server platforms, AVX2 remains the most common one in the product portfolio
for x86 architectures.

For AArch64 architectures, we selected hardware implementing the Arm NEON
ISA. Experiments were run on an ODROID-C2 platform with an ARM Cortex-A53,
whose architecture we discussed in Chapter 2. This ARMv8 architecture supports
128-bit vector operations, i.e. a maximum VF of 4 is obtainable for the floating
point benchmarks in this evaluation.

The third hardware is a platform that supports Arm SVE, i.e. a hardware that
can execute VLA code. As no SVE hardware is available on the market yet—first
products are expected in 2021—we used the gem5 simulator for our measure-
ments [123]. gem5 is a modular simulator for processors and system architec-
tures. It is actively supported by Arm and a branch to simulate a platform with
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SVE hardware is publicly available [124]. There is a choice of three different CPU
models: atomic, in-order, and out-of-order. Since SVE is targeted for HPC appli-
cations, we chose the out-of-order CPU model, which resembles an ARM Cortex-
A72.

8.2. Vectorization of Loops With Small Trip Counts
This section presents the improvements that were obtained with our vectoriza-
tion strategy for nested loops loops with small trip counts for unknown vector
lengths. Results are compared to speedups achieved via auto-vectorization, and
the limits of attainable speedups are discussed.

Our proposal targets the vectorization of nested loops whose inner loops
have only few iterations, i.e. a small trip count. Such loops are commonly found
in filter and stencil computations. To explore the feasibility of our load and shuf-
fle implementation for an efficient loop interchange, we vectorized the illustrat-
ing examples from Chapter 5, the Interpolation Filter (IF) and Adaptive Loop Fil-
ter (ALF) from the VVC decoder. We compare our results with the ones obtained
by the auto-vectorization pass in GCC. As a target vector extension, we use the
Arm SVE ISA. Speedups were obtained by averaging the results from three com-
monly used video test sequences (BasketballDrive, Kimono, and ParkScene).

While we are able to obtain higher speedups than the auto-vectorized de-
coder, the theoretical maximum speedup is not reached. Since we run our ex-
periments with an unlimited cache size in the simulated processor, we can as-
sure that the kernels are not memory bound. We therefore conduct an analysis
of the DLP in the vectorized filters to understand the limits of parallelism in the
kernel.

8.2.1. Performance Evaluation of the Interpolation Filter

The speedups attained through vectorization of the Interpolation Filter (IF) are
shown in the top row of Figure 8.1. Results are depicted for increasing vector
lengths from 128 bit to 512 bit, as well as for different Quantization Parameter
(QP); the QP is a measure for the video quality, with low values indicating a higher
quality. The figure compares the speedups from auto-vectorized code with the
speedups obtained when applying our vectorization technique.

For both solutions, speedups increase with higher QP factors, but do not rise
further for vector lengths that are larger than 1024 bit. The highest speedup ob-
tained by auto-vectorization is 2.4x for QP 24 and 2.5x for QP 32, while our accel-
erated decoder achieves a speedup of 2.8x for QP 24 and 3.0x for QP 32. Over-
all, our accelerated decoder outperforms the auto-vectorized code by 19.5%
on average (15-23.5%). Nonetheless, the maximum attainable speedup is not
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Figure 8.1: Speedup of the IF (top), ALF (middle), and overall decoder (bottom)
for Quantization Parameter (QP) 24 (left) and QP 32 (right) video samples, shown
for increasing vector lengths
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reached. Considering that the interpolation filter works with 16-bit integers, the
vectorization factor—and hence potential speedup factor—is 8x for 128-bit vec-
tors and 128x for 2048-bit vectors. Both solutions, the auto-vectorized code and
our accelerated decoder, do not reach such high speedups.

The reason for the low speedup is the limited block width in the decoded
videos. The block width denotes how many samples are filtered per row, i.e. the
trip count of the outer loop. With our VLA approach of packing vector elements,
the block width limits the number of elements that can be grouped in a vector.
For large vectors, the vector length is consequently not fully exploited, leading
to a low utilization and low speedup factor. For example, when the IF processes
blocks with 4 samples per row, our approach computes all 4 samples at once,
using only 4 ·16 bit = 64 bit of the vector. All additional vector bits are idle.

To fully utilize 2048-bit vector registers, blocks require a minimum width of
128 samples. For chroma (color) samples, the maximum supported block width
in VVC is 64 samples, rendering full vector utilization impossible. On the other
hand, a width of 128 samples is supported for luma (brightness) samples, but
rarely occurs. We conducted an analysis to understand the occurrence of differ-
ent block widths and the subsequent limits of parallelism. The results are listed
in Table 8.2. For all videos, the majority of blocks (78-92%) have a small amount
of samples, i.e. between 2 and 7 samples. These blocks do not use more than 128
bit for processing, and do not benefit from larger vectors. This is reflected in the
vectorization results depicted in Figure 8.1, where increasing the vector width by
a factor of 16 increases the average speedup by merely 30% for both vectorization
approaches.

Table 8.2: Distribution of block widths in the Interpolation Filter (IF), shown for
varying QP and three commonly used video test sequences

No. of Samples

QP Video 2 - 7 8 - 15 16 - 31 32 - 128

BasketballDrive 91.4% 2.6% 2.2% 3.9%
32 Kimono 86.0% 5.1% 4.3% 4.7%

ParkScene 74.1% 9.0% 6.4% 10.5%

BasketballDrive 85.1% 4.5% 4.6% 5.8%
24 Kimono 85.0% 5.8% 5.7% 3.6%

ParkScene 78.2% 11.3% 6.4% 4.1%
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8.2.2. Performance Evaluation of the Adaptive Loop Filter

Compared to the results from the IF, we achieve significantly higher speedups
for the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF). They are depcited in the second row of Figure
8.1. While the auto-vectorized filter achieves a maximum speedup of 2.1x for QP
24 and 2.2x for QP 32, our accelerated filter reaches speedups of up to 6.3x for QP
24 and 6.5x for QP 32. Especially for 128-bit vectors, our speedups of 3.4x for QP
24 and 3.5x for QP 32 are close to the maximum theoretical speedup of 4x. On
average, we outperform the auto-vectorized decoder by a factor of 2.6x.

The higher speedups can be explained by the larger block widths of the ALF.
Contrary to the interpolation filter, the ALF works with 32-bit integers and larger
block widths of 64 elements for chroma samples and 128 elements for luma sam-
ples. The vector utilization is therefore significantly higher, and our approach
exploits the full available vector length, resulting in high speedups. For example,
64 samples of 32-bit integers fit exactly into the largest vector register of 2048 bit.

8.2.3. Overall Speedup

The overall speedup of the complete decoder is presented in the bottom row of
Figure 8.1. The auto-vectorized decoder reaches speedups of 1.3x for QP 24 and
1.4x for QP 32. The speedups obtained with our approach are higher even when
using only the smallest vector length. For 128 bit vector registers, we achieve a
speedup of 1.4x for QP 24 and 1.6x for QP 32, which increases to a factor of 1.6x
for QP 24 and 1.8x for QP 32 for 2048 bit vector registers. Considering that the
kernels we vectorized consume about 50% of the execution time of the original
decoder, the maximum obtainable speedup for our approach is 2x. The auto-
vectorizer, on the other hand, vectorizes the complete decoder. Nonetheless, we
outperform the auto-vectorized decoder by 18% (QP 24) and 29% (QP 32) on
average. Results also show that the decoder does indeed benefit from increasing
vector sizes, although with diminishing returns. Especially when scaling beyond
vector sizes of 512 bit, the overall speedup does not increase further significantly.

8.3. Control Flow Vectorization
In this section, we evaluate our proposals for the vectorization of control flow
without masked instructions. We measure the overhead introduced by our run-
time check, which enables the vectorization of predicated load instructions, and
analyze the profitability of our Select Store and Atomic Select Store compared to
the state-of-the-art technique of scalarizing the store.

In Chapter 6, we introduced solutions to vectorize predicated load and store
accesses to memory. To vectorize predicated load instructions, we proposed a
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runtime check that ensures access rights to all memory locations accessed by the
vector. To vectorize predicated store instructions, we presented an instruction
mapping using select instructions, i.e. our Select Store and Atomic Select Store.
In this evaluation, we assess the overhead added by each proposal in order to
formulate clear guidelines when it is beneficial to apply our techniques. For all
experiments, codes were compiled with LLVM for the Arm Cortex-A53 platform
with NEON vector instructions, which does not support masked instructions.

Our first evaluation determines the overhead of the runtime check for the
vectorization of predicated load instructions. For this purpose, we measure the
performance of a simple loop where the runtime check always evaluates to false,
i.e. we never profit from it, but see the additional execution time. We then vary
the values in the predicate to estimate worst and best speedup when the runtime
check evaluates to true, i.e. when vectorized code is executed for some or all
vector lanes.

The second evaluation is a benefit analysis of our Select Store and Atomic Se-
lect Store solutions. We compile 10 kernels from the TSVC benchmark, once with
our modified compiler to utilize our proposed techniques, and once with code
annotations to enable the auto-vectorizer to apply the scalarization of predicated
store instructions. We compare the speedups obtained with either solution, and
determine a minimum Vectorization Factor (VF) for our proposals to outperform
state-of-the-art auto-vectorization in the compiler.

8.3.1. Performance Analysis of Predicated Load Instructions

In this section, we assess the profitability of the runtime check that we propose
to enable the vectorization of predicated load instructions. The idea of the run-
time check is to test if the first and the last element of a vector are accessed,
thereby deriving safety for loading the complete vector. Overall, the benefit of
our approach depends on the additional execution time of the runtime check,
how often the runtime check evaluates to true, and how many loop iterations are
processed in parallel when the vectorized loop is executed. We therefore deter-
mine three different quantities:

• the execution time of the runtime check

• the minimum speedup gained, and

• the maximum speedup gained.

For the evaluation, we use loop pattern s271 from the TSVC benchmark, which
is presented in Listing 8.1. It contains a straight-forward fused-multiply-add
pattern within an if-statement, and can be vectorized by the compiler when the
loop is annotated to ensure the safety of hoisting the load.
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Listing 8.1: TSVC kernel s271 for overhead analysis of predicated memory reads

// code pattern s271
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++){

if (b[i] > 0){
a[i] += b[i] * c[i];

}
}

Overhead Analysis of the Runtime Check
The overhead of the runtime check can be assessed when the vectorized loop
body is never executed, i.e. the runtime check always evaluates to false. In that
case, the scalar loop is executed for all loop iterations as a fall back option, and
the slowdown compared to the execution of scalar code denotes the overhead of
our approach. We hence set all values of the array b[i] to zero and implemented
two intrinsics-based versions of the code, one with and one without the added
runtime check; both versions use a scalarized predicated store. Furthermore,
both kernel versions calculate the conditional mask, i.e.

(b[i] > 0) ? 1:0

with vector operations. Running both kernels on the Arm Cortex-A53 processor,
we measure the difference in runtime to be 3%. Considering that for regular
scalar code, each element of the conditional mask would be calculated sepa-
rately, the three percent overhead added by our runtime check is compensated
by the vectorized predicate calculation. For patterns with less arithmetic inten-
sity as the test kernel, the overhead can be slightly higher percentage-wise. Since
the conditional check does not depend on the code within the predicated BB,
however, the overhead is static. For kernels with a higher arithmetic intensity,
the percentage of overhead will decrease even further. We therefore determine
that it is safe to add our runtime check, as it does not show a significant perfor-
mance impact.

Minimum and Maximum Speedup Analysis
The benefit of vectorizing predicated load instructions without using masked in-
structions depends on the number of vector lanes that are enabled via the predi-
cate. For example, if only one vector lane is active, the overhead of vectorization
can result in a slowdown, since the scalar loop is allowed to skip VF-1 loop itera-
tions altogether and is therefore fast.

For our proposal, the worst-case scenario in terms of performance is when
our runtime check evaluates to true, but no other loop iteration of that vector is
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executed, i.e. only the first and the last vector lane are active. The predicate for
our example code can then be written as

b[i:i+VF]= {1,0,0, . . . ,0,0,1}

Here, the full overhead of vectorization is added for each vector iteration, al-
though only two elements per vector are processed. The speedup obtained with
such a predicate is the worst-case performance of our approach. For our experi-
ment, which uses a 128-bit vector and VF = 4, we consequently set the values of
b[i] to

b= {1,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,1...}

to determine the minimum attainable speedup for test kernel. When compar-
ing the execution time to the scalar code version, we measure a speedup of the
vectorized kernel, including the runtime check, of 1.34x over scalar code perfor-
mance.

The best-case scenario in terms of performance is when all vector lanes are
active, i.e. the full advantage can be taken from the vectorized code. In other
words, all values of b[i] > 0. To compare our result with the maximum speedup
that the compiler achieves when it is able to hoist the load, we created a second
kernel version where we annotated the loop, resulting in an auto-vectorized ker-
nel. The speedup achieved by the compiler is 1.91x, while our approach obtains
a speedup of 1.79x. Our approach therefore reaches 93% of the performance
of the auto-vectorized code. Even though we are not able to match the perfor-
mance of the auto-vectorized code, our solution is fully automatic, i.e. we do not
require code annotations to apply our technique. As a consequence, we vectorize
loops that are currently not vectorized by the auto-vectorizer due to its inability
to assume safety for hoisting the load instruction.

Based on our experiments, we affirm that it is beneficial to apply our tech-
nique of vectorizing predicated load instructions by adding our runtime check.
Even when the vectorized code block is never executed, the vectorized calcula-
tion of the predicate mitigates the introduced overhead. When the vectorized
code block is executed, vectorization is beneficial regardless of the number of
active vector lanes.

8.3.2. Performance Analysis of Predicated Store Instructions

In this section, we compare the speedups obtained with our Select Store and
Atomic Select Store to the speedups gained by scalarizing the store, which is the
state-of-the-art technique in auto-vectorizing compilers when sinking the store
is not possible. We also perform a profitability analysis to formulate clear bound-
aries when our solutions are beneficial for code performance.
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For our experiments, we extracted 13 loop patterns with control flow from
the TSVC benchmark. We annotated these patterns to enable load hoisting by
the compiler. Although our method of enabling predicated read instructions is
applicable to these code patterns as well, we did not want to measure the addi-
tional overhead again, since we already analyzed it in the previous section. Out of
the 13 patterns, three of them could not be vectorized by LLVM due to unresolved
dependencies. We therefore limit our performance analysis to the remaining ten
loops.

Speedup Analysis
The first experiment compares the speedups that the different approaches are
able to obtain for the 10 test patterns. Overall, we created four different code
versions:

• Scalar: non-vectorized code version that serves as our baseline

• Scalarized Predicated Store (SPS): vectorized code version that utilizes the
state-of-the-art method of scalarizing store instructions

• Select Store (SS): vectorized code version that emulates predicated stores
by a read-modify-write sequence using select instructions

• Atomic Select Store (ASS): vectorized code version that deploys our Select
Store method for multi-threaded environments

Figure 8.2 shows the average speedups as the results of 10 benchmark runs.
Regardless of the loop pattern, our Select Store outperforms the other two ap-

proaches by at least 5%. The largest difference in performance can be observed
for the vif code pattern, where the speedup is a factor of 2.7x higher than state
of the art. On average, our Select Store is 1.62x faster than the Scalarized Predi-
cated Store. Even for codes where the state of the art produces a slowdown, e.g.
pattern s1279, Select Store maintains scalar performance. Hence it is safe and
profitable to apply the Select Store technique when a loop is either executed in
a single-threaded environment, or the loop is split across threads in a manner
where each thread executes a multiple of VF iterations.

For multi-threaded environments, where the aforementioned prerequisites
cannot be ensured, the Atomic Select Store must be deployed and compared to
the performance of the Scalarized Predicated Store. As shown in Figure 8.2, the
achieved speedups are similar, with the performance of our Atomic Select Store
on par or slightly lower than the Scalarized Predicated Store. On average, the
Atomic Select Store is 6% slower than the Scalarized Predicated Store, with a max-
imum of 20% for code pattern s2710. The difference stems from the overhead
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Figure 8.2: Performance analysis of predicated store techniques for TSVC loops
with control flow, measured on the Cortex-A53 with VF = 4

of making the read-modify-write sequence atomic, and increases with the num-
ber of accessed memory locations. Furthermore, there are loop patterns that ex-
hibit a slowdown after vectorization, i.e. patterns s279, s1279, and s2710. Here,
the profitability analysis of the compiler fails and code is vectorized despite an
overhead effacing all performance gains; the compiler produces false positive
predictions due to an inaccurate cost model. Overall, the benefit of vectorizing
predicated store instructions depends on several factors. In the next section, we
therefore vary these factors to define clear boundaries when which technique
obtains the highest speedups.
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Listing (8.2) Evaluation Kernel 1

type cond[n], a[n];

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++){
if (cond[i]){

a[i] += 1;
}

}

Listing (8.3) Evaluation Kernel 2

type cond[n], a[n], b[n], c[n], d[n];

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++){
if (cond[i]){

a[i] = b[i] + c[i] * d[i];
}

}

Figure 8.3: Kernels to analyze the impact of different code characteristics on per-
formance of predicated memory write techniques

Profitability Analysis
The benefit of deploying a predicated write technique depends on specific code
characteristics of the vectorized loop, i.e. the branching probability, the largest
vectorized data type, and the arithmetic intensity of the kernel. In this section,
we investigate which technique is the preferred option for which combination of
the mentioned code performance factors.

Three factors impact the performance of a predicated write technique. The
first factor is the branching probability, which defines how many vector lanes are
active. In other words, the branching probability determines how many vector
elements are written back to memory. The methods we compare in this section
all introduce a certain overhead, and slowdowns can occur when the overhead
cannot be mitigated by the speedup of the vectorized loop. That is the case when
none or only few elements are written back. The second factor is the Vectori-
zation Factor (VF), which is derived from the largest vectorized data type in the
loop. The more vector elements can be executed in parallel, the higher the prob-
ability that enough vector lanes are active to mitigate the introduced overhead.
The third factor is the arithmetic intensity of a kernel. The higher the ratio be-
tween arithmetic instructions and bytes loaded from memory, the less impact
the execution time of the memory instruction has on the overall execution time.
For higher arithmetic intensities, we therefore expect higher speedups when uti-
lizing the different predicated store instructions.

In the previous experiment, we assumed a branching probability of 50% and
performed single-precision floating point calculations, i.e. VF = 4. We now vary
these parameters, and evaluate the impact on two kernels with different arith-
metic intensities I . The two kernels are presented in Figure 8.3. The kernel in
Listing 8.2 has an arithmetic intensity of I = 1

8
F LOP

B , as 2 ·4B are loaded for a[i]
and cond[i], but only one arithmetic operation is executed. The second kernel,
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presented in Listing 8.3, has a lower arithmetic intensity of I = 1
10

F LOP
B . For both

kernels, we vary the data type—and consequently the VF—in the loop, as well as
the branching probability. In total, we explore the performance of each kernel
for 6 different data types (8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit integer, 32- and 64-bit floating
point) with 5 varying branching ratios (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%). To reduce the
impact of the branch predictor on the measurement results, we assumed regular
patterns by using an interleaved scheme, i.e. for a ratio of 25% one out of four
consecutive loop iterations was set to be executed. All results are depicted in the
heatmaps of Figure 8.4, where red fields mark slowdowns and blue fields indicate
speedups.

As expected, speedups increase with higher arithmetic intensity. Results also
show that the branching ratio has a significant impact on the overall perfor-
mance gain for all data types. Especially when the vectorized code is never exe-
cuted, i.e. the branching ratio is 0%, slowdowns as low as 0.1x of scalar perfor-
mance can be observed for 64-bit data types. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the profitability of vectorization is limited for the larger data types in general, i.e.
64-bit data types with VF=2 achieve small speedups, if any. For the kernel with
the higher arithmetic intensity, only the Select Store is profitable, while the Scalar
Predicated Store is in the range of scalar performance, and the overhead of the
Atomic Select Store causes slowdowns.

For small data types, however, high speedups can be obtained with all vector-
ization techniques. The only exception is the Scalar Predicated Store for 16 bit-
integers, where the branch predictor causes significant performance impacts.
For VFs of 8 or 16, both of our approaches, SS and ASS, outperform the state-
of-the-art technique SPS. For the kernel with the higher arithmetic intensity,
the speedup over the state of the art ranges between 1.9x and 9.3x, while for
the second kernel the speedup over state of the art ranges between 0.95X and
3.58x. The slowdown results from an execution probability of 0% and the added
overhead of the never-executed code.

Vectorization algorithms in compilers assume a branching probability of
50% when performing the profitability analysis for the vectorization of predi-
cated instructions. Based on this assumption, both of our approaches, the Se-
lect Store and the Atomic Select Store, always outperform the state-of-the-art
approach of scalarizing the store for VFs > 4 and I > 0.1. In these cases, it is there-
fore beneficial to utilize our Select Store or Atomic Select Store. For smaller VFs,
the arithmetic intensity of the kernel must be assessed to ensure performance
gains after vectorization.
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8.4. Cost Modeling
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of cost models in auto-vectorizing com-
pilers. We fit our proposed cost model to different hardware platforms and assess
the improvements on the vectorization rate and the number of mispredictions
for an extended trainnig data set over state of the art. Finally, we ensure the sta-
bility of our model by performing a dimensionality reduction and a Leave-one-
out Cross Validation (LOOCV).

For a first analysis, we apply the accuracy metrics we defined in Section 7.1
to the state-of-the-art cost models in the LLVM and GCC compiler frameworks.
We determine the predicted and measured speedups for the TSVC benchmark,
and calculate the precision of the cost model, the number of mispredictions, and
the impact of the mispredictions. The results serve as the baseline for our model
improvements.

We then proceed to fit our proposed cost model to the three different eval-
uation platforms, applying three different fitting algorithms based on linear and
polynomial regression. The results for each fitting are evaluated to determine
the most suitable fitting technique for each hardware. To verify that our model
is not overfitted to the training data set, we perform a dimensionality redcuction
by applying greedy forward feature selection and Leave-one-out Cross Validation
(LOOCV). The LOOCV serves as our method for model validation as well.

As a last analysis, we investigate the feature weight vectors generated for each
hardware platform. The feature weights vary significantly between platforms,
and hint which instructions vectorize well on a certain hardware, and which ones
do not.

8.4.1. Baseline Accuracy Analysis

The accuracy of cost models deployed in auto-vectorizers has never been stud-
ied. In this section, we therefore apply the accuracy metrics we introduced in
Section 7.1 to the cost models in the LLVM and GCC compiler frameworks.

For the baseline accuracy analysis, we evaluate the predicted and measured
speedups of the TSVC benchmark based on code generated by the LLVM and
GCC compilers. For LLVM, we focus on the LLV pass and disable the SLP pass,
since only few kernels can be vectorized via the SLP algorithm. Overall, we built
three code versions for each of the evaluation platforms:

• scalar: all optimizations are turned on, except for the vectorization pass

• vectorized: all optimizations are turned on, including the vectorization pass

• forced vectorization: all optimizations are turned on, including the vector-
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ization pass. The cost model is either set to unlimited (GCC) or all instruc-
tion costs are forced to 1 (LLVM) to overwrite the prediction of the cost
model and force the vectorization of all vectorizable kernels.

The vectorized code includes all loops where the compiler deemed the vectoriza-
tion to be beneficial. This incorporates patterns that do not exhibit any speedups
or even slowdowns, i.e. all false positives ( f ⊕). The forced vectorization adds pat-
terns where the compiler previously did not apply vectorization due to the cost
model predicting no benefit. This includes patterns that would have shown a
speedup, i.e. all false negatives ( f ª).

Out of the 151 kernels in the TSVC benchmark, we removed kernels that the
auto-vectorizer could not vectorize and kernels where the cost model was not
used during vectorization. The latter applies to codes where optimization tech-
niques such as pattern substitution or reductions are applied; in these cases, vec-
torization is always deemed beneficial and no additional assessments are per-
formed. After further removing identical kernels, the evaluated data set consisted
of 85 kernels for LLVM and 65 kernels for GCC on the AVX2 platform, as well as
71 kernels for LLVM and 66 kernels for GCC on the NEON platform. On the SVE
platform, GCC was able to vectorize 79 kernels. LLVM does not yet support the
auto-vectorization for the SVE ISA.

For all vectorized kernels, the estimated speedups Sest were then derived
from the vectorization reports of the vectorized code version, where the cost
model has not been overwritten. Running the test bench provides the measured
speedup Smeas for each loop kernel by calculating

Smeas = tscal ar

tvec

where tvec is either obtained from the vectorized or forced vectorized code ver-
sion. Since the gem5 simulator does not produce execution times but cycle counts,
we used these values to derive the measured speedups for the SVE hardware. We
furthermore simulated the vector length agnostic code for SVE for two different
vector sizes to understand if the cost model accuracy changes with growing vec-
tor lengths. We selected the smallest supported vector length of 128 bit and a
vector length of 512 bit, which is the the vector length of the first product to hit
the market, the Fujitsu A64FX [125].

An overview of the results of our accuracy analysis is given in Table 8.3, while
a visual representation is displayed in Figure 8.5. In the scatter plots of Figure 8.5,
each plot point corresponds to one of the analyzed kernels of the TSVC bench-
mark. Shaded areas either mark false positives ( f ⊕ : Sest > 1,Smeas < 0.95) or
false negatives ( f ª : Sest < 1,Smeas > 1.05), while the straight line indicates the
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AVX2 NEON SVE (GCC)

LLVM GCC LLVM GCC 128 bit 512 bit

Size 85 65 71 66 79 79
ρ 0.58 0.33 0.75 0.48 0.29 0.39

L2
av g 0.28 0.48 0.26 0.21 0.35 1.01

L2
max 4.58 6.30 4.41 3.38 8.53 15.00

f ⊕ 4 2 0 0 0 0
f ª 9 0 17 2 0 0

tscl 85.00 65.00 71.00 66.00 79 79
tvec 53.53 33.16 40.34 31.83 34.87 25.82
topt 51.79 32.53 36.54 31.03 34.87 25.82

Table 8.3: Accuracy analysis of speedup prediction in the auto-vectorizers of the
LLVM and GCC compiler frameworks

perfect positive correlation of ρ = 1. The following sections discuss the architecture-
specific results in more detail.

Results for Intel AVX2
On the AVX2 platform, both compilers overestimate the speedup gain. This re-
sults in moderate-to-weak correlations of ρ = 0.58 (LLVM) and ρ = 0.33 (GCC).
LLVM estimates a speedup of around 6x for a large number of kernels, while GCC
estimates speedups to range between 6x-8x. The measured speedups, on the
other hand, range between 1x-3x for both compilers. The average L2 distance is
0.28 for LLVM and 0.48 for GCC, with maximum distances L2

max reaching up to
4.58 (LLVM) and 6.30 (GCC), respectively.

In regards to the classification errors, LLVM mispredicts 13 kernels ( f ⊕ : 4,
f ª : 9), while GCC does not produce any false negatives, but two false positives
( f ⊕ : 2, f ª : 0). These mispredictions reflect in our impact metric, the execution
time. Even though GCC only produces two false positives, the difference between
vectorized and optimal optimal execution time is 0.63 time units, i.e. the vector-
ized code reaches 98% of maximum performance (Svec = 1.96, Sopt = 2.00). This
gap is larger for the vectorized code generated by LLVM due to the large number
of false negatives, i.e. missed vectorization opportunities. The 13 mispredictions
from LLVM cause an overall difference of 1.74 time units and the vectorized ker-
nels reach 97% of maximum performance (Svec = 1.59, Sopt = 1.64).
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Results for Arm NEON
Compard to the AVX2 platform, correlations are higher on the NEON platform,
with ρ = 0.75 (LLVM) and ρ = 0.48 (GCC). As can be seen in Figure 8.5b, both
compilers show distinct clusters in their respective performance prediction, re-
sulting in a clear classification whether to vectorize or not. This is due to the
assumption that the majority of kernels scales perfectly (Sest = V F ); there are
kernels where both compilers even assume superlinear speedups (Sest > V F ),
too. Measured speedups are in the same range as on the AVX2 hardware, how-
ever, i.e. between 1x-3x. In regards to the average L2 distance, both compilers
achieve lower average absolute errors than on the AVX2 platform (0.26 for LLVM,
0.21 for GCC). Taking the smaller vectorization factor and hence smaller target
interval into account, on the other hand, the relative error is larger for the NEON
platform.

Contrary to the AVX2 platform, neither compiler produces false positives on
the Arm NEON hardware. LLVM is conservative in its decisions, however, and
produces 17 false negatives ( f ⊕ : 0, f ª : 17), while GCC only produces two ( f ⊕ :
0, f ª : 2). As a consequence, performance achieved by the code vectorized by
GCC is close to its optimum (Svec = 2.07, Sopt = 2.10). The code vectorized by
LLVM, however, only achieves 91% of the optimum performance (Svec = 1.76,
Sopt = 1.94).

Results for Arm SVE
Figure 8.5c shows the analysis results for two different vector lengths, 128 bit
and 512 bit, both executing the same vector length agnostic code on the sim-
ulated hardware. The estimated speedups are identical for both plots, scaled to
their respective vectorization factors, as GCC performs a single benefit analysis
to cover all potential vector lengths. The measured speedups are generated by
two different simulation runs with respective hardware settings. For both vec-
tor lengths, the correlation between the estimated and the measured speedup is
low, i.e. ρ = 0.29 for a vector length of 128 bit and ρ = 0.39 for a vector length
of 512 bit. As on the Arm NEON platform, GCC estimates the majority of ker-
nels to scale perfectly, but actual speedups are lower. There is a set of kernels,
however, where the simulator assumes a perfect scaling of vector instructions,
i.e. no overhead added by vectorization, or even super-linear speedups. This can
be observed in particular on the 128 bit platform, where measured speedups can
be significantly higher than the vectorization factor (Smeas > 1.5 ·V F ). As a con-
sequence, the average Euclidian distance ranges between 0.35 and 1.01, and the
maximum distance for the 128-bit platform is as high as L2

max = 8.53.
Despite the low correlation, GCC does not produce any classification errors

( f ⊕ : 0, f ª : 0). This is coherent with the results from the Arm NEON platform,
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where GCC only produces false negatives, but no false positives. Due to the op-
timistic runtime estimation by the simulator, there are no false negatives on the
Arm SVE platform.

Overall, both compilers tend to overestimate the speedup gained by vectori-
zation. Such over-estimations of speedup imply that there is no or little penalty
added in the cost calculation for vectorization. As an example, LLVM tends to as-
sume perfect scaling of memory operations, i.e. the costs of load and store
instructions are the same for scalar and vectorized code. With vectorization,
however, the memory bandwidth demand grows, including a kernel becoming
memory bound due to vectorization. Such side effects are not considered by the
analyzed cost models, but are reflected in our proposed cost model. In the next
section, we fit our model to the evaluation platforms and compare the accuracy
of our approach with the baseline we generated in this section.

8.4.2. Fitting of the Proposed Cost Model

As seen in the previous section, existing cost models only exhibit a weak to mod-
erate correlation between estimated and measured speedup. In this section, we
demonstrate how to significantly improve the correlation by fitting our abstract
cost model presented in Chapter 7 to specific hardware platforms. We inves-
tigate three different fitting techniques and discuss which ones are suitable for
each platform based on our accuracy metrics.

Our proposed cost model can be formulated as

Sest = f (~n′, ~w)

with ~n′ denoting the normalized feature count vector and ~w denoting the vector
of feature weights. By fitting the model to a target platform, the feature weights
are adjusted and a function f (~n′, ~w) is determined that predicts the speedup
Sest . In this work, we explore three different regression techniques from statisti-
cal modeling and Machine Learning (ML):

• Least Squares (LS)

• Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS)

• Support Vector Regression (SVR) with a polynomial kernel.

All fitting algorithms were implemented in Python using the NumPy, SciPy,
and scikit-learn libraries [126, 127, 128]. For the SVR implementation, a grid
search was conducted to find the most suitable parameter values for the error
range ε, the error penalty C , and the polynomial degree. The parameter set with
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the least number of mispredictions was chosen, i.e. (C ,ε) = (1,1) and a polyno-
mial degree of 4.

Based on the model fitting constraints discussed in Section 7.3, we modified
the training data set with respect to the baseline analysis to increase feature cov-
erage and avoid overfitting. For the AVX2 and the NEON platform, we enhanced
the existing set of kernels with additional kernels from Polybench that LLVM was
able to vectorize with forced vectorization. In total, 14 additional kernels were
added to the baseline setup. It results in a training data set of 99 vectorizable
kernels on the AVX2 hardware and 85 vectorizable kernels on the NEON plat-
form. We were not able to extended the training data set for the SVE hardware,
however. After removing kernels where the gem5 simulator estimates a super-
linear speedup (-3 kernels) and those that share the same feature representation
(-22 kernels), we analyzed the remaining feature coverage. To ensure a stable
model, we discarded all kernels with a unique feature, leaving only 31 kernels in
the training data set.

For measured speedups, we used the runtimes achieved by the forced vec-
torization code version obtained with LLVM and therefore compare our results
to the LLVM baseline. All results are presented in Figure 8.6, while an overview of
the accuracy metrics can be found in the summarizing tables in Figure 8.7.

Compared to the LLVM baseline in Figure 8.5, all three fitted models signifi-
cantly reduce the over-estimation of speedup. The models fitted with SVR, how-
ever, either predict the overall average speedup of S = 2.01 for all kernels on the
AVX2 and NEON platform, or are overfitted on the SVE hardware. For the latter,
the high correlation of ρ = 0.92 seems promising, but the model becomes unsta-
ble during cross validation and produces a significant amount of mispredictions.
The polynomial regression with SVR is therefore not suitable for creating an ac-
curate cost model and will not be discussed further. The models fitted via linear
regression are able to increase the correlation from 0.58 to 0.88 (LS, +52%) and
0.79 (NNLS, + 36%) on the AVX2 platform, from 0.75 to 0.88 (LS, + 17%) and 0.80
(NNLS, + 7%) on the NEON platform, and from 0.48 to 0.79 (LS, +65%) and 0.63
(NNLS, +31%) on the SVE platform. At the same time, L2 distances are decreased
from 25.45 to 8.19 (LS,−68%) and 10.9 (NNLS,−57%) on the AVX2 platform, from
19.48 to 3.54 (LS, -82%) and 4.47 (NNLS, - 77%) on the NEON platform, and from
44.78 to 17.36 (LS, -61%) and 25.96 (NNLS, -42%) on the SVE platform.

The number of mispredictions was reduced as well for two of the three plat-
forms; the baseline does not exhibit mispredictions for the SVE platform and
our model does not introduce these either. On the AVX2 platform (baseline:
f ⊕ : 4, f ª : 9), the LS model is able to reduce both, the number of false posi-
tives and false negatives ( f ⊕ : 3, f ª : 3). All false positives were also mispredicted
in the baseline model, while the false negative codes are a completely different
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Figure 8.6: Correlation between estimated and measured speedups of training
data after fitting with three fitting techniques; left column shows fitting for AVX2
platform, middle column for NEON platform, right column for SVE platform with
512 bit vector length
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set of kernels. The kernel that was removed from the set of false positives com-
pared to the baseline evaluation is a kernel with heavy control flow statements
(kernel s279) that the LS model now predicts correctly. As a consequence of the
overall reduction in false predictions, the normalized execution time decreases
from 60.35 to 58.61 time units (-3%). The NNLS model reduces the overall num-
ber of mispredictions from 13 to 9 ( f ⊕ : 9, f ª : 0). However, all mispredictions
are false positives. This is due to the model’s non-negative weights wi , as an in-
accurate weight will likely add on to the predicted speedup and thus cause false
positives rather than false negatives. Since false positives are more harmful for
performance due to the introduced slowdowns, the overall execution time con-
sequently increases from 60.35 to 63.43 time units (+5%). It hints that the NNLS
fitting method is not suitable for the presented modeling approach on this spe-
cific platform.

On the NEON platform (baseline: f ⊕ : 0, f ª : 17), both fitted models decrease
the number of mispredictions and achieve a reduction in execution time. The LS-
fitted model eliminates 15 false negative predictions, while introducing only one
false positive ( f ⊕ : 1, f ª : 2). The false positive code contains array indirections
(kernel s4116) and is predicted to have a speedup Sest = 1.12, while it exhibits
a small slowdown of Smeas = 0.96. Despite this slowdown, the overall execution
time is reduced from 47.24 to 43.02 time units (-9%). The model fitted with NNLS
removes all false negatives, but introduces three false positives at the same time
( f ⊕ : 3, f ª : 0). The impact of these false positives is limited, however, and the
model achieves a reduction in execution time from 47.24 to 43.14 time units (-
9%) due to the eliminated false predictions.

Concerning the different accuracy metrics, we are able to improve the overall
cost model accuracy on all platforms with our fitted model. The presented data
is based on the training data set only, however. We therefore need to ensure that
the model is not overfitted, which we investigate in the next section.

8.4.3. Assessment of Model Stability

While our fitted cost model exhibits a significantly higher accuracy compared to
the respective baselines, results were achieved using only the training data set.
We therefore validate the model by predicting the performance of loops that are
not part of the training data set. In addition, we perform a greedy forward feature
selection to evaluate if all features are essential in reducing model error, or if they
can be removed to avoid overfitting the model.

A model is overfitted when model assumes the noise in the modeled system
to be a system property. At the same time, a model can be underfitted, i.e. the
model cannot capture the complexity of the modeled system. An over- or un-
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derfitted model exhibits a significantly higher prediction error during validation,
when a kernel is predicted that is not part of the training data set. We therefore
perform a Leave-one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV) to assess the stability of the
model by observing the model error, i.e. the changes in our accuracy metrics.

Our model contains more than 70 features to capture all essential code char-
acteristics. However, a large feature set increases the risk of overfitting the model
and of obscuring observations in the modeled data1. As as consequence, we eval-
uate the dimensionality of our model by performing a greedy forward feature se-
lection. When features can be found that do not reduce the model error, they can
be removed from the model, thereby reducing its dimensionality, i.e. its number
of features.

Model Validation
We validate the stability and predictive ability of our fitted model using LOOCV.
LOOCV is equivalent to a leave-p-out cross-validation with p = 1. The choice of
p, preferred to larger values, is motivated by the training data’s sparse dataset, as
all training codes have been designed to tackle diverse individual patterns.

To run the LOOCV analysis, a model is trained leaving out one kernel. The
speedup of the left-out kernel is then predicted using that trained model. This
process is repeated for each kernel in the training dataset. Results for the LS- and
NNLS-fitted models can be found in the summarizing tables in Figure 8.7. The
figure also visualizes the results for the best performing model on each platform,
i.e. the model with the smallest error in validation. For the AVX2 and NEON
hardware, the LS-fitted models produce the smallest error, while the NNLS-fitted
model performs best for the SVE platform. As mentioned earlier, the SVR-fitted
model performs well for training data on the SVE hardware, but is highly unstable
during model validation.

As expected, the error of the LOOCV results is generally larger than for the
training data set. For the AVX2 platform, the correlation drops from ρ = 0.88 on
fitted data to ρ = 0.66 on LOOCV data for the LS-fitted model, which is still higher
than the baseline of ρ = 0.58 (+13%). For the NNLS-fitted model, however, the
correlation between estimated and measured speedup drops below baseline to
ρ = 0.53 (-9%). Nonetheless, the average L2 distances are still significantly lower
than baseline for both models (LS: -47%, NNLS: -43%). In terms of mispredic-
tions, neither model introduces new errors. They are consistent at ( f ⊕ : 3, f ª : 3)
for LS and ( f ⊕ : 9, f ª : 0) for NNLS, with both models still mispredicting the
same codes as previously. As a consequence, normalized execution times do not
change and still present the results discussed in section 8.4.2: the LS-fitted model
exhibits a speedup, while the NNLS-fitted model presents a slowdown.

1This is also known as The Curse of Dimensionality.
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Figure 8.7: Results of Leave One Out Cross Validation on training data for AVX,
NEON, and SVE hardware; plots show best fitted model, with black plot points
marking the baseline, colored plot points marking results of LOOCV
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On the NEON evaluation platform, the correlation between estimated and
measured speedup drops below the baseline for both models, from ρ = 0.76
to ρ = 0.62 (LS, -18%) and ρ = 0.37 (NNLS, -51%). Despite this drop in corre-
lation, both models still outperform the baseline in terms of L2 distances (LS:
-70%, NNLS: -57%). Furthermore, the validated models reduce the execution
times compared to the baseline. Despite one additional false positive and one
additional false negative prediction ( f ⊕ : 3, f ª : 2) with respect to the training
data, the LS-fitted model lowers the normalized execution time by 8% from tvec =
47.24 to tvec = 43.49. For the NNLS-fitted model, one additional false negative is
introduced ( f ⊕ : 3, f ª : 1) with respect to the training data, still decreasing the
normalized execution time by 7% from tvec = 47.24 to tvec = 44.04.

On the SVE hardware, both models maintain the same correlation as the
baseline, while decreasing the average L2 distances. The LS-fitted model reduces
L2

av g from 6.56 to 4.23 (-35%), whereas the NNLS-fitted model reduces it to 4.15

(-37%). The L2
max distance increases for the LS-fitted model, however, from 13.99

to 15.30 (+9%). This is due to two mispredictions that the model introduces.
These two false negatives further impact the overall execution time, increasing
it from the optimal normalized execution time of topt = 14.72 to tvec = 16.16
(+10%). The NNLS-fitted model, on the other hand, decreases L2

max to 9.31 (-
33%) and does not produce any classification errors. It therefore achieves the
optimal runtime.

Despite an overall increasing prediction error during LOOCV, all validated
models outperform their respective baseline cost model. On the AVX2 and
NEON platforms, the best results are achieved with the LS-fitted models, while
the NNLS-fitted model produces the smallest error on the SVE hardware. We
therefore find our model to be stable. Nonetheless, we proceed to analyze our
feature set and assess if we can reduce the dimensionality of our modeling ap-
proach.

Greedy Forward Feature Selection
In the previous section, we ensured that our fitted model is stable and not prone
to overfitting on the training data set. We now proceed to analyze if we can re-
duce the feature set further to increase model stability and reduce the dimen-
sionality of our approach. In addition, removing features from our model pro-
vides insight into which code characteristics impact final performance.

A dimensionality reduction can be obtained via feature selection or feature
extraction. In this work, we proceed with a technique of feature selection, the
greedy forward feature selection. Greedy forward feature selection is an algorithm
that ranks a given feature set based on training data. It produces a list that indi-
cates which features are the most essential in reducing model error. The algo-
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Table 8.4: Top eight features chosen by greedy forward feature selection perform-
ing LS-fitting on training data; error metric is the Euclidean distance between
modeled and measured speedups

AVX2 NEON SVE
Rank Feature L2 Feature L2 Feature L2

1 getelementptr 18.20 getelementptr 7.61 icmp 26.13
2 shl 17.25 icmp 6.86 fadd 24.27
3 fptrunc 16.45 and 6.51 getelementptr 22.76
4 trunc 15.85 bitcast 6.25 phi 20.92
5 br 15.42 fmul 6.08 add 19.82
6 fdiv 15.10 or 5.98 LD_Widen 19.11
7 fmul 14.97 LD_VecReverse 5.89 br 18.31
8 lshr 14.86 sub 5.80 LD_Interleave 17.80

Full Model 8.19 3.54 17.36
Baseline 25.45 16.94 44.78

rithm starts with an empty feature set. It then selects the feature that produces
the smallest model error when the model is trained with only one feature. This
denominates the single best feature of the model. In its next iteration, the algo-
rithm determines a second feature, which, combined with the already selected
single best feature, produces the smallest model error for a model trained with
two features. The algorithm then continues selecting features in this manner
until a pre-determined number of features is selected or the model error is not
reduced further.

The results of the greedy forward feature selection using LS-fitting on our
training data are listed in Table 8.4. It can be seen that on all hardware platforms,
the getelementptr feature is selected among the top three most important fea-
tures. It is a feature that is present in all of our training data kernels, i.e. it has
the best possible coverage. Furthermore, it is correlated to the total number of
memory accesses that are performed within the loop. The same coverage ap-
plies to the highest ranked feature on the SVE platform; the icmp instruction is
used within loops to determine if sufficient loop iterations have been executed.
A model utilizing only their respective single best feature will already reduce the
L2 distance by 29% on AVX2, by 41% on NEON, and by 42% on SVE platforms
compared to their respective baselines. However, such a model would still in-
fer a significant number of mispredictions, impacting the normalized execution
time negatively.

On the SVE platform, the greedy forward feature selection algorithm further
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Table 8.5: Top five highest feature weights after fitting; positive weights con-
tribute to speedup, negative weights diminish speedup

AVX2 NEON SVE
Feature wi Feature wi Feature wi

fdiv 84.12 ST_VecReversed 15.41 icmp 169.37
icmp 37.42 ST_Interleave 7.70 LD_Interleave 59.21

⊕ fcmp 31.83 ST_Vector 5.92 LD_Widen 53.70
sub 15.38 fsub 5.85 fadd 42.11
fadd 12.13 ST_Scalarized 4.90 br 12.96

shl -42.91 urem -20.94 getelementptr -45.36
LD_VecReverse -23.53 call -8.93 add -43.05

ª fptosi -17.27 LD_Scalarized -6.13 phi -29.39
LD_Scalarized -13.25 shl -5.95 ST_Scalarized -21.92
br -10.90 sext -3.41 fmul -17.04

determines that not all features are critical to model the small training data set
of 31 kernels. The LS approch reduces its error with each additional feature, al-
though the L2 distance decreases by a mere 2% when using more than the 8 fea-
tures listed in the table. Even less features are needed for the NNLS approach.
Here, the algorithm is not able to reduce the error further by adding more than
4 features to the model (icmp, fadd, br, fcmp). It is therefore possible to sig-
nificantly reduce the feature set. We assume, however, that more features will
be needed in the future with more test cases (and hence a higher feature cov-
erage) and more accurate performance measurements when the new hardware
is available. For the other two platforms, model error keeps decreasing signifi-
cantly when adding new features. We therefore do not reduce the feature set for
the AVX2 and NEON hardware.

8.4.4. Feature Weight Analysis

Having a fitted and validated model to predict code speedup, we can generate
insight into what features are the most important for an accurate prediction on
a specific target hardware. We thus rank the weights wi obtained through model
fitting, as they indicate which features contribute the most to code speedup and
which features impact the speedup negatively.

Besides investigating which features are critical to obtain a small error in the
model, which is the reasoning behind a greedy forward feature analysis, it is also
possible to analyze the feature values to understand how much each contributes
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to the estimated speedup. This is possible due to the linear nature of our fitted
cost models. As each feature is multiplied by its weight and summed up to get the
estimated speedup, the weights signify the impact on speedup. In this context,
a positive weight means that the instruction will benefit from being vectorized;
the higher the value, the higher the performance gain due to vectorization. A
negative weight indicates a code characteristic that impacts the speedup gain,
e.g. due to additional overhead. Such a feature ranking can also be used to hint
programmers what instructions to avoid on certain hardware. Results for the
AVX2, NEON, and SVE platforms are shown in Table 8.5.

Interestingly, results vary significantly between the platforms. For positive
weights, i.e. those instructions that benefit from vectorization, the top five on
AVX2 are arithmetic instructions, while they are almost exclusively memory store
accesses on NEON. It shows that vectorization success depends on different code
characteristics on the two platforms. It also emphasizes the importance to add
code characteristics such as block composition/arithmetic intensity to the cost
model. For negative weights, i.e. those instructions that are not beneficial to
vectorize and might add overhead, results are more similar. On both platforms,
the feature representing a scalarized load (LD_SCALARIZED) can be found. In
this case, the impact on peformance stems from the introduced overhead that
is needed for vector assembly. On AVX2, the LD_VecReverse is another load fea-
ture in the top five and is used for reverse loops.

On the SVE platform, a different pattern can be observed. Most notably, the
getelementptr instruction is the instruction with the highest negative weight.
This instruction is added to LLVM bitcode for every memory access. The model
recognizes the negative impact memory instructions have on code vectorization
for such large vectors. Exceptions are those load instructions that can be found
on the list of instructions with high positive weights, e.g. LD_Interleave, where
a speedup can be obtained due to the model compensating the penalty imposed
by the getelementptr feature. A similar pattern can be deducted for control
flow. The phi instruction is weighted negatively, i.e. branching within vectorized
code is considered harmful. However, this does not apply to the icmp instruction,
which is used to determine the end of a loop, but instructions such as fcmp that
are used for if-else-statements within loop bodies.

The feature analysis highlights the portability of the approach: despite our
model being based on high-level features from LLVM bitcode, it is able to dis-
tinguish those code features that impact vectorization for the target SIMD ISA.
Since we do not apply a classification algorithm for the decision to vectorize or
not, but predict the code performance, our accurate speedup prediction enables
the comparison of different vectorization options based on target hardware char-
acteristics. In the future, it is therefore possible to analyze if LLV or SLP vectori-
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zation is more beneficial by aligning the cost models in the auto-vectorizer.

8.5. Discussion

In this section, we assess the impact our proposals have on the metrics of our
High Performance criterion. We discuss how our approaches improve the vector-
ization rate of the auto-vectorizer, increase the vectorization quality of the trans-
formed code, and analyze our achievement in the reduction of harmful code
transformations. In addition, we investigate if all of our approaches are appli-
cable to the generation of VLA code, thereby meeting our Forward Compatibility
criterion.

8.5.1. Increase of the Vectorization Rate

The first metric of our High Performance criterion is an increase in the vectori-
zation rate of the compiler, i.e. it must be able to vectorize a larger set of code
patterns. We are able to fulfill this requirement due to our enhancements in con-
trol flow vectorization and the introduction of our accurate cost model.

Both of our methods for the vectorization of predicated memory accesses in-
crease the vectorization rate of the compiler. Our technique of adding a runtime
check to convert predicated load instructions into unconditional load instruc-
tions moves the confirmation of valid memory access rights from compile time
to runtime. The compiler therefore no longer has to assure safety for all memory
accesses that are present in a vector. This has been a key limiting factor in the
vectorization of those predicated load instructions that cannot be hoisted. By
removing this constraint, the compiler is now able to vectorize these code pat-
terns. Our approach of replacing masked memory writes with our Select Store
and Atomic Select Store techniques offers a higher performing alternative to the
state-of-the-art solution of scalarizing the store. The vectorization rate is in-
creased due to the higher profitability of our proposal, thereby enabling the vec-
torization of codes where the scalarization of the store instruction previously an-
nihilated the performance gain achieved by vectorization.

A further increase in the vectorization rate of the compiler is obtained through
the deployment of our accurate and platform portable cost model. The higher
precision in the speedup prediction of vectorized kernels decreases the number
of mispredicted codes. The reduced number of false negatives, i.e. codes that
were not deemed beneficial but exhibit a speedup after vectorization, lead to
more kernels being vectorized by the compiler.
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8.5.2. Improvement of the Vectorization Quality

The second metric of our High Performance criterion is the improvement of the
quality of vectorized code, i.e. codes that the auto-vectorizer had been able to
vectorize previously must perform better with our enhancements. We meet this
objective with our vectorization technique for loops with small trip counts, our
Select Store and Atomic Select Store approaches for the vectorization of predicated
load instructions, and the deployment of our accurate cost model.

Our concept of vectorizing loops with small trip counts for high vector uti-
lization provides an alternative to existing auto-vectorization approaches. It does
not enable the vectorization of new loop patterns, but presents a higher-performing
option. By choosing our approach, the overall performance of the vectorized
code is therefore increased further, improving the vectorization quality. The same
applies to our proposed Select Store and Atomic Select Store techniques. We have
shown in the evaluation section that our proposals are superior in terms of per-
formance when a minimum VF can be met. In such cases, performance is higher
when implementing masked store instructions with our solutions.

Additional improvements in the vectorizaton quality are achieved by our ac-
curate cost model. Due to the increased precision of predicted speedups, the
compiler is now able to compare different transformation options and choose
the more performant vectorization. For example, when different code optimiza-
tions are possible via LLV or SLP vectorization, a single, aligned, and accurate
cost model guides the compiler to the most beneficial decision. While our cost
model can serve as such global vectorization cost model, it must be noted, how-
ever, that we have not yet implemented this global cost model in the compiler.

8.5.3. Reduction of Mispredictions

The third metric of our High Performance criterion is the avoidance of false pre-
dictions in the profitability analysis of vectorized code. While we seek to reduce
the number of harmful code transformations on the one hand, we strive to as-
sure the vectorization of beneficial code transformations on the other hand. Our
accurate and platform independent cost model achieves this objective.

The increased precision of our model during the profitability analysis of a
code transformation improves the classification of codes into vectorize and do
not vectorize categories. Our model is no longer tied to a baseline prediction,
such as the cost of scalar code, and therefore exhibits an overall higher accuracy
in its speedup prediction. As a consequence, the number of mispredictions, i.e.
false classifications, is lowered.
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8.5.4. Forward Compatibility

Besides meeting our Low Effort criterion, all proposed enhancements must be
compatible with the programming model of future vector extensions, i.e. the
generation of VLA code. All of our proposals fulfill this criterion.

Our approach of vectorizing loops with small trip counts is designed for loops
with few iterations that are executed on hardware with potentially large vector
register. Our vectorization technique can be applied without knowing the final
vector size at compile time, and we demonstrated its feasibility by evaluating it
on a platform supporting the Arm SVE SIMD ISA.

Our proposal for control flow vectorization is targeted for ISAs that do not
natively support masked instructions. While the next generation of vector ex-
tensions, i.e. the RISC-V V-Extension and the Arm SVE instruction set, does sup-
port these types of instructions, our approach can be implemented on these plat-
forms as well. It is unlikely, however, that our technique will still yield a perfor-
mance improvement, as hardware-supported instructions typically outperform
atomic instruction sequences.

We have demonstrated the forward compatibility of our cost modeling ap-
proach by fitting our abstract cost model to the Arm SVE evaluation platform.

Based on our evaluation, we are able to prove that our proposals meet all
of the criteria we imposed on our work in the beginning. They are Low Effort,
achieve High Peformance, and are Forward Compatible. It must be noted, how-
ever, that the overall problem of limited performance of auto-vectorized code
is still not solved. While we are capable of demonstrating improvements for all
metrics of our High Performance criterion, our solutions do not target the en-
tirety of vectorizable code patterns. For example, our cost model is able to in-
crease the vectorization rate of the compiler due to the removal of false negative
predictions, but it does not provide the compiler with new algorithms to explore
parallelism. Overall, further research is needed to close the performance gap
between manually and automatically vectorized code and we discuss ideas for
future work in the next chapter.
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8.6. Summary
The goal of our work is to improve the performance of auto-vectorized code, as
we deem auto-vectorization the most suitable approach for code vectorization
with respect to our Low Effort criterion. We therefore evaluated our three pro-
posed compiler enhancements with respect to our High Performance criterion
and ensure that they meet our criterion for Forward Compatibility.

The first of the three compiler enhancements that we investigate is our solu-
tion for the vectorization of nested loops for unknown—and potentially large—
vector lengths. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach by vectorizing
the two most compute-intense kernels of the VVC decoder and compare the ob-
tained speedups with the performance of the auto-vectorized decoder. Depend-
ing on the quality of the decoded video, our solution of vector packing results in
average speedups of 18% (QP 24) and 29% (QP 32) over the state-of-the-art ap-
proach. For the individual filters, speedups as high as 3.0x for the Interpolation
Filter (IF) and 6.5x for the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) are obtained.

The second compiler enhancement that is evaluated is our proposal for the
vectorization of control flow without native support of masked instructions. The
overhead analysis of our runtime check, which is added in order to safely remove
the predicate from the conditional load instruction, indicates that the low single-
digit slowdown is mitigated by the vectorized calculation and evaluation of the
conditional statement. Performance reaches up to 93% of the auto-vectorized
code2 for our test pattern, and is expected to increase for kernels with higher
arithmetic intensity due to the static overhead of the runtime check. The perfor-
mance analysis of our proposed Select Store technique shows that it outperforms
the state-of-the-art solution for single-threaded programs by an average factor
of 1.62x for 10 test kernels. For multi-threaded programs, a minimum VF has to
be assured to outperform state-of-the-art and turn the vectorization of a loop
profitable. The minimum VF depends on the arithmetic intensity of the kernel
and for our test kernels, a VF > 4 was sufficient for an arithmetic intensity of
I > 0.1 F LOP

B on the NEON evaluation platform.
The third evaluated enhancement is our platform independent cost model.

We perform a baseline accuracy analysis of the cost models deployed in the LLVM
and GCC compiler frameworks and exhibit a low to medium correlation between
the estimated and measured speedups for our training data set of up to 85 ker-
nels3. After fitting our cost model to three different evaluation platforms, we are
able to significantly improve the accuracy of the speedup prediction over state of
the art on all three platforms. Our validated models reduce the average error by

2The source code of the loop was annotated to enable the auto-vectorization of the test kernel.
3Set size varies between compilers and evaluation platforms.
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up to 70% (-70% NEON, -47% AVX2, -35% SVE). As a consequence, the number of
mispredictions is lowered on two platforms (-70% NEON, -54% AVX2), resulting
in improved execution times (-9% NEON, -3% AVX2) of the expanded training
and validation test set. On the SVE hardware, there are no mispredictions and
execution time remains optimal. In addition, the weighted feature vectors of the
fitted models provide insight into which instructions vectorize well and which
ones impact the performance negatively, as determined by the data fitting algo-
rithm.

In order to reach the goal of this thesis, i.e. closing the performance gap be-
tween manually and automatically vectorized code, our proposals must improve
all metrics of the High Performance criterion: the vectorization rate, the vectori-
zation quality, and the number of mispredictions. In addition, they must be For-
ward Compatible. The speedups that are attained by the vectorization approach
of our first proposal demonstrate a clear improvement in the vectorization qual-
ity. All measurements were performed on the Arm SVE evaluation platform to
highlight the VLA approach of our solution. Our second proposal, vectorization
methods for loops with control flow, increases the overall vectorization rate of
the compiler. Our solution enables the vectorization of conditional load instruc-
tions, and turns vectorization profitable for kernels with low arithmetic inten-
sity, but a sufficiently large vectorization factor. In addition, the vectorization
quality is improved for single-threaded programs. The proposed techniques can
be implemented for unknown vector lengths, and are therefore fully compatible
with the VLA programming model of future vectore extensions. Our third pro-
posal, the accurate and platform independent cost model, tackles all three met-
rics of the High Performance criterion. It lowers the number of mispredictions
in the profitability analysis of auto-vectorizers, thereby improving the vectoriza-
tion rate by removing false negative predictions. The increased accuracy enables
the comparison of vectorization options, potentially improving the vectorization
quality. We have shown the feasibility of our approach for the next generation of
vector extensions by fitting the model to the SVE evaluation platform. Enhanc-
ing an auto-vectorizing compiler with all of our proposals therefore improves the
overall performance of its auto-vectorized code. We thereby meet our High Per-
formance criterion. In addition, we have demonstrated that all proposals are ap-
plicable for VLA code generation, fulfilling our Forward Compatibility criterion.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented an approach to improve the efficient utiliza-
tion of hardware vector extensions in microprocessors. Efficient utilization sig-
nifies a code vectorization approach that is low effort for the programmer, yet
obtains high speedups. While there are programming models available that ab-
stract code vectorization from writing in assembly language, their deployment
is always a trade-off between effort and performance. At the same time, auto-
vectorizing compilers do not require source code modifications, yet do not achieve
comparable results with respect to the attained speedups. We have therefore
proposed several compiler enhancements to close the performance gap between
manually and automatically vectorized code.

A key factor in the performance of vectorized code is using the available vec-
tor length to full capacity. Our approach to packing vector elements of loops
with small trip counts addresses this challenge. By changing the way data ele-
ments are arranged across vector registers, we ensure high vector utilization even
for long vectors. The large vectorization factor subsequently increases the maxi-
mum attainable speedup for these code patterns.

A second challenge for the compiler is to ensure the safety of all memory ac-
cesses within a vector. Especially in loops with control flow, vector lanes can be
disabled, requiring the use of predicated instructions. By proposing two tech-
niques to vectorize control flow without the use of predicated instructions, we
enable the vectorization of these code patterns for platforms that do not natively
support them. Furthermore, our implementation of predicated store instruc-
tions offers a higher-performing alternative to the state-of-the-art techniques.

A further critical step in the process of auto-vectorization is the assessment if
a code transformation is beneficial, i.e. if it will speed up code execution. The ac-
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curacy of the cost models that compilers employ for that purpose has never been
studied before. We introduce metrics for such an analysis, perform an evalua-
tion for commonly used compiler frameworks, and introduce our own platform-
portable cost model. By fitting our cost model to a target hardware and validating
that it is not overfitted, we significantly improve the accuracy of the profitability
analysis in auto-vectorizers. As a consequence, the compiler refrains from per-
forming harmful code transformations and is able to compare different transfor-
mation options.

The presented proposals increase the overall number of code patterns that a
compiler can safely vectorize, improve the speedups obtained through code vec-
torization, and support the compiler in avoiding harmful code transformations
that cause slowdowns. Our solutions have been thoroughly evaluated on ker-
nels from real-world applications and known vectorization testbenches on mul-
tiple different hardware platforms. In addition, we assure that all of our enhance-
ments are compatible with the generation of vector-length agnostic code, which
is the programming model supported by future vector extensions. By choosing
auto-vectorizing compilers as our method of choice for the efficient utilization
of vector extensions, we ensure an automatic approach that is capable of gener-
ating code for varying hardware platforms and results in low effort for the pro-
grammer. We therefore conclude that we have met all criteria that we imposed
on this work in Chapter 1.

9.1. Future Work
Despite our efforts to close the performance gap between manually and auto-
matically vetorized code, further research is required to expand the capabilities
of auto-vectorizing compilers. On the one hand, our proposals can be developed
and enhanced further. On the other hand, the vector-length agnostic (VLA) pro-
gramming model imposes new challenges on auto-vectorizing compilers.

There are several possible refinements to our accurate and platform inde-
pendent cost model. The first enhancement targets the training data set. While
we were able to extract a sufficiently large training data set from various vectori-
zation testbenches, an even larger training data set is desirable. A larger training
data set would increase the overall feature coverage, as well as the coverage of
different block compositions. While there have been efforts to create such data
sets for general auto-vectorization and profiling of basic blocks with the LORE
and BHive repositories [115, 129], test kernels for the training of cost models
have different requirements. Nonetheless, the idea of scanning through publicly
available code repositories to extract training kernels, as performed for BHive, is
a promising idea to grow the training data set for cost model training as well.
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With such an extended training data set, advanced Machine Learning (ML)
techniques for model fitting can be explored. Since traditional ML algorithms
solve classification problems, a classification in a multitude of performance cat-
egories seems plausible for our prediction problem. While not as accurate as a
concrete speedup prediction, a comparison of transformation options by perfor-
mance category is possible when a sufficiently high granularity of categories is
ensured. In other words, the current classification of code in vectorize and do
not vectorize categories can be refined by splitting up the vectorize category into
more precise speedup categories.

A further enhancement to the cost model targets VLA code. Current com-
pilers assess the cost of VLA code for the smallest possible vector length. If that
transformation is deemed beneficial, the compiler assumes profitability for all
other vector lengths as well. Nonetheless, the benefit can decrease with growing
vector lengths, for example due to the imposed stress on the memory subsys-
tem. In addition, a smaller vector length can perform better for specific code
patterns, for example by exploiting a certain data size in the code. An accurate
cost model must therefore determine the most promising vector length and/or
impose a threshold when vectorization will no longer be beneficial. Vector exten-
sions such as the RISC-V V-Extension support the definition of a preferred vector
length with a dedicated register. This feature can be explored with an accurate
cost model that is capable of determining the optimal Vectorization Factor (VF).

A further challenge of VLA code generation is the vectorization of straight-
line code. Current SLP algorithms scan a search region for isomorphic state-
ments that can be grouped together into a vector. When the vector length is
unknown, code versioning, i.e. generating a multitude of code versions with dif-
ferent vector lengths, is the only suitable solution as of today. It results in signifi-
cantly larger code sizes, however, as well as significantly increased compile times.
That is why current compilers do not explore SLP vectorization of VLA code. In
addition, SLP assembles vectors from different memory regions. Such gather-
ing of data is costly and can greatly harm performance. A careful assessment of
each vector length is therefore indispensable, as related work has shown that full
vector utilization is not necessarily the most beneficial option, but a minimum
number of vector elements is needed to obtain a speedup. It again emphasizes
the need for accurate performance prediction, ideally with aligned cost models
through all steps of the auto-vectorization process.
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DSL Domain-Specific Language.
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GCC Gnu C Compiler Suite.

GPU Graphics Processing Unit.
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LOOCV Leave-one-out Cross Validation.

LS Least Squares.

MIMD Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data.

MISD Multiple Instruction, Single Data.

ML Machine Learning.
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QP Quantization Parameter.
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SVM Support Vector Machine.

SVR Support Vector Regression.
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TSVC Test Suite for Vectorizing Compilers.

VF Vectorization Factor.

VLA vector-length agnostic.

VVC Versatile Video Coding.
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